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For three quarters of a century 
This gun has served us well, 

On our march to Victory-
On our march through Hell. 

Its long and glorious day is done 
'Twill take its place beside 

The Sharps, Springfield and Garand Ml 
Th' emblems of our pride. 

We'll miss it. And who are we -
Who with the gun grow old? 

We're Americas Fighting Men, and we 
Stopped 'em with it. Cold. 

From "Farewell Old .45" 
by The American Historical Foundation 

"O Id slabsides." "Hand Cannon.'' ''Kicks like a 
mule.'' ''Thumbbuster.'' ''Pocket Artillery." 

Since 191.l, America's Fighting Men have 
defended our freedom with the .45 Automatic. 

The design is older than most living Americans. 
But this pistol served longer, fought more battles 
and won more medals of valor than any other 
firearm in America's history. It was the first -
and most powerful- heavy caliber automatic 

A firing limited Edition of 2500 selectively 
plated with 24-karat gold, that hails the days 

of glory of the old .45. 

pistol ever adopted for service use in the world. 
And its battlefield reliability, combined with the 
knockdown punch of the .45 ACP ammo, have 
made it one of the- if not the - most famous and 
beloved handgun in American military history. 

Ironically, times change, and this proud work
horse is being put out to pasture - being replaced 
by a 9mm pistol. 

But now, in this the 40th Anniversary year of 
the World War II Victory - and in the 75th year 
of its use by our men in uniform - The American 
Historical Foundation is proud to hail the days 
of glory of the old .45 by announcing the firing, 
limited edition World War II Commemorative 
Ml911Al .45 Automatic. 

When you hold this two and a half pounds of 
steel, gold and walnut you will recall the valor of 
Guadalcanal, Normandy, lwo Jima,the Ardennes 
and the many distant battlefields that it once 
called home. It is a dramatic symbol of victory. 

FIRING LIMITED 
EDITION OF ONLY 2500; 

SERIALN0.1 
TO NRA MUSEUM 

This is a firing limited edition of only 2500, 
worldwide. Each is specially serially numbered 
between 0001and2500, with the prefix WW (for 
World War II). This number is also inscribed on 
an accompanying Certificate of Authenticity. 
Serial No. 1 is being presented to the National 
Rifle Association's museum in Washington, D.C. 

The fit and finish of each World War II Com
memorative .45 Automatic is presentation grade. 
Special inscriptions are etched and gold-gilt 
infilled on the slide. The flats of the receiver and 
slide are mirror polished and richly blued to con-

trast with the matt-finished, non-reflective, 
non-slip curved surfaces. 

MORE 24-KARAT GOLD 
PLATING THAN ANY OTHER 

.45 EVER ISSUED 
This Ml911Al has more 24-karat gold plating 

than any other .45 commemorative ever issued. 
The trigger, hammer, slide stop and magazine 
release are smoothly polished and richly plated 

with gold. Even the grip screws are 24-karat 
gold plated. The hammer is the early, wide-spur 
design, and the G.I. lanyard loop is mounted on 
the mainspring housing. And all parts are inter
changeable with G.1.-issued pistols. 

SELECT BURL WALNUT 
STOCKS- SPECIALLY 

FINISHED 
The beautifully figured American walnut stocks 

are specially crafted for this edition by the 
respected company of Herrett's. They are hand· 



finished with seven coats of lacquer to the "piano
grade" finish found on the finest presentation 
grade shotguns. 

Each stock is fitted with a gold plated and black 
fired enamel cloisonne medallion. 

NOT JUST A SHOWPIECE 
This handcrafted Ml911Al Automatic is a 

fully functional, firing handgun. And because it's 
a firing weapon it could even be called upon to 
defend your home, family or country-with the 
same famous .45 ACP ammo Gls have used since 
1911. 

According to published accounts, it was 
Brigadier General John T. Thompson whose " .. . 
efforts in this direction are probably more respon
sible than anything else for the working out of the 
present service .•. automatic pistol (1911 Model)!' 

The .45 ACP rimless cartridge for this pistol is 
also credited to him. So, we went to Thompson/ 
Auto-Ordnance Corporation, the company he 
founded to make his Thompson Submachine Gun, 
to custom build this .45 Commemorative to our 
specifications. 

In fact, test firings of their .45 by the NRA 
showed its accuracy to be " . .. significantly better 
than the average as issued M1911!' 

COLLECTOR INTEREST 
Only 2500 will be made -making it one of the 

rarest of all collectible firearms. Due to its highly 
collectible status, it has already been classified 
as a Curio and Relic by the BATF. You will be 
proud to own one and to hand it down to future 
generations of your family. 

A furniture-grade walnut case is also available 
so you can display your World War D Commem
orative on a desk, shelf or wall. With a locking 

acrylic glass lid, it makes your .45 a: 
visible symbol to you, your family ~ 
your friends of your pride in American 
military history, while it protects your • 
from dust and unauthorized handling. 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED; 

30 DAY INSPECTION 

This is available exclusively through The 
American Historical f.oundation. You may write, 
call, personally visit or mail the reservation form 
below. You have full inspection· privileges before 
you decide to keep it. Satisfaction is fully guaran
teed, or you may return the Commemorative 
within 30 days, no questions asked, for a prompt 
refund. With your reservation, you will also be 
made a Member of The American Historical 
f.oundation, with Members in 2.9 countries around 
the world. 

H you do not have a Federal firearms license, 
the Foundation will coordinate delivery to you 
through your local firearms dealer, after your 
reservation is received here. H you do have a 
license, send a signed copy, and your World War 
D Commemorative .45 will be delivered directly 
to you. 

This is a lasting, tangible American symbol of 
the valor and sacrifices made by our country
men against the forces of darkness during World 
War D. The few men, museums and organizations 
who will own this rare, firing showpiece will find 
it becomes a centerpiece of their collection. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Heturn in 30 Days for Full Refund 
To: The American Historical Foundation 

1142 West Grace Street, Dept. A86 
Richmond, Virginia 23220 
Telephone' \804) 353-IBU 
24-hour tol free reservations: (800) 368-8080 

Yes, I wish to reserve the World War II Commemorative 

~~~4~e~~~~m:t~c~:/,~d1t:r~J~t;~1f 2!~~a~tigc~!~: 
membership in The American Historical Foundation and in
form ation concerning the history, care, display and firing of 
military arms. 
D My deposit of $95 (or credit card authorization) is enclosed. 

Please invoice (or charge my credit card) for the balance due ... 

B ~:tltu; ~~fe~yments of 5175. 

D My payment in full (or my credit card authorization) for 
5795 is enclosed. 

D Also please send the optional, furniture-finished walnut 
<lisplay case. Please add 585 to the final charge of the method 
-of payment I have selected above. 

Name ...... ... .............. ..... ,, . ,.,.,,,. 

Address . ..... .•.. . ... . .•.. .•.. .............•. 

For Visa, MasterCard or American Express, please send account 
number, expiration date and signature. Virginia residents add tax. 
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Factory Direct 
s224ss 
Complete (Less Dies) 

What's New? 
While some manufacturers keep handing you 

the same old line, other old manufacturers hand 
you their thinly disguised copies of our s~c
cessful designs. Dillon Prec1s1on strikes again. 
The results will leave some manufacturers red 
in the face ; others green with envy. 

You Talk, We Listen. 
1984 l.P.S.C. National Pistol Championship, 

Dillon Precision was there; our shooters won. 
But perhaps more important, we talked with 
hundreds of our customers. Basically, the re
sponse was ."Your RL450B is .great, but I wis~ 
it had an adjustable, automatic powder drop: 
" It's a great reloader, but I wish it had automatic 
priming. " "The Dillon RL450 is the best tool 
available, but I wish I didn't have to adjust dies 
when I change calibers. " We listened. We went 
back to the drawing board; the results 

The Dillon RL550 
Reloading just became easier, faster .and 

more precise than ever before. The new Dillon 
RL550 is so simple and easy to understand, that 
even a beginner can turn out precision rifle or 
pistol reloads on his first attempt. The easily 
removable tool head holds all of the standard 
7/8 x 14 dies in perfect adjustment and allows 
you to switch calibers with ease. The .first station 
of the RL550 resizes the case, depnmes 1t and 
seats a new primer to the correct depth; all au
tomatically. The second station bells the mouth 
of the case and dispenses the powder; all au
tomatically. The third station seats the bullet to 
its proper depth and in the fourth and final sta
tion the bullet is crimped and the loaded car
tridge is automatically dispensed .into a cartridge 
collection box. All you do 1s put in a bullet, add 
a case, pull the handle and index the shell plate 
to the next station. Sound simple? It 1s. Fast? 
You bet! Production rates of over 500 rounds 
per hour are easily obtainable .. Versatile? The 
RL550 is available in your choice of over 115 
different rifle and pistol calibers. 

Will I Like It? 
World champion pistol shooter, Rob Leatham 

says " In performance, precision and quality, the 
Dillon RL550 is the best reloader I've ever used." 
1983-84 Bianchi Cup winner, Brian Enos says 
"The RL550 is a superior machine designed by 
shooters that understand the shooter's needs." 
But don't take their word for it. Order a Dillon 
RL550. Try it for 30 days and if you don 't agree 
that it's the best damn reloader you've used, 
send it back; we'll not only give you back your 
money, we'll pay the postage. 

Beware of Cheap Imitations 
Dillon Precison has done more to lower the 

cost of progressive reloading than anyone in the 
industry. Now there are some pretenders to the 
throne, and if the production of over 45,000 pro
gressive reloaders has taught us anything, the 
most important lesson is this - there is no sub
stitute tor strength and quality. If something 
looks cheap and feels flimsy, it probably is both. 
Don't make a costly non-returnable error in 
search of false economy. 

Factory Direct 
We at Dillon feel that users of precision re

loading equipment are entitled to deal with re
loading experts. That's why we sell Dillon prod
ucts direct from our factory. We're shooters and 
reloaders, not business executives in 3 piece 
suits with a lot of fancy degrees. When it comes 
to customer satisfaction, we take full responsi
bility. If you have a problem or a question, call 
us; we won't be in a conference. So, if you want 
the best in both a reloader and service, there is 
no reason to look elsewhere. 

Previous RL450 Custoi:ners 
The bad news is : the RL450 cannot be mod

ified to accept the RL550 removeable tool head. 
The good news is: both the new fully automatic, 
adjustable powder measure system at $24.95 
and the new automatic primer system at $14.95 
can be fitted to your RL450 without any modi
fication . Two out of three ain't bad. 

New! Precision engineered 
removeable tool head; order 
several and never adjust 
dies again. 

New! Automatic primer system. 
No slides to pull or levers to 

sh. Precise alignment of the 
imer each and every time. 

ationals '84 - Rob Leatham 
World IPSC '83 - Rob Leatham 
Bianchi Cup '83-'84 - Brian Enos 
Steel Challenge '84 - Nick Pruitt 
Soldier of Fortune '84 - John Shaw 
Second Chance '84 - Mike Plaxco 

Do It Today 
Ordering a Dillon RL550 is simple by 

phone or mail. By phone: Call us toll free. 
A member of our sales staff will be glad to 
answer any questions and take your order. 
Please have your VISA or MasterCard 
handy when you call. (If you prefer we will 
ship C.O.D. cash at no extra charge.) 
Call toll free 800-421-7632 
In Arizona, 948-8009 

By Mail: We'll need to know your name 
and what caliber you will want to load. 
Please enclose a bank check, nioney order 
or card number and expiration date from 
your VISA or MasterCard. 

The Dillon RL550, $224.95 (less dies) 
(AZ residents add 6% sales tax). 
Extra Tool Heads, $8.95 each or 

3 for $25.00 
Caliber conversion kits (shell holders and 

powder funnel) $21.00 
Automatic powder conversion for RL450's 

$24.95 
Auto Primer conversion for RL450's $14.95 
Dillon Precision progressive carbide dies 

$34.95 
Dillon tee shirts $6.00 
Dillon caps $5.00 

Note: The $224.95 price includes the 
RL550 set up in the caliber of your choice, 
the auto primer system for both large and 
small primers, as well as large and s.mall 
primer pick up tubes, the automatic adjust
able powder measure and one removeable 
tool head. 

~ . 
I) • • 

I rec1s1on 
Products, Inc. 

7442 E. Butherus Drive 
Scottsdale, Az 85260 



HANDGUN LEATHER 
AL PICKLES 

DON HUME, EX·COP AND SAILOR, HAS 
COLORFUL PAST IN HOLSTER MAKING 

Don Hume Leathergoods is not the largest 
holster maker in the United States. 

Compared to Number One, Don Hume 
Leathergoods is a smallish company. Don 
Hume, as a person, is not flamboyant or 
gregarious. Nonetheless, the single most 
popular holster in American Law Enforce
ment circles was, and still is, made by Don 
Hume. Other manufacturers may advertise 
"Jordan Style" uniform holsters, but only 
Don Hume makes them under exclusive 
rights from the designer, Bill Jordan. And 
Bill Jordan, in case you didn't know, is the last 
living legendary lawman. 

Don Hume and I, while we never knew 
one another at the time, spent the same four 
year period in the U.S. Navy from 1948 to 
1952 . He was stationed in Guam and spent 
many of his off-hours engaged in his hobby of 
leathercrafting, while I was chasing around 
on an aircraft carrier or otherwise engaged. 

Upon discharge we both entered into law 
enforcement careers. Don spent three years 
with the La Mesa PD in California, then 
another four with the San Diego County 
Sheriffs Office. Interestingly, during the last 
three years of that period I was also in Cali
fornia with the Merced Police Department 
where I stayed for a half dozen more. 

Don, again in his off-duty hours and work
ing out of his little garage, was busy making 
some highly desirable holsters for his fellow 
officers for miles around. Wanting to produce 
and sell only the best quality, and knowing 
that friends' lives may well depend on his 
holsters, Don acquired a mentor in the per
son of an old saddle maker from Europe 
named Konkus. It was under the instruction 
of Konkus that Don became an artist in 
leathercrafting. 

While still working full time as a road 
deputy and part time as a holster manufac-

turer, Don met and struck up a friendship 
with U.S. Border Patrol Assistant Chief 
Inspector Bill Jordan. Nothing really remark
able as Jordan is both the friendliest and 
deadliest man alive, depending on where you 
are coming from. 

Jordan was already utilizing his own hol
ster design for lectures and demonstrations 
when Don asked for permission to copy it 
and use Jordan's name. Bill, undoubtedly in 
his classic slow drawl, said, "You can use my 
name and design as long as you make a 
quality holster." And with Bill's blessings, 
Don launched into a full time holster business 
producing, among other excellent designs, 
the fastest practical police uniform holster 
available. 

That was all about 25 years ago and I 
purchased my Jordan Holster made by Don 
very early on. They were the rage among 
street cops and I can personally testify that 
the holster's inherent speed may have been 
one of the reasons I am here today and able to 
tell you about it. 

I gave up my Jordan rig when I became an 
Inspector with Narcotics in Southern Cali
fornia. My reintroduction to Jordan Holsters 
by Don Hume came, surprisingly, when I 
went to the jungles of Vietnam as a police 
advisor. Many of my Vietnamese civil police 
were wearing them. 

It has only been during the last year, how
ever, that I have again taken to wearing a Don 
Hume holster system here at my ranch and 
during my travels . To satisfy a writing 
assignment to make an extensive test and 
evaluation of both the Charter Arms Under
cover line and the Walther (Manhurin) PPK/ 
S, I shopped around for the best possible 
shoulder rig for smaller guns. 

After much testing I settled on the Don 
Hume Model H750 horizontal for each gun. 
My particular selections were plain, brown, 
lined , and complete with off-side accessories 
for ammo or magazine, and handcuff carrier. 

Many shoulder rigs, including the Don 
Hume Model H750, are wet-formed to fit the 
intended handgun precisely. This can create 
some misunderstanding on the part of new 
purchasers so this column may just be the 
best place to clear things up. 

· Wet-molding, as practiced only by the 
finest holster makers, is done to prevent con
stant movement of the gun which would 
cause gun wear via sheer body movement. It 
also helps the holster retain its shape. Like a 
new pair of correctly fitted shoes, however, 
initial fit is going to be uncomfortably, or, in 
the case of a holster, impractically tight. You 
are going to have to break-in a wet-molded 
holster before you can ever expect to extract 
your gun with any real degree of speed-just 
like getting into and out of a new pair of fine 
leather shoes. If you want Hush-Puppies, buy 
a nylon holster. 

If your involvement with guns and holsters 
is for serious purposes, you owe it to yourself 
to take a look at all his work. You can send 
Don Hume a refundable five dollar bill for his 
catalog at PO. Box 351, Miami , 
OK 74354. Give him my 
best regards. 
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1 
GI M-65 

Field Jacket. 
Latest US Army issue field jacket. 50/50 
nylon.;:otton. Quarpel water repellency. Zip
in hood, heavy-duty front zipper, snap 
closures. Plus extra room in the shoulders 
for movement. Sizes: S, M, L, XL. 
#0107GO O.D. Green $~ $44.95 
#0107WO Woodland Came. $~ $44.95 
GI M-65 Jacket Liner. Cold weather liner. 
Turns M-65 into all weather 
jacket. Sizes: S, M, L, XL. 
#0107AO $19.95 

2 Folding Trench Knife. 3W' stainless 
steel blade folds conveniently into 
the unique 5" steel "knuckle buster·· 
handle for protection & safety. Length 
open-SW. 
#172010 sJ.e:gS Sale $14.95 

3 8-Shot Tear Gas Revolver. Fires 8-.22 
caliber tear gas or blanks in seconds. 
#260110 Blue U4:ll5 Sale S 9.95 
#260120 Chrome $~ Sale $10.95 
.22 Caliber Tear Gas Automatic. Fires 6-.22 
caliber tear gas or blanks as fast as you can 
pull the trigger. 
#260510 Blue 
#260520 Chrome 
Accessories 

SJA.:95 Sale $10.95 
$,l.8'.95 Sale $11 .95 

#260202 Tear Gas Cartridges ( 10) 
#260204 X-Loud Blanks (100) 
#260201 Revolver Holster 
#260203 Automatic Holster 

$2.95 
$3.95 
$2.95 
$3.95 

7 Mini-Mag. Tiny size, has all the quality 
engineering, optics, & performance of larger 

Mag-Lites. SW long, :Y." diameter. 1" 
diameter flashlight head focuses beam from 

pawerful spat to flood . Uses 2 "A" cells. 
#320100 $14.95 

4 Lifeknife Commando. Razor-sharp 6" 
blade made from 440C stainless steel heat 
treated to RH57-58. Aircraft aluminum hol
low handle is waterproof. Contains wire saw. 
matches, survival fish hooks, split shot, 20 ft . 
of 10 lb. test line. 6 ft . snare utility wire, 
needles, sutures. Black leather sheath, 
thong & sharpening stone. Jeweled com
pass in cap. 12" overall. 
1722SO 

11 Six Pocket Bush Short. Made of 
tough , durable material you find in regular 
fatigues. Triple needle side & yoke seams. 
Front has 2 flapped-patch pcckets, 2 slash 
pcckets. The back has 2 patch pcckets with 
flaps. Sizes: 24-46. 
#3404GO 0 .0 . Green $15.95 

The Black Book Of Dirty Tricks. "Improvised 
Munitions Handbook" is the most sought 
after (until now impassible to obtain) Army 
Manual. Includes chapters on: Mines & 
Grenades, Small Arms Weapans & Ammo, 
Mortars & Rockets, Incendiary Devices, 
Fuses, Ignition & Delay Mechanisms. Plus 
how to manufacture Rocket Launchers, 
Pistols, Shotguns, and Recoilless Rifles from 
easy to obtain materials. And much more! 
New expanded edition! Limited number 
available' 
ORDER NOW! Order No. BB $10.00 

8 USAF L-2B Flight Jacket. Official Air 
Force Lightzone (Lightweight issue). Sage 
Green, Orange lining. 100% palyester. Knit 
collar, cuffs & waistband. 2 pcckets. Zipper 
cigarette pccket on sleeve. Sizes: S, M. L, XL. 
#012900 $A9'.95 Sale $39.95 
USAF MA-1 Flyer's Jacket. Same as L-2B 
with 100% palyester batting lining for 
warmth. No epaulets. Sage Green, Orange 
lining. Sizes: S, M, L, XL. 
#0134GO $40:95 Sale $39.95 

9 Camouflage Ranger Vest. Has a pccket 
for everything. Back pcckets, front pcckets, 
side pcckets, bellows pcckets, hidden 
pcckets. Woodland Came. cotton blend 
with shirt-tai l sides. Hide-away hood in collar. 
Rugged action vest is good looking & func
tional. Sizes: S. M. L, XL. 
#0148CO $39.95 

10 Little Black Box. Automatically starts 
recorder when telephone is picked up. Re
cords entire conversation on both sides. 
Automatically stops recorder when phone 
is hung up' Attaches anywhere along the line 
& plugs into ANY recorder. Causes abso
lutely no interference or noise on phone. 
MINIATURE! Only 2" x 2" x o/.". 
Alligator clip hook-up 
#310101 $~ Sale $24.95 
Modular plug-in hook-up 
#310102 $~Sale $24.95 

#3404KO Khaki $15.95 ~·•lliitt-
#3404CO Camouflage $15.95 -, 

12 "Pineapple" Hand Grenade. Com
pletely inert & harmless. Looks like the 
real thing . Detachable firing lever. 
#1721GO $6.95 
Ordering Information! To order by mail , use 
coupon or separate sheet. Mail payment or credit 

card information. For ques
tions or information call 

liliiili~!!!~!!li"ilil•iw•••••:::r, 1-312-228-0080. To order by phone use credit card number. Call 

jlljj;;;;;I~' 1-800-323-3233. Have all information ready. 
Minimum order Sl0.00. 

13 The Bionic Ear. 
Extremely sensitive & 

paintable, e Ironic listening device the 
size of a flashlight. Amplifies & passes 
them on to the user through stereo head
phones which are included. Used exten
sively by hunters, bird watchers, security 
& law enforcement personnel. Can hear a 
whisper at 100 yards. feet scuffling at 200 
feet , a car door shutting at 5 blocks, a 
coon dog on the trail up to 2 miles. Uses 
9 volt battery. Warning: Nol intended as an 
eavesdropping device. 

5 Mitchell AR-50 Accessory 
Paci<age. Black space age nylon 
pislol grip and nickel-plated steel 
telescoping buttstock. Locks 
open and closed. Compact - 26" 
overall when closed. Regular size open. 
Ventilated forend. 
#242000 $69.95 
6 Mitchell 50-rd Mag. for 10/ 22 Rifle. Easy 
loading, reliable lunctioning and durability. 
Full 50-<d. capacity. Markings on back keep 
you mformed of remaining rounds. 
'!193000 ~Sale $34.95 

Credil Card Orders For Fast Delivery 

Clips & Magazines [ffi (±1 ~ 
Pachmayr Stainless :A--:: VISA' <•~ .• ~~ 
Steel .45 Magazine. U - -
#193110 $19.95 
Browning Hi·Power 
9 mm Mag. 13-shot 
#191620 $15.00 
AR-15 M-16. 

#310300 $69.95 

30-shot Magazine. 
# 191 220 $7.95 
M-1 Carbine. 30-shot 
Magazine Blue Steel. 
#190420 $5.00 

Uzi 9 mm. 32-shot MagaZ1ne. 
#192620 

Magazines for Mini 14 
20-shot Blue #190720 
30-shot Blue #190820 
4<khot Blue #191020 
20-shot Stainless #220600 

$14.95 

$ 9.95 
$12.95 
$24.95 
S14.95 

r---------------------------------------, 
..,~.ZLEX(J) Dept. 955 
1-17~ 1090 FARGO ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007 

CORPORATION 

QTY. NUMBER DESCRIPTION/ SIZE/COLOR PRICE 

CHARGE MY: D MASTERCARD D AMERICAN EXPRESS 
0 VISA D DINERS CLUB/ CARTE BLANCHE 
D CHECK ENCLOSED D MONEY ORDER 

CATALOG $1.00 - FREE WITH ORDER 0 SEND CATALOG 

SUB 
TOTAL ,__ __ _ 

SHIPPING/ $3.50 
HANDLING 1-----

CALL TOLL FREE mg1~0--------~-'-1 ~"°'-'-s~'--'·~"-·~-'-:!"_"_1·_•nc-lude- TAX t----

1-800-323-3233 EXP. OAT TOTAL .___ __ 
Illinois, Alaska, Hawaii 1-312-228-0080 

fREEf MysterY G~f th every $~gtalog order! ::: ... , ________ _ 
L-~~---------------~~~l.!!--------------~ 



BEAT 
IJNSY 

Great reading ... that's what GUNS is all about. Great 
reading about guns and only guns. It's the firearms 
publication that the experts read ... and the ex
perts write. And GUNS covers the total firearms 
field like no other magazine. It's the only one where 
you'll find regularly featured articles on handload
ing, bench resting, black powder, airguns, knives, 
handguns, rifles, and outstanding engraving. 

Great coverage .. . the most complete ever. The very 
next issue may include just the article that you've 
been looking for. An article that could save you 
many times the cost of a subscription. You can 't 
afford to be without it. 

Great value ... SAVE up to 53% by subscribing now. 

One year $14.95 (you save $9.05) 
Two years $24.85 (you save $23.15) 
Three years $33.45 (you save $38.55) 
Charge your subscription to your Visa/ BAC or MasterCard 

Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year. 
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. 

1246 Handgun Models 
1233 Rifle Models 
965 Shotgun Models 

rREE r The revised REDBOOK Of r j • Used Gun Values is yours 
with your paid subscrlp. 
tion (worth $4.95). 

~ 591 Camino de la Reina- Dept. 117 
San Diego, California 92108 au MAGAZINE 

THIS OFFER IS VALID for only 3 months from cover date. 



COPTAUC 
MASSAD AYOOB 

COPS WHO CARRY BACKUP GUNS 
6BLOODY WELL BETTER PRACTICE' 

Today's policeman is increasingly more 
likely to carry a second weapon on the 

job. In New York , roughly half of the cops do 
so, at least in the heavy action precincts, and 
the percentage is at least that on LAPD. In 
Chicago, according to one friend in the F.O.P 
there, some 90 % of the coppers pack at least 
two handguns. 

Only New York places heavy emphasis on 
qualification with the 2" .38 normally car
ried as a backup weapon, and as with the 
NYPD service revolver training, there is no 
work out of the holster. I would like to see 
more tactical training devoted to the use of 
the backup in a heavy firefight. 

There are essentially three uses for the 
backup gun. First, if you're disarmed or your 
primary weapon fails. Second, if you run dry 
in a firefight. Third , if the same happens to 
your partner. 

In all these cases, you want the backup gun 
to be something powerful that you can hit 
well with and reload if necessary. When I 
carry a revolver on duty, it's a K-frame S&W 
loaded with 125-gr. Federal .357 hollow
points. The two speedloaders on my belt are 
loaded with hot Federal .38 Specials, so they 
will fit my backup Colt Detective Special in 
that caliber, whose cylinder is the same size 
as the Smith K-frame. That way, if the pri
mary gun is out of action , I still have 18 
rounds with my accurate, Colt Custom Shop
slicked D.S. 

With the auto, this approach would make 
sense if you've got a compact Detonics back
ing your Colt .45 auto, or a Devel or Behlert 
chopped-and-channeled version of the S& W 
9mm to back up the model 39 or 59 in your 
duty holster, for magazine interchangeability. 
Personally, I find such autos too bulky for the 
pocket and ankle holsters I favor; when car
rying a Colt .45 auto in uniform, my backup 
gun is again the Detective Special, backed up 
now by a couple of Bianchi Speed Strips in 
my shirt pockets. 

But understand me right now: the backup 
gun will only work for you if you're trained to 
reach for it. John Farnam recently ran a two
day Duelatron course at Lethal Force 
Institute, and many of the 20 students, mostly 
LFI graduates, took my advice and wore 
additional guns when entering the comput
erized firefights . Then , I saw something 
fascinating. 

When under attack by the foe targets, the 
only ones who ditched their empty service 

handguns and immediately drew their back
ups and continued firing were the graduates 
of LFI's Lethal Threat Management for 
Police course. The graduates of LFI's civilian 
program, almost to a man, left the loaded and 
ready backup gun in its holster and took the 
extra time to reload their primary weapons, 
something that could have gotten them killed 
in a hot and heavy shootout with multiple bad 
guys on the street. 

That was significant, because use of the 
backup gun is a regular module in LFI's 
police course, but is not taught to civilians 
since so few of them ever carry more than 
one weapon. Farnam, overseeing the exer
cise, agreed . "This is something I see fre
quently," he said. "Never forget that under 
stress, you'll do what you've been trained to 
do. If you're going to rely upon a second 
weapon, you've got to practice with it!" 

We've found that for the committed stu
dent, it is not terribly difficult to learn to draw 
the second weapon and keep it in your hand 
while reloading the primary weapon one
handed . All LFI students in the police and 
advanced civilian programs learn to draw, 
fire six , reload and fire six , all in 25 seconds, 
with left hand only and right hand only, the 
other hand holding the shirt collar throughout 
the entire exercise. To adapt this technique to 
the backup gun , one simply holds the backup 
gun in the strong hand and reloads the pistol 
or revolver solely with the weak hand. This 
enables the student to fire instantly if attacked 
during the reloading process. He or she may 
use one or both hands to do so, since our 
reloading techniques will place the primary 
weapon in belt or holster during the reload
ing process. 

If you're going to have your backup gun in 
your pocket, your boot, or deep inside your 
shirt, youl:l bloody well better practice get
ting it out of there in a hurry. Practice, inci
dentally, from the cramped kneeling or prone 
positions behind the cover you're likely to 
have taken under circumstances that warrant 
use of your backup gun . It's better to find out 
now that the more tightly drawn trouser 
material makes it harder to draw an ankle or 
pocket gun when kneeling. 

You carry your backup gun as last ditch 
insurance. But it can't protect you just by 
being there. If you don't commit yourself to 
realistic and practical training with it, it will 
be only an amulet of false confidence that will 
detract from your survivability ~ 
instead of contributing to it. ~ 
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REDI-SET TARGETS 
AN INNOVATIVE NEW APPROACH 
TO STEEL TARGET SHOOTING! 

REDI-SET• will reset itself 
instantly after each impact. 
REDI-SET• will sustain, 
hard, rapid fire. 

J...L:Ll. 
COMPLETE ACTION SHOWN 

This one unit can cater to all handgun 
calibers including SMG and aJI miti tary 
carbines, as well as the popular 22) . 

The Redi·Set• target is in continous 
use by 'the U.S. Dcpartrr\ent of Justice, Drug 
Enforcement Agency, New York. 

PRICES and DATA 
TARGET 

Price: $59.95 lots of 10: 55.00 

Each target unit consists of: 
all steel construction 
one frame 
one stem 
one 7 in. diameter J/& in. screw off face T-1 
one 9 in. diameter 1/4 in. screw off face T-1 
overall height 22 in. 

Maintenance of target: 
Spray pain t target and face color desired. 
All parts can be removed by hand. 
Target parts arc made to endure stray rounds. 

Only face is to endure continous impact. 

7 in. face for 15/2' yard handgun I 100 yards for 
rifle 
9 in. face for 15/25/50 yard handgun ONLY. 

Shipping Information 
Shipped UPS 
Target (28 lbs) $12.00 

Name 
Address 
City 

ORDER FORM 

State Zip 
Amount er.closed 

.~LL CHECKS MUST C LEAR PKIOR TO SHIPMENT 
NO C.O.D. ON QUANTITY ORDERS. MONEY ORDERS 
RECEIVE PRIORITY SHIPPING. 

REDl - SET TARGET, INC. 
P.O. BOX 23084 
JACKSONVILLE, FL. 32241 
(904) 262-0638 
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THE GUILD SPEAKS 
GEORGE WESSINGER 

JIM CLARK HONORED AS OUTSTANDING 
AMERICAN PISTOLSMITH OF THE YEAR 

The Outstanding American Handgunner 
Awards Foundation banquet, held in 

Seattle, in conjunction with the National 
Rifle Association annual convention was, as 
usual , a rousing success. Several hundred 
were in attendance. Along with many pre
vious winners of the prestigious award was a 
group that has recently begun actively sup
porting the Foundation. This new supporter 
is the American Pistol smiths Guild. This was 
the first presentation of the annual "Award of 
Excellence" to the Outstanding American 
Pistolsmith of the Year. In addition to this 
annual award there was a raffle of custom 
handguns built by members of the American 
Pistolsmiths Guild . The drawing takes place 
at the awards banquet. 

This first year there were two custom 
handguns raffled off. Jim Clark of Clark 
Custom Guns donated a Clark Custom Bowl
ing Pin Gun. It was won by Mark Bjishkian 
of Gaithersburg, MD. 

who has contributed more to the pistol
smithing profession than any other. A unan
imous decision was easily reached and James 
E. (Jim) Clark of Clark Custom Guns, oper
ating out of Keithville, LA, was named the 
Top Pistolsmith for 1985. The presentation of 
this award was by Tom Ruger of Sturm, 
Ruger and Company. 

machine rest tests, prove that Jim is accom
plishing his goal. 

He has also done much work on Ruger 
handguns. He makes an outstanding PPC 
revolver, the Grand Master revolver, and 
converts the Ruger .22 auto to an exceptional 
target pistol using his own designed and built 
trigger. He makes and sells many accessories 
for combat and bullseye shooters. These 
include: six-inch national match barrels, 
scope and Aimpoint mounts, sights, triggers, 
and grips. While most of his work is on 
handguns he does offer one unique service to 
model 12 Winchester owners. This is a con
version of 12 or 16 gauge guns to 28 gauge. 
This is a truly outstanding job that must be 
seen to be fully appreciated. 

The second custom handgun was a Mag
Na-Port Predator, with a Rybka Holster, 
donated by Larry Kelly of Mag-Na-Port 
International. It was won by Greg De Monte 
of Warren, Ml. 

Jim is a unique individual who has been a 
full time pistolsmith since 1950. He has spe
cialized in .45 accuracy work and converting 
.38 Supers to .38 Special for bullseye shoot
ers. He has done more experimenting on the 
.45 auto than any other pistolsmith in exis
tence. He designed and perfected the Pin 
Gun which is the most copied conversion 
everused on the model 1911 Colt. He designed 
and built many long slide versions of the Colt 
and many have set national records. He has 
had as many as four national champions 
using one or more of his custom guns in one 
year. The stamp of approval has been put on 
Jim's guns by many other shooters of national 
standing who use them, and know by long Not only is Jim a top pistolsmith, but he 
years of experience that they have no equal. has also been a top competitive marksman 

When the Guild awards committee began 
the process of selecting a qualified recipient 
for the Pistolsmith Award of Excellence, the 
discussion seemed to center around one man 

Clark guns are not loaded down with for many years. He retired from active com-
gadgets nor are they prettied up just to look petition in 1975 after 28 years of superb 
fancy. They are built with one purpose: to shooting. During these years he rose to the 
shoot with supreme accuracy and depend- very top, the United States Open Champion-
ability. The large number of these guns being ships, which he won in 1958. He is the only 
used in competition and the results of many civilian to ever accomplish this feat. All oth-

-----------------------------------, ers have been either police or military per-
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Dan Wesson .44 Magnum 
with patented Power Control 
and out of the box accuracy is the big 
winner at target shoots. 

To make you a big winner, check 
with your Dan Wesson dealer or 
write Dan Wesson for a free catalog. 

A proud tradition in firearms Quality assured-JO year warranty 

Dan Wesson Arms. Inc., 293 Main St., Monson, MA 01057 (413) 267-4081 

sonnel. He has won major tournaments, too 
numerous to mention , set 64 national rec
ords. won the national civilian championship 
6 times, was the fifth man in the country to 
break 2600 and the fourth to break 2650. 
These accomplishments as a match shooter 
and the demands of match pressure made Jim 
aware of the necessity for the best equipment 
and he has been building it for years. 

These accomplishments as a top shooter 
and pistolsmith are impressive but are only a 
few of Jim's many and varied interests. He is 
truly a unique person who has been an active 
pilot since 1954 and still owns and flies his 
own Bonanza. He built his own log home and 
shop, and owns and operates a log home 
business. He was one of the founders of the 
American Pistolsmiths Guild and was the 
first president until he decided to step down 
in 1985. He has been nominated for the Out
standing American Handgunner Award sev
eral times. 

The Guild is proud to recognize Jim Clark 
and is pleased to be associated with the Out
standing American Handgunner Awards 
Foundation. We look to the future with much 
anticipation and hope for many -M-
years of continued growth. ~ 
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Handgun cartridge slide 

Single speedloader pouch 

Full-box cartridge carriers for large and 
small rifle ammo 

SIDEKICK,. 
Holsters• Belts• Accessories 

Now you can design your own lightweight holster 
setup. The popular SIDEKICK series of Cordura® 
nylon holsters has been expanded to include a full 
range of standard and deluxe holster belts and a 
whole collection of accessories for carrying ammo 
and other gear. 

The new deluxe holster belts are double-layered 
nylon web so they're stiff as leather, but lighter and 
completely waterproof. 

The new accessories are made of a double layer 
of tough Cordura nylon in camouflage and black that 
match SIDEKICK holsters. Their belt loops take any 
belt up to 21;4 inches, and fit the offside tiedowns of 
SIDEKICK vertical and horizontal shoulder holsters. 
Make up your complete SIDEKICK rig at your nearest 
gun store or sporting goods dealer. 

UNCLE 
MIKE~ 

® 

by Michaels of Oregon 

·---------------------------------: For a Color Catalog ... 
: Send $1.00 to Michaels of Oregon, Dept. AHG-8, 
1 Box 13010, Portland, OR 97213. 
I 
I I -NA_M_E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

ADDRESS 

CITY/STATE/ZIP 

Belt pouch for .22 ammo, 
pellets, BBS 

Double speedloader pouch 

Shotgun butt stock 
shell holder 

Rifle butt stock shell holder 



HANDlOADING 
DAN conERMAN 

IPSC WORLD CHAMPION OFF BASE ON 
• 38 SUPER RELOADING INFORMATION 

"\"l Then you're a winner everybody listens 
VVto what you have to say about how you 

succeeded in topping the competition. In 
fact , people even listen to you when you talk 
about what went wrong along the way. Rob 
Leatham, winner of last year 's IPSC 
Nationals and reigning World Champion, 
spoke of having to chuck his .38 Super brass 
after but one loading, because of pressures 
that swelled the web. He used 158 grain bul
lets ahead of an undisclosed amount of 
DuPont 800-X, thus involving not only a 
bullet that is about 20 percent heavier than is 
normally used in the Super, but also a powder 
that is slightly slower burning. 

"The costs of shooting a .38 Super loaded 
to make major caliber are astronomical," said 
The Winner - and everybody listened. 
Including James Glackin of Pasadena, Calif. , 
who submits the following explanation for 
Leatham's one-shot brass problem. 

"Some 10 years ago," Glackin writes, "I did 
a piece in The Hand.loader on the irnportance 
of slide mass ratio in controlling the cycling 

of autoloaders with handloads. When I read 
in the May/June American Handgunner that 
Rob Leatham gets only one firing from his 
158 grain .38 Super load, it convinced me 
that no one read it. 

"You must increase the slide mass in pro
portion to the increase in power factor over 
the design load to keep the case from backing 
out too soon during the high-pressure stage of 
combustion! 

"The weight of the slide is tuned to the 
momentum of the one load. You can hotrod 
the hell out of even a blow-back with lighter 
bullets (I recommend zinc) , but if you go 
heavier you are risking case head rupture, 
even at normal peak pressures. 

"Or you could increase barrel weight, or 
add a big rib, bolt-on muzzle weights-any
thing to delay it from popping out of battery 
before the pressure subsides . . .. 

"I consider the .38 Super to be one of the 
most underestimated cartridges of the 20th 
century, but if it gets a reputation as a rich 
man's toy, it will never get off the ground. 

High-pressure loads simply are not tolerant 
of slide-weight variations from one gun to the 
next. Conversely, you can get fat energy 
increases in even blowbacks by slashing bul
let weight, such as cast zinc or swaged low
density so as not to lose bearing surface. The 
safe peak pressure energy goes up with the 
drop in power factor (with slower powder, of 
course) . 

"With everyone in IPSC on an autoloader 
kick, it's about time to give slide-to-bullet 
mass ratio the attention it needs." 

Glackin's right but we have Leatham say
ing his Bill Wilson .38 Super Accu-Comp 
weighs about four ounces more than the .45 
he shoots. He goes on to talk about wanting 
to make his Super lighter, which seems to put 
it right back where we started as far as beef
ing up the mass of the slide is concerned. 

When Leatham lamented the lack of cheap 
military brass, John Leamster, a Biloxi , 
Miss. , hailed Jeff Cooper's "9mm Super" 
experiment of a decade or so ago. "He used a 
.38 Super barrel that headspaced on the case 
mouth and cut down and reamed .223 brass 
to handle the high pressure ," writes 
Leamster. 

Of course, Cooper's resourceful activities 
had to include coming up with an extractor 
that had a somewhat bigger bite because the 
.223's rim is nominally .028" smaller than 
that of the .38 Super. But if, as Leamster 
suggests, hot-load .38 Super fans come up 
with a quick method of altering .223 cases, 
we'll be off and running. Certainly, the per

- - - - - ----------- ----------------. formance potential ofthis most worthy round 

9 1985 Winchester Group/Olin Corporation, East Al ton, IL 62024 
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warrants the effort. 
Your letters continue to bulge the mailbox, 

and only rarely is there a negative comment 
or an unusable tip. The problem lies in finag
ling enough space to include everything. So I 
know you'll forgive me if I condense a few 
valuable tips. 

First, back to John Leamster, who says he 
has great results upon dumping brass into GI 
laundry bags with detergent, and tossing 
them into the washing machine. 

Richard E. Siebold, of Hawthorne, New 
York, has a double-action derringer made by 
BJT, of Hamden, Conn. He has a load that 
starts out as .38 caliber, but yields expansion 
to .50 caliber. It's the IJO grain Speer JHP 
ahead of 10.5 grains ofBlue Dot, ignited by a 
CCI 550 (hi-flame) prin1er. Want to go far
ther? Dig out the hollowpoint, with a drill bit, 
till the llO is reduced to an 85 grainer, then 
stoke it with 12.0 grains of Blue Dot, and 
touch it off with the 550 primer. Siebold says 
they make it to . 75-inch in his five-gallon pail 
of water-logged pulp. 

Also, he's had a go with Glaser Safety 
Slugs: " . .. they're incredible. Recoil is no 
greater than with the loads I've mentioned , 
and in any medium, penetration is about one
half as great: four to five inches, and the 
wound channel is about three inches for its 
entire length. For my money, they're 
absurdly expensive, but they win , hands 
down!" 

Marty Liggins, ballistics man for Accu
rate Arms, of McEwen, Tenn., writes to say 

Continued on page 33 
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The hardest thing about choosing a Smith & Wesson 
is choosing a Smith & Wesson. 

The problem is, S&W offers more revolvers, more automatics, in more models and more configu
rations than any other manufacturer. But rest assured~ The Smith & Wesson you choose today is 
crafted with the same skill that has earned a world wide I~ 
reputation for quality, reliability and performance. ~I ~~~~~~" 

Spnngt1eld Massacnusens 01 10 1 



SPEAK 
OUT 

Reader Likes 
Crossfire 

Just wanted you to know that, from one 
who has read just about every gun magazine 
for the last 25 years, American Handgunner 
is first class! 

Reading again in the July/ August '85 issue 
a discussion of "stopping power," I believe 
Crossfire does a fine job of spelling out some 
of the fine points of this argument that has 
been around a long time. 

Here's the most important thing: whatever 
one's choice of equipment, practice and con
fidence are essential! If you can place your 
shots, know you can, and are using some
thing reasonably effective, and you have the 
will to do so, you are a formidable foe. 

ln any event, despite the inability of hand
gunners to come to an agreement as to "stop
ping power," I like to see the debates still 
going on: that shows me that some people are 
thinking, testing, and most of all, shooting. 

Richard 0. Wallace 
Auburn, WA 

Charter Arms Wins 
Praise 

I own a used Charter Arms revolver. 
When the front sight popped off and was lost 
while plinking recently, I wrote to Charter 
Arms and asked for a new sight. They wrote 
back asking that I send them the gun, which I 
did. 

Just 18 days later I received the gun from 
Charter Arms. The invoice said, "No 
Charge." There was no question as to war
rantee. They just fixed it. 

Now that's what I call a company that 
stands behind its products. 

Paul Loschiavo 
Jacksonville, NC 

Detective Likes 
Metaloy 

I recently sent a Gold Cup fran1e to Met
aloy and requested it be refinished with elec
troless nickel. The frame was returned to me 
in a very short time and the work performed 
deserves comment. 

The finish appears flawless. The price was 
reasonable and was exactly what was quoted 
to me over the phone. What impressed me 
most was the short turn-around time. I sent 
the weapon to Metaloy just before I went on 
vacation and it was waiting for me on my 
return having been shipped by "next day air." 

Metaloy's work rates a "WELL DONE." I 
can recommend you to my associates and 
bring you more work. 

Foster Mayo 
Narcotics Detective 

Salt Lake, Utah 
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WA TSON COMPENSATOR SYSTEMS 

~\\lSON;r 
.45 

SHOP 
2057 CLINE AVENUE 

FAYETIEVILLE, ARKANSAS 72701 
RICHARD L. WATSON · PISTOLSMITH 

501-442-2967 
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RUGER® Security -SiX 
Double-Action Revolvers 
Rear sight, adjustable for windage and elevation, 
has white outline notch on target models.~ 

Spring-loaded firing pin is 
enclosed within the frame. With ----
the trigger released and 
transfer-bar withdrawn below the 
firing pin, the hammer rests 
directly on the frame. 

New Goncalo Alves 
target-style grips. 

~ 

Serrated ramp style front sight on "'-
tar9et models has red insert to "-.. 
facilitate correct sight picture. 

Standard barrel is forged with integral 
rib and ejector housing. 

Ruger double-action revolvers are designed with 
extra metal in the top strap and critical areas 
around barrel threads. 

Ruger engineering and advanced technology 
make these great revolvers the world's best! 

When the Ruger Security-Six revolvers were cre
ated , the y represented the first significant 
improvement in double-action revolver design in 
many decades. During the past fifteen years of 
production, over one million Security-Six revolv
ers have been built, and today this great revolver is 
recognized by experts throughout the world for its 
logical design and fine workmanship. But, the real 
basis for its reputation is that tests have proven that it will 
outshoot and outlast any comparable revolver ever made. 

The Ruger Police Service-Six and Speed-Six 
revolvers are based on the Security-Six design, 
with fixed sights, and a variety of barrel lengths, 
grip styles, and in blued or stainless steel versions. 

Ruger Security-Six revolvers are chambered for 
the .357 Magnum cartridge and .38 Special in stan
dard and + P loads, and are furnished with white 
outline adjustable rear sight and serrated ramp 
front sight with red insert on target models. Barrel 
Lengths: 23/411

, 4", and 6". Oversize grips are Gon
calo Alves . Finish: polished overall and blued. 
Stainless steel models have brushed satin finish . In 
14 models at suggested retail prices from $309.00. 

Ruger 
Police Service Six 

Ruger 
Speed-Six 

copyright 1985 by Sturm, Ruger & Company. Inc. 
RUGER. SECU RITY-SIX. SERV ICE-S IX. and SPEED-SIX are U.S. registered tradmarks. 

TO INSPECT AUGER FIREARMS & OBTAI N A FRE E CATALOG. SEE YOU R LOCAL DEALER. 
SINGLE COPIES OF INSTRUCT ION MANUALS FOR ALL MODELS OF RUGER FIREARMS ARE 
AVAILA BLE ON REQUEST - PLEASE SPECIFY MODEL FOR WHICH YOU REQUIRE A MANUAL. 

STURM, RUGER & Company, Ine . 
2 Lacey Place 
Southport, Conneetieut 064 90 U.S.A. 
ALL AUGER FIREAR MS ARE DESIGNED ANO MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERI CA 



INSIGHT'S INJ'O IPSC 
CAMERON HOPKINS 

STANDARD EXERCISES SHOULD INCLUDE 
ALL SKILLS OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING 

Standard exercises have a specific purpose 
and that purpose is not being served in 

many matches including the 1984 IPSC 
Nationals and the standards match of the 
current USPSA Classification series. 

The purpose of standard exercises is to test 
all the basic skills of pistolcraft used in the 
sport of practical pistol shooting. A good 
standards should include strong and weak 
hands shooting, forced reloads, position 
shooting (kneeling, prone, stand ing, etc.) 
double-taps and a good mixture of long, 
medium and short ranges. The majority of 
shooting, however, should come inside of 15 
yards in keeping with the principles of the 
sport. 

IPSC World President Jean-Pierre Denis 
said, "Do not fo rget that it is by the standard 
exercises that we can evaluate the degree of 
ski ll of our shooters." 

A well-rounded standards should expend 
between 40 and 60 rounds in order to insure 
that the wide variety of practical shooting 
ski lls are adequately tested. Of course such a 
standards does not ask you to perform 40 to 
60 different drills, but, instead, to perform 
eight to ten drills with the drills repeated to 
test consistency. For instance: draw and fire 
one round from 25 yards; repeat five times 
for a total of six rounds. 

An exhaustive standards will leave no 
stone unturned, unlike the pathetic excuse for 
a standards at the last Nationals. The stan
dards at the '84 Nationals was the modified 
International Rapid Fire which tests only two 
things: freestyle shooting at long-range (25 
and 30 yards) and engaging multiple targets. 
What about some "upper B" (head) shots? 
How about some weak-hand? Where were 
the reloads? Why not some double-taps? 

The current standards in the USPSA Clas
sification series is nearly identical to the IRF 
at the Nationals. Again only long-range, 
freestyle shooting is tested. Again a lack of 
understanding of the purpose of standard 
exercises. 

I am not alone in my concern over the 
incorrect application of standards. World 
President Denis concurs as evidenced by his 
letter to all Regional Directors of the world 
advising them to revise their program of stan
dards. Mr. Denis offered a list of "Classic 
Standard Exercises." Here is the list and I 
hope the encompassing nature of this stan
dards appeals to you more than the current 
rage for the International Rapid Fire. 

Of course the drills can, and should , be 
repeated several times to expand this stan
dards to our criteria of 40 to 60 rounds. 

''.A.II starts are from Condition One, hol
stered, hands in various start positions such 
as shoulder level , at one's sides, clasped medi
ally, clasped behind the back or arms 
crossed." 

CLASSIC STANDARDS 
50m. 2 shots 7 seconds 
25m. 2 shots 4 seconds 
15m. 2 shots 3 seconds 
IOm. 2 shots 2 seconds 
7m. 2 shots 1.5 seconds 
7m. I shot 90° 

right pivot 1.5 seconds 
7m. I shot 90° 

left pivot 1.5 seconds 
7m. I shot 180° turn 1.5 seconds 
Sm. I shot head box 1.5 seconds 

IOm. 2 shots. reload, 
2 shots 4.5 seconds 

I Om. 2 shots, reload, 
2 shots strong-
hand only 5.5 seconds 

I Om. 2 shots. reload. 
2 shots weak-
hand only 6 seconds 

Standards should include reloads. 

If you agree with me that standards should 
encompass the full ganmt of the shooting 
skills used in our sport, then let your Section 
Coordinator and club Match Directo'r know. 
Believe me, when you "clean" a 60 round 
standards you've attained a high level of skill 
and mastered the basics of practical shooting. 
And isn't that your goal? 
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READER'S QUESTION RESPONSE 

The Reader's Question posed is the July/ 
August issue was "What is your favorite 
practice drill , and why?" I'm happy to offer 
you the response of USPSA President Dave 
Stanford. 

I emphasize shooting problems, drills, that 
require me to think and move. The movement 
does not have to be gross movement such as 
required in an assault course, but may simply 
require shootings at different targets from 
different positions and at different ranges. No 
one shooting drill does all this so I find that I 
have developed a shooting curriculum that 
covers a wide range of drills. Practice with a 
purpose. 

I generally start with a standards at about 
10 yards and emphasize the smooth move
ment of the hand to the weapon and its pre
sentation to the target with the focus on the 
front sight. I'm shooting either for the '/t" zone 
or the upper ''B" zone. Sometimes for preci
sion shooting I shoot for the '/t" itself printed 
in the middle of the '/t" zone. I then go back to 
15, then 25 and then 50 yards starting all 
over again at each distance. This teaches 
mental discipline, trigger control and builds 
confidence. Do not be overly concerned with 
speed on these exercises until you can keep 
all your shots in the '/t" zone at 50 yards. 
Smoothness will equate with speed as skill 
builds. 

I don~ shoot more than 40 to 50 rounds in 
the above exercises. I next go to a multiple
target, varying distance exercise andfire one 
round at each of three targets spaced at vary
ing heights and distances from 5 to 25 yards. 
I shoot as fast as possible while still keeping 
the shots in the '/t" zone. I vary my shooting 
positions and work with both strong and 
weak hand. Emphasis is still on center hits 
and smoothness. 

Using the same format, I then include dou
ble-taps, reloads and kneeling and prone 
shooting. 

I limit my rounds in these exercises to 40 to 
50. Most shooters will find that after 100 
rounds-some much sooner-their con
centration wanes. Practice after this point 
can be detrimental. I have found that using 
an electronic timer such as the PACT or Pro
Shot and some sort of record keeping such as 
the G&A Unlimited Practiscore sheets (P.O. 
Box 58'19, Abilene, TX '19(j(}8) is a definite 
asset to intelligent practice. 

Dave Stanford 
President, USPSA 

READER'S QUESTION 

Should we make an effort to make the sport 
of IPSC more spectator oriented and, if so, 
how? 

Send your answers to 'Insights Into IPSC', Suite 
200, 591 Camino de la Reina, Su Diego, CA 92108. 
Limit your response to 250 words. Answers must be 
either typewritten or clearly handwritten. The editor 
reserves the right to edit published answers for clarity 
or length. 
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COMBAT SHOOTING 
DAVE ANDERSON 

DO YOU CITE IPSC AS IMPRACTICAL? 
YOU MAY BE A 'WOLFE INTELLECTUAL' 

Dave Anderson is Section Coordinator for 
IPSC in Saskatchewan, Canada. He is a 
top IPSC shooter in Canada and highly 
regarded in Canadian IPSC circles. 

0 ne of the major problems the Interna
tional Practical Shooting Confederation 

(IPSC) has faced since its inception has been 
to reconci le two different and opposing views 
of the purpose of practical shooting. 

One group, the so-cal led 'martial artists', 
believe that the basic purpose of IPSC is to 
provide training in self-defense, and that the 
value of competition is to simulate (in some 
degree) the mental stress a person would face 
in an actual defensive confrontation. They 
coined the rather derisive term 'gamesman' to 
describe the second faction; those who, in 
their view, were overly obsessed with win
ning and would push the rules to the limit for 
a competitive advantage, even if it meant 
sacrificing practicality. 

• 
#33 5 • length 
#35 6 • length 

#6 

The gamesmen, (who prefer the term 
'sportsmen') believe that IPSC competition is 
primarily an interesting and cha!Jenging 
sport, much like golf or tennis. They feel that 
achievement in competition is its own reward 
and needs no justification; and they point out 
that in many cases the practicality argument 
is used as a smokescreen to cover a lack of 
competitive ability. 

Obviously these are not rigid categories 
and most IPSC shooters probably see some 
merit in both viewpoints. Critics from both 
sides, at least initially, had some charac
teristics in common: they were IPSC mem
bers and competitors; they agreed on the 
soundness of the Confederation's principles; 
and they were motivated by a genuine con
cern for the improvement and well-being of 
IPSC. 

But the arguments about what is truly 
practical in course design and equipment 
have become a little tiresome. These days the 

shooting periodicals (especially those which 
place great emphasis on the self-defense 
aspect) seem to be full of articles deploring 
the impracticality of pin guns, or IPSC, the 
Bianchi Cup, crossdraw holsters, the Weaver 
stance, or you name it. 

I'm convinced that for many of these 
authors the motivating factor is not concern 
about improving anything; rather, it is ego 
gratification, a public statement of one's sta
tus as a sure-enough martial artist. 

I was reading an essay recently by Tom 
Wolfe about the radical intellectuals of the 
'60s. Wolfe wrote, "What had become impor
tant above all was to be that polished figure 
amid the rubble, a vision of sweetness and 
light in the smoking tar pit of hell. The intel
lectual had become not so much an occupa
tional type as a status type. Did he want to 
analyze the world systematically? Did he 
want to add to the store of human knowledge? 
He not only didn't want to, he belittled the 
notion . . . by the 1960's it was no longer 
necessary to produce literature, scholarship, 
or art-or even to be involved in such mat
ters, except as a consumer, in order to qualify 
as an intellectual . It was only necessary to 
live lo. vie intellectuelle. A little brown bread 
in the breadbox, a stereo and a record rack 
full of Coltrane and all the Beatles' albums 
from Revolver on, white walls, a stack of 
unread New York Review of Books, the con
viction that America is materialistic , 
repressive, bloated , and deadened by its 
Silent Majority, a small uncomfortable Euro-

Continued 011 page 20 
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The Choice of Champions 
The PACTrMChampionship TimerrMis the finest 
shooting timer in the world. That 's 
why the top shooters in the world 
choose it over other shoooting 
timers to train with. People like 
Rob Leatham, Brian Enos, Mike 
Plaxco, Mickey Fowler, and 
Ross Seyfried as well as the U.S. 
Shooting team , who represented 
us at the '84 Olympics. 

WHY DO I NEED A SHOOTING TIMER? 
Whether you are practicing for competition or to 

save your life; if you are going to improve, you must 
keep track of the two elements of markmanship that 
you are striving to master: accuracy and speed. 

Would you consider practicing without a target? 
Of course not, because without a target you have 
no measure of your accuracy. By the same token , 
if you practice without a timer, you have no accurate 
measurement of your speed. 

The PACT MKll Championship Timer and 
CHRONO·MOD were designed for the shooter who 
Is serious about Improving his shooting and will 
accept no less than the best equipment for the job. 

"If you combined every other shooting timer 
on the market into one it would still not con
tain all the features of the PACT Champion
ship Timer. Working with the PACT timer has 
measurably improved my basic shooting 
skills" .. . Brian Enos 

WHAT DOES THE CHAMPIONSHIP TIMER DO? 
In addition to providing you with an instant or 

delayed start signal [the length of delay is adjustable], 
the MKll Championship Timer records the time of 
each shot fired , "par times" and up to two "stop" 
plates. When you fire, the sound of your pistol trig
gers the unit which will simultaneously display the 
number of the last shot fired, the time since your 
previous shot or ''par time' ', if you are using one, 
and your total time. 

EASY TO USE 
The Championship Timer is as about as easy to 

use as your pocket calculator. For example, to enter 
a time limit of 1.5 seconds, you would push "limit", 
"1.5", "set" . Want to change it to 2.56? Push 
"limit", "2.56" , "set" ... it's that simple . 

GIVE ME AN EXAMPLE: 
Let's say you fire six shots, reload and fire six 

more shots. Here is an example of what the Timer 
will display: 

• You have fired 12 shots . 
• Your twelfth shot came .27 seconds after your 
eleventh shot. 
• Your total time was 6.67 seconds. 

New MKll Championship Timer, 
same great features in a smaller, 
lighter package, 5" • 51/4' ' • 21/4' ' • 23 oz! 

Now you are curious about how long your reload 
took, so you tell the Timer to '' FIND SHOT #7' ' and 
you see that your reload took you 1.54 seconds. [The 
timer between your sixth and seventh shot. I 

·t i:; •• 
a ._I ' 
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" The PACT Championship Timer adds a 
whole new dimension to practice sessions. 
It's like having your own shooting coach. I 
recommend it without hesitation. " 
... Mickey Fowler 

"The PACT Championship Timer is the most 
versatile timer on the market. Not only is it an 
excellent training tool, it's also extremely 
useful for running matches. I think it 's an ex
cellent value for the money. " ... Mike Plaxco 

$49.00 CHRONOGRAPH 
Whether you shoot reloads or factory ammuni

tion , you need to know how fast the ammunition 
you use is going when it leaves your gun. 

tH:H.:.i { 
r-11...11;,'.G FF' '.-: 
By having the $49 CHRONO-MODTM installed in 

your Timer, you enable it to double as the best por
table chronograph on the market. When you fire , 
your Timer will display the shot number and veloci
ty of the last shot fired , as well as your current 
average velocity. When you finish your string , push 
" review", the Timer will display high velocity, low 
velocity and their corresponding shot numbers. Push 
" review" again and the timer will display the ex
treme variation and average deviation . In addition , 
each shot may be reviewed individually. The 
CHRONO-MOD uses standard Ohler skyscreens [not . 
included]. 

" The PACT Championship Timer. is the only 
timer you will ever need. It provides you with 
a number of important details from a given 
string of fire, while its audible start, bench 
mark and stop signals allow it to time all kinds 
of shooting events from l.P.S.C. to N.R.A. 

•Patent Pending 

"action" shooting. These features combine 
to eliminate human timing error and allow the 
convenience of practicing alone for any con
ceivable match situation. I never go to the 
range without it and neither should you. " 
... Rob Leatham l.P.S.C. World Champion 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Try the MKll Championship Timer for 30 days and 

if you don 't find that training with it improves your 
shooting skill , send it back undamaged [no fair driv
ing over it] and we will refund your money. 

DO IT TODAY 
Ordering a PACT Championship Timer is 
simple! 

BY MAIL: We'll need to know your name, 
address, and daytime phone number. Please 
enclose a personal check, bank check, 
money order or card number and expiration 
date from your Visa or MasterCard. C.O.D. 
orders welcome . · 

PACT MKll CHAMPIONSHIP TIMER • $329 
PACT CHRONO-MOD · $49 

(less skyscreens) 
Shipping & Insurance - $5 UPS Ground, $10 
UPS Air. 4% charge for Visa or MasterCard. 
Texas residents add 5% sales tax. 

NOTE:This $329 price includes the Timer 
with belt clip, battery charger and manual. 
The CHRONO-MOD can be purchased with 
your Timer or it can be installed at a later 
date. 

BROCHURE AVAILABLE covering the 
PACT product line. $1.00 refundable with 
first purchase. 

One year limited warranty. 

P. 0. Box 531525 
Grand Prairie, TX 75053 

(214) 521-4835 
PACT, MKll Championship Timer and CHRONO-MOD are Trademarks of Practical Applied Computer Technology, Inc. 



•MODEL H- ILS (shown above) 
Padded Sheepskin with Calf 
Support . ..... .. . ... . .. $36.95 

•MODEL H-1 Padded Sheepskin 
without Calf Support . . .. $32.95 

S Padded Suede 
rt .. ..... $26.95 

added Suede 
out Calf Support . . .. $22.95 

Please Add $3.00 For Shipping & Handling 

Nothing comes close to a Cobra 
133-30 32nd AVENUE, FLUSHING, NEW YORK 11354 (718) 762-8181 

Marksman Speed 
Combo 

Millett Sights proudly introduces the "Marksman Speed Combo." A very 
special high visibility sight system engineered to meet the challenge of 
today's practical shooting competitions. 

The Marksman Speed Combo features a large .410 target rear blade with 
an extra deep notch-.100d x .125w, for fast 

sighting. The blade is all black with Millett's 
positive light deflection serrations. The 
blaze orange bar front sight contrasts 

sharply against 
the background 
and is very easy 

to pickup. 

For: (Optional white bar & 
Col!Governmenl&Commander . . ..... $59.95 f I bl ) 
co11GoldCup ..... ... .... . . . . .. .... $54.95 serrated ramp ront avai a e . 
Custom Combat Low Profile ..... . ..... $59.95 Get the competitive edge with the 
(lnslallallon requires machining) 
11earbtades&tronts1ghtsava11ab1eseparate1y. Marksman Speed Combo and watch 

your accuracy & shooting time improve. 

See your loco I dealer or send $1. U.S. ($3. foreign) for complete Catalog. 
COLT GOVERNMENT & COMMANDER•GOLD CUP•CUSTOM COMBAT LOW PROFILE 

Millett 
16131 GOTHARD ST., HUNTINGTON BEACH. CA 92647 (714) 842-5575 

COMBAT SHOOTING 
Co11ti1111ed from page 18 

pean car; that pretty well got the job done." 
One sees the same pretense, the same 

claim to status through possessions rather 
than accomplishment, in many of the critics 
of IPSC. Here, though, the ultimate status 
figure is not the intellectual but the martial 
artist. And to claim that title it is no longer 
necessary to compete well , or even to com
pete at all; or to demonstrate ability in any 
way, other than by criticizing from the side
lines. It's only necessary to acquire the right 
items. A lightweight Commander with high 
visibility fixed sights, trigger job, and a speed 
safety; an inside-the waistband holster; hard
ball ammo; Principles of Personal Defense 
by Cooper; and the conviction that com
petitive shooters are all game-playing 
dilettantes who couldn't outshoot their grand
mother without a $2000 comp gun and a 
speed rig; that pretty well gets the job done. 

But there still remains the problem of rec
ognition. How can these excellent items of 
equipment support a claim to martial-artist 
status when no one knows you have them? 
Telling the boys at work that you pack a .45 is 
out, since it's likely illegal; and even if it isn't, 
they won't know enough to appreciate the 
subtle difference between a Commander in a 
Summer Special and an RG-22 stuck in a coat 
pocket. 

Going to an IPSC match won't help the old 
ego much, since it takes skill to win and you 
can't buy that. So instead we see yet another 
article in Shooting and Blasting in which the 
author breathlessly explains that the practical 
shooting competitions are a sham and a 
deception, and coyly reveals that he is a 
genuine, gun-toting Martial Artist. 

Like Wolfe's intellectuals, many of the crit
ics of practical shooting have no real interest 
in improving it. Denouncing IPSC is sin1ply 
part of the package by which they seek to 
attain the title of a serious shooter. It's a good 
deal easier than working to become truly 
competitive. Actually it would be interesting 
to see what excuses would be made next if the 
rules were changed to accommodate these 
critics; when Fowler, Shaw, Enos, Plaxco, 
Leatham, Seyfried, etc. went on winning
as indeed they would . 

The eight principles of practical shooting 
recognized by the IPSC provide an adequate 
framework for shooters of either persuasion. 
Personally I never use the terms 'martial 
artist' or 'sportsman' anymore. The only cate
gories I recognize are those who understand 
and respect IPSC principles-and -... 
those who don't. ~ 

357-DREADNAUGHT 
Convert your S&W 27-28 

Ruger Blackhawk & T.C. Blls. 
Ballistically Equal to 357 Max. 

COMPLETE GUNSMITH SERVICE 
BAIN & DAVIS 
307 E. Valley 

San Gabriel CA 91776 
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SILENCERS IN THE 1'1805 
Greill Desi1ns, Greill Desisners 

by/. David Truby 
Now, an in-depth, fully illustrated report on the newest 
developments in suppressor technology . J . David Truby 
provides all-new info on the innovative designs of today's 
suppressor designers , plus explosive data on those who 
use them . His investigative research gives defin itive 
comparisons of models, prices , features , kits , indepen
dent manufacturers, and silencer technology. You 'll not 
read this privy info anywhere else! 81h x 11 , softcover, 132 
photos, 120 pp . $12.00 

I HAU YOUI 
IHATEYOUI 

An Angry Main's Guide to Revenge 
by M. Nelson Chunder 

Make fun where there is none and 
get your revenge at the same time. In 
the same genre as Get EYMI and Up 
Yours, I H•t• You! will ensure you 
get the last laugh! Humorous, yet 
effective. over one hundred sixty 
schemes show how to strike out at 
those who have done you dirty. 51h x 

... -. ..... .._ .... _ _. 81'.r, hardcover, 182 pp. $14.95 

THE MINI· 14 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 
Use this home workshop guide to convert your Mini into a 
selective-fire, silenced, S.W.A.T.-type weapon capable of 
field-clearing firepower. Provides complete workshop 
plans, 40 close-up photos and full-scale templates. This 
conversion process requires no machining or special tools. 
Once completed, it takes just five minutes to drop in the 
Automatic Connector (the book's secret!) or remove it as 
needed. Also includes detailed plans for a quick-and-easy 
caliber .223 silencer. 9 x 12, sohcover, photos, templates, 
72~ ~~ 

M ·E· A ·T 
ON THETAllLE 

-="'1CJOE~~ 
SN\Al..L. •GAl'V'E ........,... Tof\G 

® 
GALlNClU 

MEAT ON THE TABLE 
Modern Small-Game Hunting 

by Galen Geer 
The brush suddenly explodes with a 
zigzagging ball of fur- and the hunt 
is on. From the mundane prairie dog 
to the sublime wild turkey, there are 
over 40 species of small game, and 
Galen Geer tells you about each 
one: where 1t can be found, its habi
tat, its table fare, and the nght hunt
ing arm and ammo. A truly compre
hensive course. S'h x 81h,hardcover, 

~-------' photos, illus., tables, 216 pp. $14.95 

THE BROWNING HI-POWER 
EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 

Learn the secret of how the Browning Hi- Power pistol , favored by elite NATO forces, can be 
converted to selective and fu ll-auto fire, simply and reliably. Make your Hi-Power fire on full 
auto by hand-building two small parts-with no modification to the slide or receiver-or by 
using a detachable fire-selector unit, for which just one small hole must be made on the 
receiver to operate the mechanism for dual mode of fire. To best control the Hi-Power while 
firing full auto, instructions for making a sophisticated, removable folding front grip are 
included. To make selective and full -au to conversions even easier, close-up photos and 
templates show you just how to proceed. Test-firing procedures are outlined for the conver
sion systems. The Browning Hi-Power Exotic Weapons System is presented for reference 
and historical purposes only. 9 x 12, softcover, machinist drawings, templates, 72 pp. 

SECRETS OF THE NINJA 
by A)hicla Kim 

This is the real thing-one of the 
few complete. hardcover studies of 
this ternfymg and deadly martial art 
Text and photos illustrate N1nia 
pnnc1ples of 1nv1s1b1l1ty. covert en
try. escape and evasion, assassma
t1on, sentry removal. meditation, 
mind clouding and much more. 5Y2 
x 8Y2. hardcover. 200 photos, 
168pp. $16.95 

HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS I 
Over fifty 9" x 12" machinist's drawings detail all construc
tion and operating procedures for an smg silencer, pistol 
silencer and simplified smg expedient silencer. Included 
with these high-quality, precise silencer designs are im
provised materials and machining techniques. Note: Home 
Workshop Silencers I is for reference and historical pur
poses only. 9 x 12, sottcover, illus., 72 pp. $12.00 

GET EVEN: 
The Complele Book of Dirty Tricks 
A hilarious overview of the methods 
people use to get even w1thb1g busi
ness. government and enemies 
More sophisticated and mvolved 
tncks are included. such as ones 
devised by CIA and Mafia members 
and poht1cal dirty tricksters Over 80 
sections present dirty tncks ranging 
from the simple to the elaborate 5'h 
x 817, hardcover, 192 pp $14.95 

THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 
A comprehensive home workshop guide for the gun buff 
and hobbyist machinist. Over fifty workmg machinist's 
drawings, photos and full-scale templates show exactly 
how to convert the AR-7 .22 survival rifle mto a full-auto 
silenced machine pistol or machine gun. Step-by-step 
instructions detail how to modify the weapon 's original 
receiver , fabncate new sear and safety, as well as make a 
simple, efficient silencer group assembly. For historical 
and reference purposes only. 9 x 12, softcover, illus .. 
72 pp. $15.00 

$15.00 

THE AR-15/ M16: A PRACTICAL GUIDE 
by Duncan Long 

The AA-15 / M16, the msp1rat1on for so many modern 
assault nfles, 1s covered here in th ts definitive book. Should 
you wish to bU1ld your own or convert 1t to auto fire. Duncan 
Long supplies you w1th parts and tool hsts and detailed 
step-by-step instructions. Virtually any accessory you may 
wish to buy for your AR-15 1s listed. Invaluable to the Ml 6 
owner, this comprehensive book also covers assembly and 
disassembly, conversion kits and mod1ficat1ons, trouble
shooting, ammunition, combat use, lubrication and more. 
817 x 11, softcover. photos, 168 pp. $16.95 

lltE CXJMBAT 
SHOroUN AND 
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THE COMBAT SHOTGUN 
AND SUBMACHINE GUN 

A Special Weapons Analysis 
by Chuck Taylor 

From one of Amenca's mostsought
after shooting mstructors comes an 
in-depth analysis of these two con
troversial small arms Taylor pro
vides a comprehensive education 
1n the use of these commonly m1s
employed guns Includes mfo on 
held testmg, dnlls, tactics. accesso

'------- nes and techniques. 81h x 11 , soft
cover. 385 photos. 176 pp. $14.95 

THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 
Here 1s a conversion system you can bet your hfe onl Now 
you can transform your Auger 10?2 into a selective-fire, 
close-combat gun you can trust With simple hand tools, 
you can build the parts that wdl convert your trusty Ruger 
1022 mto a selective-fire weapon that can fire over 1,000 
rounds per minute on full auto- all without mod1fy1ng the 
receiver or tngger housing m any way Just drop in the 
conversion parts, and you 're ready for whatever-or 
whomever-comes Over 60 expl1c1t photos. machinist's 
drawings and full-scale templates accompany the de
tailed 1nstruct1ons for making this conversion foolproof 
9 x 12, softcover, illus, 96 pp $15.00 

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF 
COMBAT HANDGUNNING 

by Chuck Taylor 
All aspects of combat handgunsand 
their use are covered in this com
plete manual. Hundreds of illustra
tions show using survival handguns, 
preparing the handgun for combat, 
caring for handguns, and handgun 
stopping power. An important fire
arms book for survivalists and com
bat handgun owners. 81h x 11 , sott-
cover, illus., 200 pp. $14.95 

-------------OTHER FASCINATING TITLES 
THE COLT .45 EXOTIC DEAD CLIENTS DON'T PAY . 

WEAPONS SYSTEM $15.00 
$10.00 

• t PALADIN PRESS 1111!!!!111 Call TOLL FREE for credit card orde": 

1 PO BOX 1307- .JPL -.. 1-80CHl24-7888; Ask for Operator #249. 
Alaska & Hawaii , 1-80CHl24-7919. 

BOULDER, CO 80306 ~ I Phone (303) 443-7250 ~ ~:7~:; ~~:~~~ts~ :~d~DIN CATALOG. I 
REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC 

WORLD'S FIGHTING WEAPON SYSTEM . $15.00 
SHOTGUNS . $30.00 UNREPENTANT SINNER . $17.95 

BULL'S EYE: CROSSBOWS BY POLICE HANDGUN 
I Pk•se send me the following titles : ---------------- · 

RAGNAR BENSON .......... $ 8.00 AMMUNITION .s 6.00 
NINJA DEATH TOUCH ......... $10.00 RAGNAR'S TEN BEST TRAPS . . . . S 8.00 
RUGER PISTOL EXOTIC BLACK MEDICINE I . $10.00 

I ~~~~1 
WEAPONS SYSTEM . $15.00 BLACK MEDICINE II . $10.00 

COMBAT SKILLS OF THE BLACK MEDICINE 111 $10.00 
FIGHTING SOLDIER .. $14.95 MAD AS HELL. $14.95 

COMMANDO DAGGER . $25.00 HIT MAN . $10.00 
GET EVEN 2 , $14.95 THE FIGHTING RIFLE .. $14.95 

I Payment :O CheckorMoneyOrder, w VISA, [] MasterCard,hp. D•le ___ I 
C•rd No. SUBTOTAL ----- . 

I NAME ---------------------- Please include 

MONEY- BACK GUARANTEE I S3.00 postage I 
ADDRESS --------------------- and handling ___ _ 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED CITY--------- STATE--- ZIP------ TOTAL ------ I -------------AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ·NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1985 21 
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CONVERSATION 
WITHA 

CHAMPION 
By Jon Winokur 

Murray Gardner has won seven con
secutive Canadian IPSC (International 
Practical Shooting Confederation) Champi
onships and a slew of local and regional 
matches since he first began competing in 
1976. He's the Jather' of Canadian JPSC 
shooting, having almost single-handedly 
organized IPSC in Canada and having 
served as its Regional Director for most of its 
existence. 

A resident of Vancouver, Murray is now 
Provincial Development Coordinator for the 
British Columbia Federation of Shooting 
Sports. 

JW: W7zat do you do in your job as BC 
Provincial Development Coordinator? 
MG: I'm responsible for a number of shoot
ing programs in British Columbia. Our 
federation is an umbrella organization which 
encompasses a number of sections, including 
trap and skeet, black powder, silhouette, 
practical, firearms safety and firearms legis
lation. I'm a facilitator and an administrator 
for all our shooting disciplines. 
JW: How does that relate to your involve
ment in IPSC Canada? 
MG: I was IPSC RD (Regional Director) for 
seven years, and for a time I was also Section 
Coordinator for British Columbia. I began 
with IPSC in 1977, and stepped down as RD 
in 1983 when I became Development 
Coordinator. 
JW: Canada has proportionately three times 
as many IPSC shooters as the United States. 
Can you explain why? 
MG: We feel our success with the sport has 
been largely due to organization, from day 
one. I think we were fortunate that IPSC 
hadn't existed in Canada prior to 1977, 
whereas various groups in the States had 
been playing at it for a number of years, all 
with their own rules. These groups did well 
with what they had, but they were disor
ganized. There was a lot of bickering and in
fighting. 
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We haven't had that much time to get into 
battles among ourselves. We started with the 
structure prescribed by IPSC: Regions (Can
ada, the United States, Australia, etc.) and , in 
each of those Regions, Sections. We broke it 
down so that each Canadian province is a 
Section. And in each Section there are clubs 
made up of individuals. So IPSC in Canada 
was built on a strong administrative base. 
Canadians are )oiners,' anyway. 
JW: How many IPSC members are there in 
Canada ? 
MG: About 500 registered members. 
JW: You've competed extensively in both the 
U.S. and Canada. Have you noticed dif
ferences in practical shooting above and 
below the border? 
MG: The biggest difference used to be the 
equipment. I remember seeing Ray Chap
man's gun with a six-inch barrel at the '77 
U.S. Nationals and thinking how revolution
ary it was. And he was wearing a cross draw 
holster to boot. Since then we Canadians 
have become more aware of the 'trick' equip
ment, to the point where many competitors 
are shooting guns with modifications that 
they really can't take advantage of. Our guys 
have all the flash holsters and compensators. 
We can't help but be influenced by the maga
zines, especially the American Handgunner 
- that's where we learn about equipment. We 
buy all the neat junk like extended mag but
tons. But you can take Rob Leatham's .38 
Super and give it to an average shooter and he 
still won't match Rob. 
JW: But won~ it help him in his own class ? 
MG: If I'm a 'D' class shooter, is a compen
sator really going to make me shoot better 
than the other people in my class? If I can't 
make a two-second draw and fire at ten 
yards, what good is a compensator? 

Instead of worrying about fancy equip
ment, we should encourage people to get into 
the game and get in cheaply. Shoot a revolver 
if you want, but learn the rules of the game. 
JW: What about the differences in rules ? 
MG: We use IPSC rules in Canada-the 
international rules. But then we go down 
across the line and you guys shoot something 
called 'IPSC-USPSA.' That's like driving a 
Ford-Chevrolet. I mean, do you really need a 
rule that requires you to score after 14 rounds 
(USPSA) instead of IPSC's 12? Do you need 
to change the rule for two rounds? IPSC says 
there shall be a meter-and-a-half between 
shooters on the standard exercises. USPSA 
says two yards. That's a difference of 11 
inches. Can you really tell 11 inches when 
you're out there banging away? 
JW: Whats the reason for the differences ? 
MG: I don't know - I've been asking for 
years. Maybe it's national pride. With Jeff 
Cooper as the founding father, obviously 
there's a lot of pride there, and well deserved . 
He did a fabulous job in getting it all going, 
and anyone who disputes it ought to hang up 
their gun and take up golf. 

Not until I attended my first International 
Assembly and talked to shooters from other 
countries did I realize there are valid reasons 
for the International rules being the way they 
are. For example, the German's can't use 
concealed carry because it's against their law; 

Everything you need at a savings. 

Name what you need for your bench. Chances are 
good your Hornady dealer has it ready in a money-saving 
package. Our special Hornady PacifiKit contains 
everything you need to start from scratch with a complete 
reloading outfit. Or, if you just want a fully-equipped press 
complete with dies, there are special Hornady press 
packages available to load most popular calibers. If you 
have a press, dies and shellholder, but need everything 
else - then our Handloader's Accessory Pack is 
made to order for you. All these money-saving kits, 
packages and accessory packs are shown in our latest 
Shooter's Guide. 
Write for your free copy or see your Hornady dealer 
today. Hornady Manufacturing Co., P.O. Box 1848, 
Dept. AG1115, Grand Island, NE 68802-1848 

Here's how to package quality equipment for your bench. 

• 00-7 or 0-7 Press (1 , 2) 
• Durachrome Dies (1 , 2) 
• Removable Shell

holder (1 , 2) 
• Primer Catcher (1 , 2) 
• Positive Priming 

System (1 , 2) 
• Automatic Primer 

Feed (1 , 2) 
• Deluxe Powder 

Measure (1 , 3) 
• Magnetic Scale (1 , 3) 

; 

• Two - Non-static 
Funnels (1 , 3) 

• Primer Turning 
Plate (1 , 3) 

• Universal Reloading 
Block (1 , 3) 

• Unique Case Lube (1 , 3) 
• Case Care Accessories 

(1 , 3) 
• Hornady Handbook (1 , 3) 

1 = PacifiKit 
2 = Press Package 
3 = Accessory Pack 
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if the Italians require competitors to unload 
and show clear in an effort to run a dry range, 
they won't get any shooters because every
body who carries a gun in Italy carries it 
loaded - it's too dangerous to carry it 
unloaded . So you have to consider the inter
national ramifications. When you say 'inter
national ,' mean it. 
JW: Are Canadian gun lnws conducive to the 
development of the sport -are they as vari
able between the provinces as they are 
between our states or is there one uniform set 
oflnws? 
MG: There are federal laws that govern the 
acquisition of fi rearms, registration, carry 
permits, etc. Then there are provincial inter
pretations of those federal regulations. For 

example, my permit allows me to take my 
gun anywhere to compete in an approved 
pistol match and to cross a border to do that. 
In Canada, a handgun is classed as a 
restricted weapon. That class of firearm can 
only be taken to an approved range or kept in 
your house as a collector's item. Those are 
the only reasons you can have a handgun in 
Canada. You cannot carry a handgun for 
protection. Forty percent of all the registered 
handguns in Canada are here in the province 
of British Columbia - they're handgun nuts. 
JW: The 'wildwest'ofCanada? 
MG: We never had a wild west in Canada. In 
the U.S., the people came and then the law 
followed. In Canada we were a little behind 
you guys-we sent the Mounties out west, 

they established law enforcement, and then 
the people came. We didn't have the Dodge 
City sort of thing-there was always a cop 
around. 

Getting a handgun in Vancouver is easier 
than getting one in Bellingham, Washington. 
In the state of Washington you go into a store, 
you have to wait 72 hours to pick it up. In 
Vancouver you buy it, register it and take it 
home. And if you have a carry permit, you 
take it to the club that day. 
JW: Again, by 'carry permit' you mean a 
permit to transport it to the range. 
MG: Right. There are very, very few con
cealed carry permits issued in Canada. 
JW: How did you get into practical 
shooting? 

;;;;;;==============================~ MG: I started out as a teacher, then got into 
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BE RSA 

BY 
BUYING A .380 
CALIBER 
SINGLE ACTION 
BERSA MODEL 383 
FOR 515900 YOU GET 
50 Jtmington.. MODEL R380AP 
AUTOMATIC CARTRIDGES 
ABSOLUTELY~ 

This offer is valid thru November 15, 1985 
at Participating Retailers 

the family business, which was burglar 
alarms, but I got tired of that so I got into the 
motorcycle business. I was a motorcycle 
freak and built motorcycles for seven years. 
Then one day a truck hit me at a red light and 
left me with only the use of my right hand for 
a while. That's when I got interested in pistol.· 
shooting. I got hooked and eventually con
verted my bike business into a gun business. 
JW: How did you get involved in 
competition? 
MG: I picked up a copy of Cooper on Hand
guns. I had two friends who were also into 
shooting. We ended up travelling to Califor
nia one weekend, to a place called Gridley. 
That's where we really got hooked. 
JW: In addition to your seven Canadian 
National Championships, you've also done 
well in the US. Nationals. 
MG: My best finish was 16th, in 1983. Then 
last year I was 75th. But that's because I 
under-trained and over-practiced. 
JW: fin not sure I understand the distinction. 
MG: Most people don't realize there's a dif
ference. When you train, you don't have to 
shoot. You can work on your grip, for exam
ple, and you can do that at home. Or you can 
work on picking your sights up, or your 
reload technique. Even just the magazine 
button push. You can do all that at home. You 
train and train until it becomes an uncon
scious skill. 

When you practice, you go to the range 
and you shoot something that might be a 
match. It might be something like a 50 meter 
draw and fire. We always shoot at 50 meters 
standing up because we figure if you can hit at 
50 meters standing, everything else is a piece 
of cake. You do the toughest stuff. 

We keep track of the scores, the times, the 
hits. But last year, we practiced like crazy, 
but we didn't train. They say "practice makes 
perfect," but that's not entirely true. Perfect 
practice makes perfect. We weren't practic
ing perfectly, we were burning ammo. We 
took the approach that if we fired 15,000 
rounds last year, 30,000 rounds this year will 
make us twice as good. Wrong. It might 
make us half as good if we don't train along 
with it. We under-trained and over-practiced. 
JW: What else do you do to stay in shooting 
shape? 
MG: We've been on a weight training pro
gram for shooters, play racquetball four 
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RBLl&TRI! 
RELY! Is what the U.S. shooter has 
come to expect from RWS - for im
proving accuracy and technical pro
gress in Rimfire Manufacturing . 

• 22 Short R 25 - Minimal recoil, con
sistency and accuracy is the choice of 
medal winners participating in Rapid
Fire-Pistol events . 

• 22 R 50 - The ultimate Match Car
tridge for serious competition shooters, 
used by World Record holders and 
Olympic Gold Medalists. 

.22 L.R. Rifle Match - Advantageously 
priced for top-level practice and limited 
match shooting . 

• 22 L.R. Pistol Match - Soft recoil 
shooting for practice and match . 

. 22 L.R. Biathlon - Functions consis
tently at abnormally low temperatures. 

\..ANCrOhmJ('.H ·~ 
~, .f'j}C\ 

.22 L.R. Target - Versatile! Used for 
training, competition shooting, and 
hunting. 

TRY! One of our NEW RWS Rimfire 
Match/Hunting Cartridges . 
. 22 L.R. HV Hollow Point - Test for tight 

groups against other brands. Consis
tently accurate/effective on vermin and 
game . 

. 22 Short Standard - Suits all short .22 
rifles for single shot function and 
automatics . 

• 22 L.R. Subsonic - A hunting cartridge 
for use in rifles fitted with sound 
moderators . 

. 22 L.R. R 100 Silhouette - For Match 
Level Competition . 

. 22 Long - Loaded with a low powder 
charge, suitable for indoor and limited 
range shooting. 

For NEW 1985 "PRECISION PRODUCTS" 
Catalog, send $2 . for ls! class, or $1. for 
3rd class delivery to: 

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC. 
105 STONEHURST COURT. NORTHVALE. N J 07647 

times a week, and try to watch our diet. We 
try not to get too wired-up with too much 
sugar. 

Getting your mind in shape is as important 
as getting your body in shape. I can teU you 
all the tricks, but the real trick is that there are 
no tricks. We look at Rob Leatham and we 
say, "He's just a kid from Arizona." WeU, Jon, 
you're a kid from California and I'm a kid 
from Canada - who the hell's he that he 
should win the World Championship? He's 
got to have a secret. Baloney! WeU, ifl was as 
young as him .. . but what about the guys 
who are younger than him? How do you 
explain Ray Chapman? He's like a machine. 

There's excuses and there's reasons. 
Excuses don't cut it. Reasons make you a 

better shooter. Find the reasons that you're 
not doing what you want to do and if there are 
certain physical attributes or mental 
attributes, accept them. Enjoy the game. We 
put so much emphasis on winning that we 
forget that we're there to have fun. If you have 
fun and win too, that's just gravy. 
JW: Whats your advice to new shooters? 
MG: I tell new shooters that the best thing 
they can do in their first match is finish last. 
Where can you go from there but up? If you 
come in dead-last and you shot your personal 
best, write it down. Savor it , wallow in it. 
You shot your personal best! My 16th 
place finish in the '83 U.S. Nationals 
was my personal best. ......_ 
It'll be better. ~ 

(BERSA) 
W0[1[1 @OW@ U7@M ©@ 
~@ &QJJU@ ~G{]@[1[1~ 

BY 
BUYING A .380 
CALIBER 
DOUBLE ACTION 
BERSA MODEL 383 DA 
FOR $199°0 YOU GET 
50 ~mington® MODEL R380AP 
AUTOMATIC CARTRIDGES 
ABSOLUTELY ~@§ 

[?~@~ 

This offer is valid thru November 15, 1985 
at Participating Retailers 
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WHA'rS 
NEW 

Viking High·Ride 
Holster 

Viking Leathercraft announces the new 
#9 High-Ride holster for all popular auto 
pistols. The holster is designed to ride high 
on the ship and hugs snugly against the body. 

The High-Ride is lined with suede and 
hand molded for an exact fit. The High-Ride 
retails for $36.95. For more information and 
a free catalog write to Viking Leathercraft, 
Dept. AH, 2248-2 Main St., Chula Vista, 
CA 92011. 

Leupold 4x EER For 
Stainless Handauns 

Leupold now offers a 4x ~R pistol 
scope in silver color to match nickel and 
stainless handguns. This scope features the 
same popular stainless appearance of the 
Leupold 2x EER scope. 

Anodized with a clear finish instead of the 
usual black, the silver scope is built to exact
ing tolerances and can withstand the recoil of 
even the most punishing magnums. 

The silver 4x scope is 8.4" long and 
weighs seven ounces. Equipped with the 
Duplex reticle, the scope makes sighting 
simple, quick and precise- even in low light 
conditions. Optimum eye relief is 12-24". 
For more information contact Leupold , 
Dept. AH, P.O. Box 688, Beaverton, OR 
97075. 
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New Bar-Sto Barrels 
Bar-Sta Precision Machine, renowned 

for their accurate .45 ACP barrels, is now 
offering their stainless steel barrels for the 
Colt Officer's Model and the CZ and TZ 75s. 

These oversize barrels require gunsmith 
fitting in order to get the best results from 
their inherent accuracy. Master machinist 
and pistolsrnith Irv Stone of Bar-Sta will fit 
his Officer's Model barrels for $25 plus 
return shipping. 

The Officer's Model and CZ/TZ barrels 
retail for $145 . For more information contact 
Bar-Sta Precision Machine, Dept. AH , 
73377 Sullivan Road, Twentynine Palms, 
CA 92277, (619) 367-2747. 

BETTER LATE THAN 
NEYER 

Shooters rejoice and pistolsrniths wail! 
COLT has taken away one of the staples 
of the .45 auto pistol smithing business, a 
boon for consumers. 

Quick-what's the most widely recom
mended basic modifications of the Ml911? 
You should instantly respond, "lower the 
ejection port and throat the barrel." The 
former facilitates reliable ejection and the 
latter guarantees reliable feeding. 

COLT FIREARMS is now making 
all Ml9Lls with these features that have 
previously graced only their top-of-the-
1 ine Gold Cups. All Commanders, 
Officers and Governments will now have 
this essential "custom work'' done during 
manufacture. 

COLT claims there wil l be no price 
increase for these improvements. 

Child-Proof 
Revolver Lock 

A nifty new gadget from Top Brass 
Ammo allows you to leave your nightstand 
revolver loaded yet safe from inquisitive, tiny 
fingers. 

The device resembles a cartridge with a 
spring loaded plug in lieu of a bullet to pre
vent the cylinder from rotating. The device 
fits into the chamber of the cylinder in line 
with the bore. To activate the spring loaded 
plug, insert a pen or rod down the barrel and 
gently press on the plug. The plug then 
extends into the bore a short way to prevent 
the cylinder from turning. To remove the 
plug, press it back in with the pen or rod. 

In this way you can load the other cham
bers with live ammo, and if ttouble beckons, 
merely poke the plug to free the cylinder for 
action . For more information contact Top 
Brass Ammo, Dept. AH, 16135 Cohasset St., 
Van Nuys, CA 91406. 

P.A.S. T. Recoil 
Absorbing Glove 
Nothing equals the exhilaration of 

shooting powerful magnum handguns, but 
one pays the price with hand numbing recoil. 
No longer! 

P.A.S.T. introduces a new product aimed 
at magnum lovers which incorporates their 
patented recoil absorbing pads into the palm 
portion of the gloves. These gloves are light
weight and ergonomically designed for com
fort and protection of the hand from recoil . 
The P.A.S.T. gloves protect the palm and 
thumb web of the shooting hand as well as the 
back of the hand and knuckles of the support
ing hand. 

The pair of gloves retails for $24.95 and 
more information can be had from P.A.S.T., 
Dept. AH, 210 Park Ave., Columbia, MO 
65205 , (314) 449-7278. 

Pachmayr Grips for 
Silhouette, Huntina 

Pachmayr has created two new grips Tor 
silhouette shooters and handgun hunters for 
the Ruger Redhawk and Thompson Center 
Contender. These new Pachmayr "grippers" 
offer the natural feel of a palm swell and a 
finger groove design for superb comfort and 
correct hand position. 

Pachmayr grips are especially beneficial in 
minimizing hand pounding from recoil of 
heavy silhouette and hunting calibers. 

They are manufactured of the finest syn
thetic black rubber with a molded-in light
weight steel insert. Practically indestructi
ble, they will not chip, break or crack. 

For more information contact Pachmayr, 
Dept. AH, 1220 S. Grand Ave. , Los Angeles, 
CA 90015. 
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This rapid fire 22 Cal 
"Commando" type 
machine pistol looks like 
the famous weapon so 
popular with special 
assault groups. The side 
mounted, detachable, ten 
round clip sprays pellets 
into the target as fast as 
you can pull the trigger. 
Comes with free targets 
and 50 reuseable pellets. 

THE WAI11'11ER P38 

This WWII German classic 
is full-sized! It's an accurate 
replica of the Walther P38 
the real WWII German 
Army workhorse (more pro
duced and used than the 
luger). Comes with 8-shot 
magazine, 50 reuseable 
pellets and free targets. 

Each of these .22 cal. pellet firing target 
weapons looks and feels like the real thing . 
Each comes with targets and 50 reusable 
plastic pellets . No permit is required , please 
indicate your age . Purchase price promptly 
refunded if you are not completely satisfied . 
Just $4 .95 each plus 95¢ each for postage 
and handling . 

SEMI-AUTOMATIC MACHINE PISTOL 

This hard hitting target 
pistol looks and feels like 
the "magnum revolver" in 
use by most highway 
patrols. Extra long target 
barrel and he-man grips 
combine to give unusual 
accuracy. The easy-load 
cylinder reloads quickly 
with 10 pellets. Comes with 
free targets and 50 reuse
able pellets. 

This accurate target pistol 
looks and feels like the 
famous snub nosed 
revolver in use by most 
detectives. The cylinder 
swings out to take eight 22 
caliber pellets. Comes with 
free targets and 50 reuse
able pellets. 

TO: GUARANTEED DISTRIBUTORS, Dept. 499AB64 

nJST 

95 
EACH 

rr===== County Road 687, Hartford, Michigan 49057 ================== 

YES please rush me the 22 cal. pellet-firing target weapon(s) I've checked below. Also include my FREE 
,targets and 50 reuseable pellets with each weapon . I'm enclosing $4 .95- plus 95C for postage and 

handling for each target weapon I'm ordering . If I'm not completely satisfied you 'll refund my money right away. 

0 TARGET MAGNUM NAME 
REVOLVER ----- ----- -----------------

0 SNUB-NOSED 
REVOLVER 

ADDRESS 

Not sold in New York City. No permit required . O SEMI AUTOMATIC CITY STATE ZIP 

I 

M1ch1gan State residents add sales tax • -'---'----"-"--- ----------------------
uaranteed Distributors, Dept 499AB64 MACHINE PISTOL $TOTAL ENCLOSED Not sold 1n New York City No permit requ1:;ed 
unty Road 687, Hartford M1ch1gan 49057 D WALTHER P38 M1ch1gan State residents add sales tax 
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THE WORLD'S FASTEST HANOLOAOING PRESS. 

NEW! Deluxe Auto-Disk 
Powder Measure> 
included with Press. 

Sold separately $34.98 

The Deluxe Auto-Disk Measure 
has carefully machined metering 
surfaces for even greater ac
curacy and smooth operation. 
The hopper is built of tough 
polycarbonate to provide 
superior wear resistance. A triple 
chrome plated main casting gives 
the unit its quality appearance. 
Thi s automated machin e is 
strongly recommended for use 
with the Progressive 
1000 or volume 
loaders. I tis better 
suited for use with 
fine grain powders. 

EXCWSIVE 
FEATURES: 

>- Automatic Index 
--------

>- Four Tube Case Feeder 
>- Automatic Prime 
>- Automatic Powder Charge 
>- Loaded Rounds eject Into 

chute to container 
>- Die change In seconds 
>- Highly Jam resistant 

-----
>- Easy Set-up 
>- Guaranteed 100,000 rounds 

SPEED, simple operation, ease of caliber conver
sion and low price make the Lee Progressive 1000 
totallyunique. Thispressissotroublefreeyoucan 
actually process one case at a time without spill
ing powder or causing a jam-a great feature for 
set-up. Loaded rounds are ejected from the Shell 
Plateintoachutetoyourcontainer. Yousimplypull 
the lever and insert the bullet. All other operations 
are automatic. 

Complete press with Carbide Dies, Deluxe 
Auto Disk Powder Measure, Carrier with Shell 
Plate, Automatic Primer Feed and a Four-Tube 
Case Feeder. $199.98. 

CONVERSION TO ANOTHER CALIBER 
IS FAST ANO SIMPLE. 

heart of the Lee Progressive lOOOand is easily replaced in a minute. 
All of the parts needed to precisely index the shell plate, prime 
and eject the case are contained within this unit. It even has a 
chute to direct the loaded rounds to your container. The index 
mechanism is controlled by a singleadjustingscrew, easily ac-
cessible from the front of the machine. No other adjustments 
are required except for setting the dies. 
An Automatic Primer Feed is included with each shell plate 

carrier. The detachable primer tray is not only easy to fill, it also 
turns the primers right side up. Every detail has been carefully 

thought out. Cases can be removed from each station for progress in
spection or to correct operator errors. 

If you already own Lee Dies, Turret and Powder Measure, you 
need only the Progressive 1000 Basic Press and a shell plate carrier 
for $124.98. Optional Case Feeder, $25.00. 

THE INNOVATIVE LEADER 
There Is just too much to tell In this ad! 

Send• 1°0 for your 16-page catalog completely describing 
the Lee Progressive 1000 and many other 

reloading bargains! 

LEE PRECISION, INC. 
BOX 129 4275 HIGHWAY 'U' 
HARTFORD WISCONSIN 53027 



1'ES1' REPOR'I' 

Lee 
Progressive 1000 
By Dan Cotterman 

The Progressive 1000, introduced a short 
time ago by Lee Precision, Inc. , of 

Hartford, Wis., is an auto-indexing reloading 
machine that inserts an empty case, seats a 
primer, dispenses a powder charge, crimp
seats a buUet, and kicks out a loaded round 
foUowing each complete cycle of operation. 
The operator has but to move the handle and 
place a bullet in an expanded case mouth. 
Repeating the foregoing actions, he will har
vest handloads at a production rate that is 
surpassed only by the most sophisticated 
commercial operations. 

It's that simple-or is it? 
Let's run the Pro 1000 through a complete 

cycle and see what happens. Our test sample 
is set up to load either .44 Special or .44 
Magnum, two of a dozen or more popular 
handgun rounds the Pro 1000 is equipped to 
handle. We'U number the positions on the 
sheU plate (one, two, and three), in a coun
terclockwise direction , and begin with the 
downstroke. 

A) As shell plate rises, a case is resized and 
decapped at position one. (The sizing die 
used at this position must also decap.) The 
Pro lOOO's ram is positioned directly beneath 
the sizing die. 

B) Another case, at position two, is 
expanded to accept the bullet. As expansion 
takes place, a free-moving expander plug is 
lifted so as to activate the powder measure, 
which then dispenses a charge. (The Lee 
"Powder-Through" expander die and the Lee 
Auto Disk measure must be used.) 

C) Bullet is crimp-seated at position three. 
More action takes place during the 

upstroke. 
D) Sliding block beneath case feeder 

moves another empty into shell plate at posi
tion one. (The case feeder is a $25 option; 
however, satisfactory operation can be 
achieved by placing empties in the shell plate 
manually.) 

E) Near top of stroke, shell plate begins its 
120-degree, counterclockwise turn. It will 
click-stop over a ball-check. 

F) At top of stroke, shell plate carrier will 
have moved all the way down. At this point, a 
fresh primer is seated at position two. (Prin1-
ers slide from the primer tray through a plas
tic trough, then move into position on top of 
the priming pin.) 

G) A loaded round, deflected from the 
shell plate by an ejector rod , falls onto an 
inclined chute from which it will slide into a 
box or onto a cloth , either of which is to be 
provided by you. 

All you've had to do so far is pump the 
handle and move bullets. You're cookin' with 
sunshine, and distressing news about unem
ployment or the latest episode in the continu
ing saga of international "Car Wars" is as 
remote as your next 50,000-mile check-up. 
However, as the instruction sheet that comes 
with the Pro 1000 cautions, things can go 
wrong when, for example, an empty case 
jan1s as it is automatically fed into position 
one on the shell plate, or if the handle is 
moved in a reverse direction before a stroke 
is completed. The least difficulty you'll expe
rience as a result of reversing the handle at 
mid-stroke will be a jam, and jams are easily 
corrected, because the damaged or mis
handled case can be removed from any of the 
shell plate's three positions without otherwise 
fouling the operation. A greater penalty may, 
however, be exacted if the handle is waggled 
near the end of the downstroke, because 

doing so can cause the powder measure to 
dispense a double charge. Also, it's important 
to keep the primer trough full , because allow
ing it to empty may cause a jam. 

Continued 011page84 
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REDI-SET TARGETS 
Introduces 

the Combat 
Silhouette 

in IPSC-type 
and PPC 
Resetting 
Targets. 

PAT. PENDING 

In the truest 
tradition of the 
Re di-Set"' 
Company, we 
of fer the only 
complete target 
with acting and 
resetting mech
anisms. ThisIPSC 811 

unique concept center plate 
allows you to shoot the 
head and the head falls 
back. Shoot the center 
plate and the head resets 
automatically. Made of 
rugged T-1 armor plate. 

The head and 
body in black 
with a center 
of yellow. This 
target is 26" 
tall. Available 
only at Redi
Set"'. Virtually 
no one is faster 

PPC 10 X than our 
ring plate targets! 

Introductory Price 
PPC $125.00 
IPSC $145.00 

Shipping Information 
Shipped via UPS 
Target (35 lbs) $15.00 

ORDER FORM 
Name ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Address ~~~~~~~~~ 
City ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
State Zip ~~~
Amount enclosed ~~~~~ 
.~LL CHECKS MUST CLEAR PRIOR TO SHIPMENT 
NO C.O.D. ON QUANTITY ORDERS. MONEY ORDERS 
RECEIVE PRIORITY SHIPPING. 

REDI-SET TARGET, INC. 
P.O. BOX 23084 
JACKSONVILLE, FL. 32241 
(904) 262-0638 
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A Debate Forum Featuring Experts 

AUTO OR REVOLVER 
FOR SELF-DEFENSE? 

Revolver 
By John P ride 

I f you're a 
spray-the

area fan, the 18-
r o u n d auto 
would be your 
choice, no 
doubt. Depend
ing on one's 
background in 
the use of fire-

"Autos are inherently 
dangerous, complicated 
and demanding fire
arms." 

Automatic 
By Massad Ayoob 

There are cer
tain people 

for whom the 
auto pistol is a 
bad self-defense 
choice: ama
teurs; those with 
little time or 
inclination to 
practice; and 
those who don't 

versus 
"I personally feel more 
comfortable with a good 

. Colt .45 auto than any-
. 0 p/ p " 

arms and exper-
tise in self-defense, many people make the improper choice when 
purchasing their first handgun , whether it be for entertainment or 
self-protection. Until you've had that first jam or forget to take off 
the safety, you won't quite know what I'm about to talk about. 

What is the best gun for you? It depends who you are! If you are a 
competitive shooter who maintains his firearms with diligence and 
expertise, then whatever you choose may not matter. May not? 
That's right! Even autos in the hands of experts jam frequently! If 
you are an average shooter (a few times a month or less), then the 
wheelgun is your best bet. "Why?" you ask. 

Throughout a l2 year period I've taught hundreds of civilians as 
well as thousands of police officers to shoot, and during that time 
I've seen about everything happen with guns that can be imagined. 
For instance, a lady brought a .25 ACP auto to class and when we 
fired it , you guessed it, one shot fired and that was it! She had 
loaded the magazine jam-packed to the top and put one in the 
chamber, put it in her drawer for a year and a half, never test-firing 
it , or taking any lessons with the gun! Ouch! 

Recently an off-duty policeman was in line in a bank when a 
robbery went down. He pulled his .380 auto and fired one shot at 
the lone robber, hitting him. The .380 jammed on the second 
round. Though the suspect was hit , he returned fire, missing the 
policeman, who moved back and forth to avoid being hit (got 
lucky) , then the gunman ran to the door where he collapsed and 
died! 'Jam-a-matic' time; another case of load 'em, and forget 'em. 
Can't do that with an auto! 

Autos require more maintenance, training, and practice clearing 
malfunctions. In the previous officer's case in the bank, accuracy 
saved his bacon. I'm sure he's traded the .380 by now for a gun he 
can depend on in a pinch when there's no time for gun problems. 

Some years ago Fred Romero (a competitor and Handgunner 
writer) , an LAPD officer, was involved in an on-duty gun battle 
with an armed and dangerous, shots-fired type of robber, one-on
one situation, where he got six hits for six shots fired. Using a 
revolver he was able to successfully stop a mad man and win a 
desperate gun battle. Accuracy is most important. 

How about accidents? More people have shot themselves or 
others accidentally with auto pistols than those intentionally shoot

Co11ti11ued 011page32 
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make a point of keeping their equipment in top condition. That 
said, there are many who will be better served by the combat 
autoloader. Here's why. 

You'll hit better with an auto under stress. Because you're not 
fighting a heavy double-action trigger, at least after the first shot 
with a DA auto, you'll hit better under extreme pressure with an 
auto than a wheelgun. Actual street gunfights show that revolver
armed officers hit the man they're shooting at only about 20 to 25 % 
of the time, but those with DA autos are closer to 65 % hit potential 
at the same combat distances, and single-action autos like the Colt 
.45 have an even better success rate. As a civilian, you can't afford 
missed rounds zinging through walls and down sidewalks to zap 
customers, bystanders, or your own family members. 

An auto with a safety catch is harder for the bad guy to kill you 
with. The burglar may just be lifting your gun out of the drawer 
when you unexpectedly walk in, and bad guys train in prison to 
disarm and kill anyone capturing them at gunpoint. As a weapon 
retention instructor who studies a lot of actual case instances, I find 
a lot of times when the bad guy shoots the good guy with his own 
revolver, but very few instances where the bad guy could find the 
safety to make an auto fire before the good guy could resort to Plan 
B and either escape or get his autoloader back. Because criminals 
think straight citizens are soft, they're more likely to jump them 
than cops, yet one out of every five murdered policemen is killed 
with his or his partner's revolver. For civilians, the risk is even 
greater. 

Autos doni let you fadge with wimp practice loads. Ci vies and 
cops alike practice with feeble wadcutter ammo in their revolvers 
until they're fair to rniddlin' good, then stuff the cylinder with .357 
Magnum loads they haven't learned to control but expect to defend 
their lives with. Such people are walking around waiting to be 
taught one awful, final lesson. You can't kid yourself that way with 
an auto without laboriously changing the springs, which means that 
all practice has to be done with full-power ammo that simulates the 
blast and recoil of the street combat load. Otherwise, the gun won't 
cycle. Thus, every bit of training and practice with the auto 
translates more realistically to real-world preparation. 

Autos can be safer around the home. Many young parents, with 
Continued on page 38 
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COURSES 
OF FIRE 

YOU 
CAN SHOOT 
THE 
BIANCHI CUP! 
The Bianchi Cup (actually the National 

Rifle Association's Bianchi Cup Action 
Shooting Pistol Championship) consists of 
four courses of fire. Three of the courses are 
permanent and one is a "rotating" match that 
varies from year to year. 

The permanent matches are: The Bar
ricade Event, The Falling Plate Event and 
The Moving Target Event. This year the 
"rotating" match was the International Rapid 
Fire Event. The NRA has yet to announce the 
"rotating" match for 1986. 

The NRA is actively supporting the 
growth and proliferation of Action Shooting 
on the state and local levels. Below follows a 
brief description of the Courses of Fire for 
the Bianchi Cup, but further information and 
a complete Rule Book may be obtained by 
writing to NRA, Competitions Division, 
Dept. AH, 1600 Rhode Island Ave. N.W , 
Washington DC, 20036. 

BARRICADE EVENT: Two Bianchi tar
gets at 10, 15 , 25 and 35 yards. One target left 
side of barricade, one right side. Shooter 
begins behind barricade with palms flat 
against it; on signal shooter engages either 
right or left target from corresponding side of 
barricade with six rounds; repeat from 
opposite side of barricade. Time limits are: 5 
seconds at 10 yards; 6 at 15; 7 at 25; 8 at 35 . 
Total rounds: 48 . 

MOVING TARGET: One Bianchi target 
moving at 10 fps left to right and right to left. 
Shooter engages target with 6 rounds each 
way at 10 and 15 yards; 3 rounds each way 
(repeat twice) at 20 and 25 yards. Total 
rounds: 48. 

FALLING PLATES: Shooter faces two 
banks of six plates, 8-inches in diameter, at 
10, 15, 20 and 25 yards. Shooting is freestyle. 
Time limits are 6 seconds at 10 yards; 7at15; 
8 at 20; and 9 at 25. Plate must fall to score. 
Total rounds: 48. 

INTERNATIONAL RAPID FIRE: 
Shooter faces five Bianchi targets one target 
width apart at 25 meters. Shooter engages 
each target with one round in 8, 6, and 4 
seconds. Shooter performs each exercise 
four times in the given time limits. Shooting 
is freestyle. Total rounds: 60. 

'J"1HO NEEDS A .380 
. .. You prooo 

Let's face it, when you really need any~, 
right then. The only gun that's going to be arrv 
with you. 

Most magnum revolvers, big-bore autos, and brg ~ 
are all too heavy, too bulky, or too uncomfo..,.. to 
(assuming you're property licensed). If you ll!8v8 tl1e 
locked In your car trunk, guess what you're mt t11.111nu-J~· J 
when you most need it? 

Our .38> ACP PPK/S holds 8 rounds, half the ~ 
pistols, but EK>% more than five-shot 'snubbi&' ~ .ft: 
with high-impact factory hollow-points, too. It's comfortab1Y lll'l'illlll'Ar• 

(2.3oz), with smooth contours and white outline sighis. ~;~~· 
PPK/S can be carried dry of oil, will function dependlibly, ~· 
your clothes. (Stainless steel autos don't like to operate dtyJ. 

The original Manurhin-Walther PP Series pistols have been around for 
almost 34 years. We've made over a million of them. Compare ®r PPK/S 
with any other .38> ACP - for quality, reliabHity, accuracy, and price. If you 
need a pistol to live with, Think Manurhin-Walther PPKIS. 

SHOOT A HANDGUN 
Reveals the expert's way to use your handguns safely, effectively and within the law. It 
describes, with helpful illustrations, the accepted techniques of shooting, and shows you how 
to choose the best handgun for your particular needs. Learn how and where to shoot, the 
care and cleaning of your weapons, firearms responsibility, what ammunition to purchase, 

.·~ 
~~ 

--·--

and much more. Features detailed photos of popular handguns plus 
a special chapter on defensive pistol shooting. SHOOT A HANDGUN 
is the complete manual of handgun instruction that you'll refer to 
again and again. Includes a glossary of handgun terms. Make it part 
of your home library now! Only $8.95 plus $1.00 for postage and 
handling. HANDGUNNER BOOKS Suite 200 Dept. 24 HG-11 

591 Camino de la Reina, San Diego, CA 92108 
_ __ Send me a copy of SHOOT A HANDGUN. Enclosed find $8.95 
plus $1.00 for postage and handling. 
___ . Charge my Credit Card ___ Visa ___ MC 
Number _ ________ Exp. Date Initials __ 

NAME~~------------------~ 
ADDRESS CITY ------~s=TA~T=E~-----Z-l_P ____ _ 

California residents, add 6% sales tax. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 
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CROSSFIRE REVOLVER 
Conti1111ed from page 30 

ing someone, in all wars, police shootings, 
etc. True fact! '1 forgot the one up the spout!" 

Autos are inherently dangerous, compli
cated and demanding firearms. Revolvers, 
on the other hand, are easy to handle, simple 
to shoot, and cycle faster than an auto pistol. 
(Ed McGovern opted to set his world speed 
shooting record with an out-of-box revolver 
because the .45 auto wouldn't go into battery 
fast enough!) 

If an auto misfires (bad news in a life-and
death situation) the shooter has to charge 
another round or cock the hammer again. 
With a revolver, the person merely has to 
gently stroke the trigger and go to the next 
round. 

Let's talk about knockdown and stopping 
power. The ultimate knockdown power is a 
Mack truck on I-5 and the firepower champ is 
Mississippi moonshine! Or better yet, a swift 
blow with a 2x4 is the most absolute in 
knockdown in the real world. Having 
worked the firearms unit in the police depart
ment (ballistic tests and bullet comparisons 
for homicides throughout the city, including 
coroner bullets and gun shot residue tests) I 
found out many interesting things about bul
lets. Surprise, surprise! As I went through 
the homicide ballistic information for the past 
10 years, I was amazed with the conclusion I 
comprised: the majority of deaths were 

caused by .22, .32 and .38 caliber and most 
agreed that the .45 slug didn't do all it is 
hyped-up to do. Not to say that the lower 
calibers weren't doing more immediate dam
age, but in some cases were doing just that
bouncing around in the body and taking a 
person down right now! 

Out of the box dependability. You can buy 
most any revolver and shoot it, with little or 
no work performed on it. Sorry, can't say the 
same about the auto. Again, not all autos but 
most auto fans put a few bucks into their 
pieces especially if they carry them for self
defense. 

For the first-time shooter, whether you are 
a woman or a man doesn't matter, the 
revolver is the best way to go. You can shoot 
10,000 rounds a week or merely six rounds a 
year, but when it comes to your life there is 
absolutely no room for guess work, error or 
having to learn the bad bumps about a gun at 
a time when you should be thinking tactics 
and how to defeat your attacker! 

The question concerning competition will 
saunter back-and-forth forever, but for the 
money, accuracy and dependability, the 
revolver is superior and very close to my 
heart! It's defended me in police-related 
shoot-outs, it's won me money, and it's (what 
my father would call) my body guard. 

Many large police departments have 
switched from autos back to revolvers 
because of accidental-discharge problems 
and malfunctions. 

Another problem I've observed over the 

years concerning the use of autos to teach a 
new shooter how to shoot is if the person has 
a flinching problem, it is only amplified by 
the heavy recoil experienced with the .45 
auto. A person should be taught the funda
mentals with wadcutters so that the instructor 
can recognize violations of the most basic 
fundamentals. Little by little the new shooter 
should be stepped-up to hotter loads to pre
vent outrageous flinching problems. 

When you choose that special gun for 
yourself or someone you love, take your time 
to shop around for a good bargain. The Smith 
and Wesson L frame is a good buy and a great 
shooter. Keep an eye out for the new 2-inch 
649 5-shot body guard , made for law 
enforcement. This stainless steel beauty is a 
must for the serious collector, self-defense 
conscious person or police officer. 

My overall recommendation for the new 
shooter is the 4-inch 686 S& W L frame or the 
586 L fran1e. This gun affords the shooter an 
easy-handling house gun as well as a begin
ner's target piece; able to shoot target wad
cutters to full, round-house .357 Magnums: 
ballistically superior loads for overall perfor
mance and knockdown power. 

Whatever your choice is, get some lessons, 
practice, know the law, and watch out for 
those jam-a-matics! 

The argument over what type of gun is best 
will go on indefinitely. You have to judge for 
yourself what is best! I base my findings on 
years of experience in the field of firearms 
and reams of facts about shootings, compiled 

CONTENDE Jim Young, of Glendale, Arizona, 
applied for a Desert Bighorn Sheep 
permit for ten years. When the oppor
tunity finally arrived he choose a 1 O" 
Contender Pistol in .223 caliber for 
the trophy hunt. One shot at 160 
yards and Jim had a unique trophy
the first recorded Desert Sheep to be 
taken with a handgun in the State of 
Arizona. 

32 

JIM YOUNG HAD TO WAIT 10 YEARS 
BEFORE HIS PERMIT FOR DESERT 
BIGHORN SHEEP WAS DRAWN! 

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT HAND
GUNNING shouldn't you be thinking 
about a Contender. The pistol that 
couples superb accuracy to an inter
changeable barrel system offering a 
wide selection of meaningful calibers. 

W'lite for our new free 
32 page c ata log . One 
glance through the Con
tender section and you 'll 
see why Contender is the 
leader in down range per
formance. 

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS 
Farmington Road, P.O. Box 5002, Dept. TAH 11 

Rochester, New Hampshire 03867 
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throughout the years. I know what I'll call on 
in a life-and-death situation. I know my gun 
will function. Do you? I sincerely hope so. 
Good luck with your autos and good luck 
with those wheelguns. Until next ...... 
time, good luck and good shootin'. ~ 

John Pride is a 15-year veteran with the Los 
Angeles Police Department and has won 
many shooting awards in both PPC and com
bat shooting. He's well-versed with both 
revolvers and auto pistols. He was the 1979 
NRA's National Municipal Police Pistol 
Champ; 1983 Canadian National Police PPC 
Pistol Champion; Number One California's 
Governor's 20 in 1984 PPC; Number 2 in 
1983 Bianchi Cup. He is one of the world's 
foremost experts in the use of hypnosis in 
shooting sports. Keep an eye out for his new 
book this fall, The Pride Method In The 
Mental Aspects Of Shooting. 

HANDLOADING 
Co11ti1111ed from page 12 

he's had more calls for load data on the .32 
Magnum than he's had on the 9mm Magnum 
and the .45 Magnum, put together. 

Meanwhile, John Kaelberer, tall dog at 
J&J Custom Bullet (P.O. Box 2029A, El 
Cajon, CA 92021), has innovated 175 and 200 
grain JSP bullets for the lauded Bren Ten. As 
soon as the guns are shipped from the Bren 
Ten factory, you'll be in as far as bullets are 
concerned. 

Gene Crum, Bloomington, Ind., purveyor 
of sto-Ieading wax sheets (509 Harvey 
Drive, Bloomington, IN 47401) writes to 
advise against leaving loads containing his 
product in hot sunlight. The wax melts and 
mixes with the powder, which can cause 
squibs and ploopers. Which carries us to a 
point in fact: It's not a good practice to leave 
loads where they're exposed to high heat, 
whether or not they contain a meltable com
ponent. In the least extreme, the propellant 
will suffer, or pressure potential will be 
raised. But none of the foregoing has much to 
do with using Crum's wax sheets, cookie
cutter fashion, as over-powder and over-shot 
wads. Try No. 9s over a few grains of some 
fast-burning mix . They're great for rat
tlesnake shooting, if it's absolutely necessary. 
I've loaded approximately 40 grains of No. 9s 
atop 3.0 grains of Super Balistite in the .32 
Magnum. They pattern like crazy at four 
yards, and punch holes clean through both 
sides of an Alpo can. Hodgdon's HP-38 -
whatever- if it's fast will work. You can 
experiment with your favorite. 

Terry Murbach , of Maumee, Ohio, has 
gone the limit with 2400 behind Hornady 85s 
in his Ruger .32 Magnum revolver. He 
worked up to Ll.5 grains, and velocity was 
increasing with each half-grain increment. 
Then, at 12.0 grains, ominous indications of 
excessive pressures were noted. That's where 
he backed off. The Ll .5/ 2400/85 Hornady 
loads had yielded over 1500 fps and had shot 
1.38-inch groups at 25 yards. Another half
grain gave only 1519 fps, while groups spread 

to over 21h inches. Not only that, but, accord
ing to Murbach , the pressure ring on the 
Federal brass was a full .001-inch over the 
factory ammo's pressure-ring specifications. 

J. Harvey Wieler, of Fairbanks, Alaska, 
reported no difficulties with 158 grain lead 
semi-wadcutters in his .38 Super autoloader. 
He said he loaded them ahead of Hercules 
Blue Dot. 

We'll be sharing more information in the 
next issue. Meanwhile, if you have favorite 
loads or pointers on improved handloading, 
please include them in a typewritten or 
printed letter. The address is Handloading, 
Rt. I, Box 7, Llano, CA 93544. (Include 
stamped, self-addressed envelope ......_ 
if you want a reply.) ~ 

CORRECTION 
The fine custom gun pictured in Guns of 

the Steel Challenge (AH Sept/Oct '85, p. 45) 
credited to gunsmith Paul Liebenberg is, in 
fact, a product from the workbenches of 
PACHMAYR GUN WORKS. For further 
information about this and other custom 
pistols from PACHMAYR, write: 

Paul Liebenberg 
Manager, Custom Gun Division 

Pachmayr Gun Works 
1220 S. Grand Ave. 

Los Angeles, CA 90015 

DualAnaleHunter 
As the name implies, our '.'Dual An$Jle Hunter" was specifically de
signed with the hunter 1n mind. This 1nnovat1ve holster incorporates 1/f"f" 
two separate belt .slots in the belt loop, thus allowing the holster to ,._ 
be worn at two different anQles. The wearer has the option to -;;;r,,1,.... 
wear 1t a.s. a conventional hip. holster or radical cross draw. It• 
Both pos1t1ons afford access1b11ity and complete secuS/Jr.ty to • 
the wearer. The radical cross draw is especially effective e .,. 
when using a large hunting weapon in a seated posi- ,. 
tion . Unlike many multi-purpose holsters whose sec- t 
ond function never works well, our Dual Angle an JS 
Hunter works well in both 

GUNHIDE'" 

DeSANTIS HOLSTERS 
GO FIRST CLASS! 

Desantis manufactures a complete line of holsters 
and accessories, creatively designed to fill the 

specific needs of gun enthusiasts and law 
enforcement personnel. Available at your favorite 

Firearms or Sporting Goods Store. Mail $2 for full 
color catalog or request Free black and white 

catalog. Dealer inquiries invited 

Dept. AH-511 • 149 Denton Avenue • New Hyde Pork, NY 11040 • 516-354-8000 
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Buy One JDBll Book, Get One Free! 

488 8 'h' ' x 11 " pages 

The World's Greatest Gun Book is 
greater than ever before with nearly 
500 pages packed with timely, inter
esting articles and the best catalog of 
firearms and accessories on the 
market today. Here's a preview: 
The M16A2: New World Standard 
For Infantry Rifles by C.E. Harris. The 
new M16A2, having arisen from the 
ashes of the M16, should answer 
handsomely the complaints of the past. 
The Eight Dangerous Myths of 
Self-Defense by Massad Ayoob. Even 
a righteous shooting could haunt a 
family, legally and financially, for years. 
Baker Bores 'Em Big by Don Zutz. 
A .730-inch 12-gauge bore that's been 
bored out to .750-inch or even .800-inch 
can shoot tighter patterns. This reborn 
shotgun tuning technique works. 
The Legendary French 75 by Konrad 
F. Schreier, Jr. Schreier writes of the 
brilliant role played by this field gun in 
U.S. Army hands during WWI. 
The Model 94 And The 30-30 by 
Sam Fadala. After years of muzzle
loading, Fadala rediscovers the Model 
94 and the 30-30 cartridge. 
Last Chance Buffalo by Spence 
Dupree. Taking Cape buffalo in 
Zimbabwe the hard way - from a 
wheelchair. 
I Won't Hunt With Single Shot 
Rifles bv E. A Matunas· I Do Hunt 
With Single $hot Rifles by Layne 
Simpson. These two hunter/writers 
who ought to know disagree vehe
mently, but with style, on the use of the 
single shot rifle for hunting. 

1986 GUN DIGEST 
40th Edition 
Edited by Ken Warner 

Guns We Never Should Have Sold 
by David Petz.al. One editor gathers 
the tales of woe from seven others: 
Barrett, Brister, Carmichel , Hagel, 
Nelson, Warner and Wootters. 
Early Pump Guns by John Malloy. A 
detailed look at the guns that replaced 
double guns almost as fast as factories 
could build them. 
The Truth About The Cavalry 
by G. N. "Ted" Dentay. The British 
Cavalryman's kit consisted of two 
guns, a sword, a bayonet, a lance, and 
three bushels of assundry other trap
pings. All Dentay had to do was figure 
out how to get it all on a horse and 
leave room for the rider. 
Picking Your Go-Along Gun 
by Don L Johnson. After dozens of 
tnps and hundreds of miles on foot, 
this writer knows what gun to carry. 
He's tried plenty. 
The Extra-Quality Guns by J. w. 
"Doc" Carlson. Even if most off-the-rack 
front-stuffers don't suit your taste, and 
you can't stand either the price or the 
wait for a pure handmade article, there 
are still guns out there for you. 
Pump Guns In The Real World by 
Peter Nelson. When it's freezing, wet, 
muddy and it's going to be an 
interminably long day, the slide-action 
shotgun is the one to carry. 
The Man Who Builds Punt Guns by 
David J. Baker. A look at the guns 
designed to throw a pound of shot 
into a flock of sitting ducks. 

The Extraordinary Glock by 
Raymond Caranta. A nearly all-plastic 
9mm pistol that went from a blank 
sheet of paper to military acceptance 
in under four years. 
Up The Spout With John and K&n 
by Roger Barlow Paper wadding works 
fine in muzzle-loading shotguns, just 
as it did in the last century. 

A First Featherweight by E. B. Mann. 
A long running controversy between 
Jack O'Connor and E. B. Mann results 
in an early Featherweight version of 
the Winchester Model 70. 
Get A Good Ready by Sam Fadala. 
The sage advice of a turn-of-the
century outdoorsman is reinterpreted 
for the modern hunter/ shooter. 
Remembering Clyde . .. by Dick 
Eades. A fond remembrance of the 
man and his shop that started the 
author on a lifelong love affair with 
guns and shooting. 
Sing A Song Of Bullets by Reginald 
Bretnor. A gunsmith solves a tricky 
shooting (fiction). 
The Cautious Converter by Russ 
Gaertner. You can make big-bore 

revolvers out of medium-bore 
revolvers, but it's no free ridP. 
Are You Ready For The Big 10? 
by Francis E. Sell. The 10-gauge 
Magnum is more and less shotgun 
than most shooters need. 
One Good Gun Section: A 721 
Remington by Bob Bell. An S&W Trail 
Masterpiece by Terry Murbach. 
The .30 What? by Roy F. Dunlap. 
You'd be astonished how quickly 
powder charges under 30 grains can 
part a 190-grain bullet. 
A New Sniper Round by Larry S. 
Sterett. A new sniper round (the 8.58 
x 71 mm) puts a 338 bullet out there for 
a long-range smash. 
All-Out Autoloader by Ken Warner. 
Here's how one man does it when he 
makes a cost-no-object pistol. 
Big News In Airguns by J. I. Galan. 
The airgun factories are busy, but 
there are only two first-ever, stop-the
presses trends this year. 
Rigby's by Jerry Evans. 
The Nazis' Gustloff Pistol by or. 
Bruno Brukner. 
The Ansley H. Fox Gun by Don 
Hardin. 
Auxiliary Cartridges And Other 
Such Stuff by Elmer Kurrus. 
Twenty Years Of Gun Leather 
by Bob Arganbright. 

Much, Much More! 
TESTFIRE REPORTS on Wolf Ears 
the state of the art ear protection ; a 30-
30 Derringer; the Deer Master; 
Ultra Light's Model 20; Pennsylvania 
Arms Slug Guns; Walker Chokes and 
theAPS. 
PLUS THESE REGULAR DEPART· 
MENTS: Ammunition , Ballistics and 
Components • Rifle Review • Black 
Powder Review • Scopes & Mounts 
Review • Handguns Today: Auto
loaders, Sixguns and Others • Custom 
Guns • Shooter's Marketplace • Art 
Of The Engraver • Shows of Europe 
SPECIAL GUN DEX: A preface to the 
catalog section , enabling the reader to 
locate immediately any gun in the 
catalog , knowing no more than its 
manufacturer and model designation. 
EIGHT FULL COLOR PAGES OF 
GUNS AND ACCESSORIES! 
GREATLY EXPANDED CATALOG 
SECTION : Packed with illustrations 
and specifications on all U.S. and 
imported rifles, shotguns, handguns, 
blackpowder guns, air guns, chokes 
and brakes, metallic sights, scopes 
and mounts. All are listed with the 
most up-to-date prices available. 

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~ 



Buy One IDBll Book, Get One Free! 
MILITARY SMALL ARMS 
OF THE 20TH CENTURY 
5th Edition 
By Ian V. Hogg & John Weeks 
New pistol s. sub-machine guns. 
bolt action rifles , anti-tank rifles 
and machine guns. inc. USSR 
ASKSMG,FNBGM-15s,WA 
2000 Sniping rifles. Browning's 
DA Compact pistol. 304 8 \-1" 
x 11 " pages. 
# MSA5 ... .. . . $14.95 
HANDLOADER'S DIGEST 
10th Edition 

Edited by Ken Warner 
Dozens of helpful "how to" 
features. including tools, mate
rials , tips and techniques, by 
the to p writers in the field. 
Extensive _catalog of compo
nents, equipment and acces
sories for reloading. 320 8 W' 
x 11 " pages. 
#HDIO . .. . ... $12 .95 

THE COMPLETE SHOOTER 
By Sam Fadala 

Truly the complete book of 
shooting. Whether your in 
terest is mild or fierce , thi s is 
the one book you mu st have 
in your shooter' s book case. 
448 8 W' x 11 " page s. 

# SHOOT . . .. . . $17.95 

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
GUN CARE, CLEANING 
AND REFINISHING 

ByJ. B. Wood 
Two separate volumes des
cribing correct care in detail 
- one on pistols and revolvers; 
the other, rifles and shotguns. 
Covers dry firing , cleaning 
equipment, chem icals, lubri 
cants. Explains cleaning meth
ods for all guns - even black 

BOLT ACTION RIFLES 
Revised Edition 
By Frank de Haas 
Definitive work covering all 
major designs since the Mauser 
of 1871. Detailed coverage 
of over 1 I 0 turn bolt action s 
- how they function. take 
down / assembly . strengths & 
weaknes ses, dimensi o nal 
specs . 448 8 W' x 11 " pages. 

#BAR .. ....... $14.95 

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
MODERN GUN VALUES 
5th Edition 

By Jack Lewis 
Greatly expanded to include 
all non-military guns introduced 
between 1900 and 1983. Thou
sands of li stinis and nearly 
2000 photos. Current values, 
full specs and desc riptions. 
400 8W' x 11 " pages. 
#MGV5 . . . . ... $ 14.95 

F REL ADIN 
3rd Edition 

By Dean A. Grennell 
Constructing a loading bench, 
d1 spensmg powder, seating bul 
lets. bullet casting. lube/s izing, 
swaging. shOLshell reloading, J. 
D . Jones Wildcats. homemade 
equipment. primers. powders. 
bullets. Mathematical tables/ 
equations. All new. 2.88 Sh" x 
11 " pages. 
#ABC3 .... .... $11.95 
GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
COMBAT HANDGUNNERY 
By Jack Lew1s&Jack Mitchell 
From the basics to compe
ttt10n trammg and exercises. 
Coverage of the Bianchi Cup 
the Steel Challenge and World 
Championships with diagrams 
and how to shoot courses. 
288 8W' x 11 " pages. 

#COMB .. . .. . . $11 .95 
powder a rms. E xplo res th e 
art of refini shing, many carry
ing cases, theft pro tect ion, 
evaluati on and in suran ce . 
Each book contain s 160 8W' 
x 11 " pages . 

Book I : HANDGUNS 
#GCH ....... . ..... $8 .95 
Book II: LONG GUNS 
#GCL . . ......... $8.95 

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
EXPLODED FIREARMS 
DRAWINGS, 3rd Edition 

Edited by Harold A. Mur1z 
Expanded to over 400 fire 
arms. New drawings from Mar
lin , lnterarm~ Weatherby, 
Savage ; the Lharter AR-7· 
UZI ' s submachine gun. 44S 
8W x I !" pages. 

#EFD3 .... . ... $14.95 

FLAYDERMAN'S GUIDE 
TO ANTIQUE AMERICAN 
FIREARMS And Their Values 
3rd Edition 
Completely updated prices & 
specs with over 3500-models 
and 1450 photos. H ow to 
identify. value and collect. 
624 8 W' x 11 " pages . 

#FLA3 ... . . . . . $19.95 

METALLIC CARTRIDGE 
RELOADING Edited by 

Robert S.L. Anderson 
How-to a rti cle s by exrcrt s. 
plll'S over 200 pages o load 
table data on app ro x. 70 rifle 
and pi sto l calibers. Emphas is 
on modern rifle & handgun 
cartridge s. se lected obsolete 
one s. 320 8 V1" x 11 " pages. 

#MCR .... .... $13.95 
POPULAR SPORTING 

.<:::-... •• RIFLE CARTRIDGES 
By Clay Harvey 

,_ ... .._._. Examines almost 50 metallic 
cartridges, their history and 
handloading quirk s. C om
bines hard data with Author's 
interesting and informative 
analysis. Factory and hand
load" data furnished with each 
cartridge. 320 8W' x 11 " pages. 

#PSRC .. . . . . .. $ 13.95 
r----------------------------------
, TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE 
I OF ONE! HERE'S HOW! 
I Buy one of the OBI books shown in this ad and 
1 get another DBI book FREE! 
I (a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price. 
1 (b) For each book you buy, you may select a 
I second book from th is ad of the same price 
1 or less FREE! 
I (c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book you 

order to help us cover postage, insurance, 
packing and handing. 

(d) This offer is restricted to purchases made 
by mail order from th is ad only. 
A B 

I'm Buying Reta il 
These Price 

$ 
Book # 

$ 
Book# 

$ 

c 
Send These 

FR EE! 

Book# 

Book# 

Book# Book# 
Column "B" Total $. _____ _ 
PLUS postage, 
insurance and 
handling fee 
($2 00 for each 
FREE book) $ _____ _ 

TOTAL ENCLOSED$, ____ _ 

10-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 
ALLOW 4·5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. 

DBI BOOKS, INC. Dept. J553 
4092 Commercial Ave., Northbrook IL 60062 



Collected by Jon Winokur 

The Bianchi Plates 

The Oianchi Falling Plates is one of the most 
challenging events in practical shooting. Here's 
my technique: 

1. REVOLVER vs. AUTOMATIC: I've always shot 
the plates with a revolver because its double 
action trigger pull allows me to shoot in 
rhythm . With an automatic, I tend to shoot six 
separate shots. 

2. TRIGGER CONTROL: The trigger pull should 
be a rhythmic, rolling, smooth motion, not the 
staged pull used in slow fire shooting. 

0000 

The competitor starts with the pistol holstered and the 
hands shoulder high. Upon the signal to commence 
fire, he draws and engages a bani~ of six steel plates 
measuring eight inches in diameter and placed one foot 
apart edge to edge. Ranges are ten, fifteen . twenty and 
twenty-five yards, with time limits of six, seven, eight and 
nine seconds. respectively 

3. TIMING: In practice I concentrate on the timing of the first shot. I worl~ on it to the point where the time 
it tal~es to get off the first shot becomes farily predictable: about 2-1/2 seconds every time. Every other 
shot tal~es about a second each, so I'm right on time at the 25 yard line without thinl~ing about the 
time limit. 

4. POINT OF AIM: I start the trigger pull when I see the Aimpoint dot on the center of the plate. I try to 
l~eep my shots in an imaginary four inch circle in the center of the plate. That allows a greater margin for 
error than aiming at just the plate. 

5. RIGHT TO LEFT OR LEFT TO RIGHP: I shoot left to right but it doesn't really matter - just do what's 
comfortable for you. 

6. PRACTICE: I paint the targets after every string so I can see where my shots are stril~ing the plates at 
various ranges. I shoot at every range and worl~ on coming out of the leather smoothly and breal~ing the 
first shot at the right tempo. 
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[)RIAN ENOS, Combat Moster; 1983 and · 84 l3ionchi 
Cup Champion; member of the U.S. Gold Team at 
the 1983 IPSC World Championship. 
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Sharpen your instincts for survival and im
prove your shooting skills. Plus, increase 
your technical knowledge as national train
ing experts and champion shooters such as 
John Pride, L.A.P.D. Firearms Instructor and 
national Municipal Champion Shooter, and 
Dale Vannatter, Chief Firearms Instructor, 
Indiana Law Enforcement Training Academy, 
teach you! 

Join the 18,000 member strong - POLICE 
MARKSMAN ASSOCIATION. In its 9th year, 
P. M.A. is dedicated to officer survival through 
innovative and continuous training and 
knowledge of the law. 

The game is SURVIVAL on the streets. 
That's why we adhere to the principle that 
OFFICER SURVIVAL doesn't stop with de
partmental training - it's just the beginning! 
It's your life that is on the line every day on the 
streets - and it is your responsibility to stay 
in shape. As a P.M.A. member, you'll be kept 
up-to-date on essential tactics you need to 
perform more effectively in the line of duty 
while giving yourself maximum protection. 
Knowing how to react during armed encoun
ters may even save your life. 

From becoming survival sensitive to im
proving your shooting skills, you'll get more 
out of THE POLICE MARKSMAN ASSOCIA
TION because we put more into it. Here is 
what you get when you join our group! 

GET THESE GREAT 
MEMBER BENEFITS 

POLICE MARKSMAN MAGAZINE - With 
your P.M.A. membership you receive a year's 
subscription to POLICE MARKSMAN Maga
zine - our official association publication a 
reading must for every officer. Exciting in
depth articles cover equipment, legal as
pects, combat shooting, departmental train
ing programs such as street survival simula
tion and much more. They'll teach you how to 
gain more confidence, improve your ability to 
react, and help you stay alive! 

? 
I 

Join by Dec. 31, 1985 
... and receive a colorful PMA Decal 
and the Monadnock Persuader! .. . a 
$5.50 value, free with payment. 

PLUS •.. you'll receive these extra member 
benefits! 

• PMA Membership Cerd 
• Special Buying Sertlce 
• Ellglbl/lty for PMA Competition Awards 
• PMA Decal 
• FREE Renewal Gear 
• Dl8counta at PMA Otncer SutVlnl Seminars 

Don't wait, join your friends. Fill in the 
coupon below and mail it along with your 
annual dues to Police Marksman, 6000-B 
Shirley Lane, Montgomery, AL 36117. 

6000-B Shirley Lane, Montgomery, AL 36117 

o Yes ! Enroll me as a member of P.M.A. as indicated below. If I am not completely satis
f ied I will notify you and you will refund the unused portion of my dues. 

o Full-Fledged Member. 1 yr. - $15 - Eligible for all PMA Benefits (open only to recog
nized law enforcement personnel) . $12 is applied to PMA Magazine. 

o 2 Yr. - $28.50 o 3 yr. - $42.50 o 10 yr. - $139.50 D Life - $375.00. 
o Associate Member. 1 yr. - $12 (THE POLICE MARKSMAN Magazine only) Open to 

interested shooters. 
o Dues Enclosed o 8111 me on a trial basis (I can take up to 2 issues to decide). If I am 

not completely satisfied, I will simply return my invoice marked CANCEL, with no 
further obligation. 

Name _________________ Home Phone _________ _ 

Street Address --------------- --------- ----
City ___________ state ________ z;p ________ _ 

Member No. D New Member D Renewing 

Charge my D VISA D MC# _______________ Exp. Date _ _ __ _ 

L 
Allow 2-3 weeks delivery for premium . J --------------------------------
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Standard Jon-e ". Model 700 Jon-e" 
will keep you warm and comfortable all 
day long on just one filling. Jon-e " 
gives heat without flame. Reusable. 
Gives years and years of service. 
Safe. Odorless . Starts easy. Simple to 
operate. Comes with flannel bag and 
fuel dispenser. 
Model 700 Chrome Plated Steel 
How Does A Jon-e® Keep You 
Warm? The platinum catalytic heating ele
ment reacts with the naptha-base fuel without a 
flame during operation . The generated heat 
warms the chrome plated case which radiates 
warmth through the carrying bag to your hands. 

Giant-Jon-e ". Designed for those 
whose rugged outdoor work or play in 
cold weather demands a much greater 
volume of heat; and for longer periods 
too. Ideal for construction workers , 
postmen, drivers , farmers and other 
outdoorsmen. Works up to 36 hours 
with one filling . Comes with flannel bag 
and fuel dispenser. 
Model 701 Chrome Plated Steel 

Look for Jon-e" Handwarmers and Acces
sories and Deer-Coy" Natural Deer Lure Scent 
and other fine ORBEX products in Sporting 
Goods, Fishing and Hunting Goods Stores and 
Departments all over the U.S. 

Deer-Coy® natural deer 
lure scent. 

Attracts both buck and doe. Gives 
close sure shots. A must for every 
bow and gun hunter. Made from 
natural deer musk and other ani
mal glands. 
All animal scent lures are more ef
fective when activated by the heat 
of a Jon-e" Handwarmer. It really 
makes them work! 

Model 706 comes with season's 
supply and handwarmer clip. 

Fine products from ... 

@~~~~lne 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404 
612/333-1208 © 1983 Orbex Inc. 

Wichita Arms 
45 Slide Conversion 

•Wichita Rear Sight Buried & Melted into Slide. 
•Wichita Front Sight Milled & Silver Soldered . 
• Port Opened for easy Ejection . 
• Flatten Top of Slide. • Glass beaded & Reblued. 

All this for only $119.95 
Send $1.00 and a S.A .S.E. for our complete catalog. Dealers inquiries invited. 
We are Professionals at Manufacturing & Customizing All Types of Competition Guns. 

Wichita Arms, Inc. 
Dept. 45AH, 444 Ellis, P.O. Box 11371 , Wichita, Kansas 672 11 
(3 16) 265-0661 

CROSSFIRE AUTO 
Continued fro m page 30 

rug rats scooting around the house, are leery 
of loaded handguns left in storage. An auto 
can be left empty, with the magazine secured 
or on the adult's person. It can be loaded and 
made ready in a couple of seconds. Autos 
with magazine disconnector safeties like the 
S&W 9mm or Browning Hi-Power are par
ticularly suitable for this strategy. An H&K 
P9S auto in 9mm or .45 can even be stored 
field-stripped . I've been able to assemble, 
load , and fire my P9S in seven seconds. The 
only wheelgun technology that approaches 
this for safety is the MagnaTrigger conver
sion of the S&W, which can only be fired by 
someone wearing special magnetic rings. 
However, few laymen seem inclined to spend 
$250 on this life-saving modification. 

Autos are superior for night shooting. The 
shorter, more modern, high-efficiency car
tridge design of auto pistol ammo causes less 
blinding muzzle flash when firing at night, an 
important consideration since most shoot
outs occur in the dark. Round for round, 
revolvers are much harder to shoot in dim 
light without being dazzled: the .38 Special 
+ P flares more brightly than the 9mm Para
bellum; almost any bigbore wheelgun round 
flashes more than the .45 ACP; and the 
muzzle flame of a .357 Magnum is vastly 
greater than that of the .38 Super. 

Auto pistol firepower is significantly 
greater. No one argues that the auto's greater 
cartridge capacity and quick-changing maga
zines give it a distinct firepower edge. 
Wheelgunners confidently point to the FBI's 
''2 .3 rounds per gunfight" statistic, not realiz
ing that the very fact that you're in a shooting 
at all means the statistics have already gone 
against you . Multiple offender situations are 
more common today than ever, and bad guys 
are learning to take cover, both of which 
mean you're likely to need more ammo to 
survive a gunfight than you would have a few 
years ago. More bad guys wear ballistic vests 
today than even during the Dillinger years, 
and the strategies for dealing with that all 
involve more than ''2 .3 rounds per bad guy." 
Today's more sophisticated armed robbers 
are working in teams of four to six, and three 
or more is a likely-size squad of professional 
burglars. Factor that in with the four to five 
shots that the statistics show are necessary to 
hit one bad guy once with a revolver, and the 
auto starts looking almost necessary. 

Most of the "anti-auto" arguments dont 
apply today. The sixgunners claim, "If your 
revolver misfires the first time, just pull the 
trigger again for a certain shot." Humbug! If 
that misfire was a primer-only round, you 
now have a bullet lodged between barrel and 
cylinder, and your wheel ain't gonna rotate 
until you get a cleaning rod and pound the 
bullet out. Another common problem is for 
the S&W revolver's ejector rod to loosen and 
work forward, freezing the gun until you can 
get at it with tools. By contrast, most auto 
stoppages can be quickly cleared by a trained 
shooter. 
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Wheelgunners like to say autos jam all the 
time, especially if fed anything but hardball. 
Old-style autos like the GI .45 and the 
Browning Hi-Power often choke on hollow-
points if not throated . However, modern 
guns such as the Colt Combat Government 
and the Star PD in .45, or the HK P7 and 
third-generation S&Ws in 9mm, will feed 
hollowpoints without custom gunsmithing. I 
say this as director of a shooting academy, 
Lethal Force Institute, where I see about 
10,000 rounds fired in a typical week from all 
manner of revolvers and autos. 

A standard anti-auto argument is that you 
won't remember to release the safety catch in 
time of stress. That might be true of people 
who are stupid, or never practice with their 
safety equipment, or fall apart under pres
sure-but I don't think people like that are 
equipped to be using judicious lethal force for 
self-defense in the first place. The fastest 
draw-fire-hit sequences on record have been 
recorded largely with cocked and locked 
Colt .45 autos. Those who worry about it can 
choose the squeeze-cocking P7, or a quality 
double action auto like the SIG-Sauer or the 
new-generation S&W's, carrying the latter 
with the safety off. 

The compactness issue can go both ways. 
For hiding in nooks and crannies-ankle hol
ster, pocket, belly band - a small frame 
revolver with snubbed barrel and round butt 
is indeed better. But for carrying behind the 
hip in the manner favored by most fighting 
men, the auto rides flatter and literally more 
comfortably than the thick-cylindered 
revolver. In a combat-size handgun, you can 
stuff more power into a smaller package by 
going the auto route. 

You can also take comfort in the fact that 
an increasing number of top professionals 
generally carry an auto to protect their own 
personal skins. Bill Jordan, the most out
spoken advocate of the revolver, has allowed 
in print that he thought a 15-shot 9mm auto 
would make a fine backup. Skeeter Skelton, a 
wheelgunner to his bones, allowed his brain 
to win out over his heart and can give you 
very logical reasons as to why his personal 
carry gun is usually an auto. John Lawson 
and J.B. Wood, the world's two top gunsmith
writers and men youli expect to pack the 
most reliable equipment, both carry square 
guns instead of round ones; John likes the 
LW Colt Commander .45, while Jay rotates 
between various top-quality double-action 
autos. When a full-time cop, Ray Chapman 
switched his whole department over to .45 
autos, no small task back in the '50s. I've 
never seen John Farnam wear anything but a 
.45 auto, and Evan Marshall packs a pair of 
S& W 9mm's when he works the dangerous 
streets of Detroit. I expect Jeff Cooper would 
no more pack a revolver than wear polyester, 
and such authorities as Chuck Taylor, Ken 
Hackathorn, and Rick Miller are deep-dyed 
.45 auto believers. 

Hell, this writer is one of the few who 
packs a revolver halfthe time and an auto the 
other half, and you see which side of this 
article I'm writing. 

The reasons I pack a round gun half the 

We're putting_ 
America's best marksmen 

on the spot. 

• 
No pistolscope on the market today offers better magnification 

and "red dot" sighting than our lightweight IR 1. 5X20P. It's a wide-angle 
scope with 1.5 power and a bright red dot that lets you capture and 
center the target quicker than other scopes. 

Features include: 4-position "red dot" intensity switch, fully coated 
optics, positive click stops, and 30/30 range-finding reticle. Also avail-

able in 4X, these scopes <;rre weatherproof, fogproof, and 

69 
shockproof, and can be used with or without illumination. 

Tasco offers a complete line of quality pistolscopes, 
and this is our premier The closer you look, the better we look. 
model. For our full 
color Sporting Goods e · 
catalog send $2 to: 
Tasco, P. 0. Box 

523735, Miami, Florida 33152. Or in 
Canada, Optex Corp., 52 Lesmill Road, 
Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M3B 2T5. 

©1985 Tusco Sales, Inc TAD-176-685-TIN 

The 
Side-Lock I 

a totally new concept 
in quality cutlery. 

• designed and built to open and close 
with just one hand . 

• built to last a lifetime - no springs. 
nothing to wear out. 

• made of 440C stainless steel. 
• positive locking system in both open 

and closed position. 
• each knife individually serial 

numbered with lifetime warranty 
except misuse or abuse. 

·made in U .S. A. 
Price : $54.95 

15 DAY FREE TRIAL 
To place order write or 

CALL COLLECT 404 -865-6230 

~N 
FORGE 
LMR Marketing 
P 0 Box 1153 

Douglasville , Georgia 30133 USA 
MASTF.RCARIJ AND VISA ACU.PTUJ 

SPORTERIZE •BLUE ANO BROWN • RELOAD • 
' • BASIC ANO MASTER GUN REPAIR • 

PLUS MUCH. MUCH MOREi 

LEARN EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED TO KNOW TO 
GET YDU STARTED IN THE CAREER YOU WANTI 
LIFETIME CONSULTATION SERVICE AT NO COST. 

BE A SUCCESSFUL GUN PRD! 

OVER 40,000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946 

Send for FREE FACTS or call 602-990-8346 

Please RUSH FREE I acts on how I can become a prolessional gunsmith 
lhe QUICK easy home study way No Obligation No salesman will call. 
CHECK FOR VA or GI 0 ACTIVE 0 RETIRED 

ADDRESS ---------- --

CITY STATE _ _ ZIP I 
MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL dept. MF115 

l-!:3~ ~S~ P~E~,~Z~A..!:_0~ 
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NEW GUNS AT WHOLESALE COST 
PLUS 10°/o 
DIRECT TO RESIDENTS OF NY-PENN
CONN-MASS-VT! 
RIFLES (Partial Listing) HANDGUNS (Partial Listing) 

COLT AR15 A2 Assist 
Spo rte r 

COLT AR1 5 A2 Assist 
Carbin e 

COLT AR1 5 9m m Carbine 

$511 

$543 
$503 

RUGER 10/ 22 RB $110 
RUGER 10/ 22 w/ Ram-Line Fo ld
ing Stock, Handguard & 30-rd 
Magaz ine $179 

RUGER 10/22 DSP Del uxe $152 
RUGER Mi ni-14 Bl ue $252 
RUGER Mini-14 SS $282 
RUGER Mini-14 Blue Fold ing$308 
RUGER Mini -14 SS Folding $342 
RUGER Mini-14 Ranch $273 

COLT Government SS 
COLT Officer s ACP 
COLT Offi cers ACP SN 
COLT Gold Cup 

RUGER Redhawk .44 7" 

BERETTA M-21 .22 D.A. 

BERETTA M-92SB-F 9mm 
BERETT A M-92SB-P 9mm 

S & W M-469 Adj. Ambi . 
S & W M-669 Adj . Ambi. 

COMING LATER IN 1985 
(Taking Orders With Deposit) 

d 

$425 
$385 
$399 
$499 

$330 

$149 

$429 
$396 

$308 
$337 

COLT Office rs ACP LW $464 

RUGER XGI .308 $356 COLT Officers ACP SS 
S & W M-21 .44 Special 

POR 
POR 

TO ORDER: FFL NOT NEEDED for residents of New York , and the contiguous states of 
Pennsylvania, Connecticut . Massachusetts, and Vermont. Please send FFL for other States and 
Deale rs License for Ontario. Send Money Order or Cashier's Check only. Company and personal 
checks c lear. Sorry no COD orders on guns. MC/VISA/ AMEX orders are welcome - supply 
complete card information. Charge orders are subject to a 4% hand ling fee . NY State residents aad 
7% Sales Tax. Shipping by U.P.S. only - add $5 per gun and supply complete street address. Fo~m 
4473 Part I I, which we provide. must be fi l led out and returned a week pr ior to shipment. N'/ 
residents send Pistol Permit amendments or purchase coupons for handguns . Send $1.00 for one 
year's subscription to all Crown City mai lings. 

PICK-UP AT GUN SHOWS: NY residents may pick-up guns at the Syracuse, Binghamtol', 
Newburgh , Kingston , Niagara Falls , Rochester , Albany Shows. Form 4473 Part I is to be fil led out 
at time of delivery. We also attend shows in Allentow n and Monroesvi lle. Pennsylvania, and 
Columbus, Ohio - transfer through local dealers. Order 7 days before the show to assurn 
availability . 

COST-PLUS GUNS, Subsidiary of 

<·· ,CROWN 
C"cA. CITY 
.. ARMS 

P.O. Box 550, Dept . AH 
Cortland , New York 13045 
Phone: (607) 753-8238 
Toll Free Order Phone 
For Credit Card Orders: 800-847-6703 

-:E 

• 
"10/ 22" and "Mini-14" are Registered Trade Marks 
of Strum, Ruger & Co. 

<> 1985 by Crown City Arms. Inc All Rights Reserved. 

time are many, but the fact is that I feel quite 
comfortable and safe with a reliable 4-inch 
.357. Compare revolvers to autos and you'll 
find a nearly equal list of attributes; each is 
better for certain persons and certain mis
sions. I must admit that I personally feel more 
comfortable with a good Colt .45 auto than 
anything else, but your decision is yours to 
make, objectively and subjectively. 

All I ask is that you consider your options 
logically. If you decide to go with the 
revolver, do so for the right reasons, not 
because you were stampeded by myths about 
autos representing firepower you' ll never 
need, or being too complicated for a trained 
person to shoot under stress, or likely to jam 
every second shot. 

What a well-selected, well-maintained 
auto has going for it in trained hands is plenty 
of fi repower and stopping power in a com
pact package, a gun that in some scenarios is 
distinctly safer for you than a revolver, a 
super ior night-shooting instrument, and 
perhaps most important, it is the gun 
most people will hit better with under 
the enormous stress of the situation they 
acquired a defensive handgun to ~ 
deal with . ~ 

Massad Ayoob is director of Lethal Force 
Institute, PO Box 122, Concord, NH 03301. 
Travelling the nation, he teaches about 1500 
police officers and law-abiding citizens 
annually, using both revolvers and autoload
ing pistols. 

# 1AT·A 

MILT SPARKS 
BOX 187 

* IDAHO CITY, IDAHO 83631 * 
(208) 392-6695 

HANDCRAFTED HOLSTERS 
AND BELTS FOR SERIOUS 
HANDGUNNERS, 
FEATURING PRACTICAL 
DESIGNS FOR 
COMPETITION AND 
CONCEALMENT. 

SEND $2.00 FOR OUR 
BROCHURE. 
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By Timothy Johnson 

Everyone including Santa has been noti
fied, now what? As a Christmas pres

ent, the proverbial 'first gun' is a most per
plexing decision for a pistol shooting parent. 
Out of sheer frustration over the myriad of 
.22 pistols, I almost settled on a rifle as a 
yuletide gift for my oldest son. 

In order to avoid the 'Machine Gun Kelly' 
syndrome, target and semi-target automatics 
having high capacity magazines were 
rejected. Firing a single-action revolver like 
a matinee western hero is a good method for 

getting to know your podiatrist on a first 
name basis. TV police stories show the 
young shooter constant examples of how to 
adapt the military 'field of fire' techniques to 
the double-action revolver. 

Surely, none of the previously mentioned 
scenes are supposed to happen, however, it's 
best to remove the temptation from the out
set. For when parental control becomes over
bearing, the trip to the range becomes a 
chore resulting in the loss of a potential 
shooter. In today's political climate, this a loss 
we can ill afford. 

Single shot pistols such as the XP-100, 
Merrill and T-C Contender are all too 
expensive. 

Since we have just run out of options- buy 
the kid a rifle. Right? Wrong! Well, sort of 
wrong. 

What to get junior for 
Christmas? How'bout a 
Chipmunk silhouette 
pistol for that special 
"first gun?" 

Chipmunk Manufacturing Inc. , ll4 East 
Jackson, Medford, Ore., a relative new
comer, is marketing a shortened, restocked 
version of their, for lack of a better word, 
'cute' single shot rifle. The Chipmunk Sil
houette Pistol is, like the rifle, a single shot 
bolt action .22 measuring 201h inches long, 
from the back of the pistol grip to the muzzle. 
It has a sight radius of 14 inches from inside 
the rear sight to the inside face of the front 
sight. The Chipmunk is built to conform to 
IHMSA unlimited class specifications for 

Buy Your Kiddo 
A Chip111unk 

rimfire caliber pistols. Numerous articles 
have probably been written on how to turn 
the Chipmunk into a first rate competition 
gun. Triggers drilled and tapped for adjust
ment screws to control over-travel and take
up creep, a little judicious stone work, clip
ping a coil here and there, adding a better 
adjustable rear sight, or perhaps a King Tube 
Sight, adding weight to the stock to bring it 
closer to the four pound limit, are all fine 
modifications. Lack of these, however, in no 
way precludes the Chipmunk from perform
ing admirably in the role of a training 
weapon. 

'Out of the box,' the pistol has the single 
most important of all first gun requirements: 
absolute simplicity. Youngsters should have 
considerably less trouble operating the Chip
munk than reading the accompanying 
instruction manual. 

Rotate the bolt handle up and pull back. 
Making sure there is no barrel obstruction, 
insert the cartridge. Push the bolt forward 
and downward. Pull back the cocking piece 
until a discernable 'click' is heard. Line the 
target up in the sights, squeeze the trigger and 
bang. What could possibly be simpler than 
that? 

Disassembly for cleaning purposes is a 
snap. Simply: squeeze the trigger back to its 

limit, rotate the bolt handle up and pull the 
bolt back and out of the receiver. Removal of 
the take-down screw allows you to separate 
the barrel/receiver/trigger assembly from 
the stock. Further disassembly is unwar
ranted. Unless of course, you enjoy chasing 
pinned springs. 

The barrel is blue steel and both the trigger 
and bolt are left 'in the white' with the bolt 
exhibiting a fair degree of polish. The two 
piece stock is a rather nice piece of straight 
grained walnut that appears to be oil finished. 
Consistent accuracy should be enhanced by 
the fact that the barrel is free floated. 

Most moving parts within the Chipmunk 
seem to perform at least two functions. The 
trigger, in addition to its normal duty, is also 
the bolt stop. The cocking piece serves as 
both the arming device and the safety. The 
firing pin also serves as the case kicker in the 
ejection system. 

All in all everything is nicely engineered 
except the sights. Conventions of courtesy, 
with regards to the usage of four letter words, 
precludes the voicing of my true feelings 
concerning the rear sight. Suffice it to say, it's 
awful! Elevation is adjusted by loosening a 
retaining screw in the receiver and sliding the 
sight up or down as necessary. Windage cor
rections are similarly made by loosening a 
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The Stackpole 
Shooter and Collector Bookshelf 

Featuring the latest and most complete 
information available from leading arms 

and shooting experts! 
• The COOP818 Boe 

~'.f -!..-:=--:_ ' - -
Our Never-before Bonus Offerl 

NEW! 
Police Handgun Manual 
How to Get Street Smart Survival Habits 
by Bil/Clede 
Hardcover, $11 . 95, 128 pages 
"A very worthwhile book, with lots of information 
in few pages. Good reading for any officer, or 
civilian, who feels the need to improve his un
derstanding of shooting for real and surviving 
the experience." - Police Marksman 

"The type of book I wish I'd been issued 
when I first picked up the badge." - Massad 
Ayoob, Lethal Force Institute. 

NEW! 
Beretta Automatic Pistols 
The Collectors & Shooter's 
Comprehensive Guide 
byJB. Wood 
Hardcover, $19.95, 192 pages 
The 1st and only English-language book de
voted entirely to the world-famous Beretta, in
ternationally recognized expert J.B. Wood 
traces the history of the Beretta from the model 
1915 through the present. The US military just 
named Beretta its standard sidearm and this 
book appears at a perfect time to answer any 
questions about the origins and technology of 
this popular gun. 

NEW! 
The Springfield 1903 Rifles 
by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy 
Hardcover, $49.95, 617 pages 
The illustrated story of the design, devel
opment, and production of all the models, 
appendages and accessories of the gun con
sidered one of the finest military rifles ever 
made. This lifetime work of the rifle's premier 
authority, is extensively documented with 1500 
rare photos from private collections and will 
stand for all time as the definitive work on the 
1903. 

The Great Rifle Controversy 
Search for the Ultimate Infantry Weapon 
from WWII through Vietnam and Beyond 
by Dr Edward Clinton Ezell 
Hardcover, $29. 95, 338 pages 
At last, the defi nitive examination of the devel
opment of the M161 "This book deserves the 
widest circu lation in the small arms commu
nity -from collectors to designers, from manu
facturers to end users. Recommended without 
reservation . Absolutely must reading . - Peter 
Kokalis for Soldier of Fortune 

Small Arms Today 
Latest Reports on the World's Weapons 
and Ammunition 
by Dr Edward Clinton Ezell 
Paperback $16.95, 256 pages 
'fl.n outstanding reference work for the military 
strategist, intelligence officer, historian , or seri
ous weapons enthusiast who wants to know 
just who is using what in the way of smal l arms 
worldwide. Numerous photos accompany the 
text, and some of them pack a real surprise 
punch:'-SWAT Magazine 

Small Arms of the World. 12th 
Edition 
by Dr Edward Clinton Ezell 
Hardcover $49.95, 896 pages 
II you don't have this one yet you could save 
with th is special offer. 

"I can recommend Ezell's new magnum opus 
most highly and without hesitat ion ~ 

- Peter Kokalis 

Complete Book of Target Shooting 
by Wes Blair 
Hardcover, $24.95, 416 pages 
A lifetime of proven techniques packed into a 
sound, comprehensive book on all aspects of 
target shooting-equipment, positions, mental 
attitude, and competition . Rifles, pistols, air
guns, and shotguns, from si lhouette to trap & 
skeet all in one practical volume. 

Please send me the books that I have listed below. I understand that when I order 1 book at full 
price I can have a 2nd at a 10% discount, a 3rd at a 20% discount and 4th book at a 30% 
discount. If I am not completely satisfied , I may return any book within 30 days in original 
packing. D Enclosed is my check or money order. D Please bill my credit card 

Book 2 (70% off) -------- -

Book 3 (20% off) --------- 

Book 4 (30% off)------ ----

0 VISA 0 M.C. 0 AM. EX. Exp. Date __ 

Card No.---- -------
Please include $2.50 shipping & handling for 
1st book and 50<t for each additional book. 
PA residents add 6%. Credit card orders may 
cal l 1-800-READ-NOW. Gift certificates are 
available for the shooter on your gift list. 

Mail orders to: Stackpole Books 
Department AH. P.O. Box 1831. Harrisburg. PA 17105 

------------------------------------------------------~ 

screw and sliding the aperature left or right. 
Neither windage nor elevation screws have 

'c li ck' adjustments, onl y hash marks 
machined into the sight and receiver as a 
basis of comparison. 

Considering the price of a good set of 
sights, and the fact that the Chipmunk retails 
for less than $175, the shortcoming is under
standable. The Chipmunk Silhouette Pistol 
is, however, a gun the young shooter can 
never out-grow (unlike the tiny single shot 
rifle). 

Once a certain proficiency level has been 
achieved , simply add a good set of sights. 
After mounting a l.5x4.5 Simmons wide
angle variable scope, it was off to the range 
for test firing. 

Eley Tenex at 9/16" gave the best groups 
and CCI mini-group at 1 Vs " gave the worst. 
The Chipmunk, strange for a .22, shoots 
better with a clean barrel. After 50 rounds 
accuracy started to dwindle. The pistol also 
has close chamber tolerances. Some wax 
coated Remington ammunition proved both 
difficult to chamber and extract. Due to both 
the heavy trigger pull (5 lbs.) and the gun's 
light weight, most shots were laterally dis
placed. A little gunsrnithing to lighten the 
trigger should cut the group size in half yield
ing 1/2- 3/8 in. at 25 yards. The chart shows 
the 'pure stock' accuracy, but it does not 
reflect the potential accuracy. 

Ammunition Average Group Size 
(Center to Center) 

Eley Tenex 9116" 
Remington Target l 1/i 6" 
Remington Thunder Bolt l 7/i6" 
CCI Mini-Group I \Is" 
CCI Stingers 3/4" 
Remi~on Yellow Jackets 3/4" 

Accuracy tests notwithstanding, there is 
one additional test a 'first gun' must pass. I'm 
not exactly sure how this is done scien
tifically. But a quick glance at the photos of 
our evaluation team in action shows the 
Chipmunk passes the user satisfaction test 
with flying colors. My checkbook is happy 
with it as well , a truly remarkable ~ 
achievement! °""' 

BOZ ( :USTOM GUNS 

Pin Guns, IPSC and Bullseye. 

Basic to full house conversions. 

For information, call or write: 
2933 East Bay Drive 
Largo, FL 33541 
813/531-7443 
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By Charles E. Petty 
'\"1 Then a writer and editor get together 
VVover a beer, ideas bounce around from 

one to the other. Such was the case when 
editor Cameron Hopkins and I shot the 
breeze at the SHOT Show in Atlanta recently. 
We were discussing the general topic of comp 
guns, and bemoaning the price of a good one. 
What, we wondered, could be done to give 
the average shooter a good gun at a modest 
price? 

Could it be a do-it-yourself project? After 
all, the parts needed are offered for sale as 
components. Yes, we agreed, but all of them 
are sold with the caution, "installation by a 
competent gunsmith is required." And so 
ideas are born. Could a shooter with a little 
gunsmithing experience and readily available 
home tools build one? The philosophical dis
cussion got serious and we concluded it was 
worth a try. 

As luck would have it , Bill Wilson , 
nationally ranked shooter and merchandiser 
of parts and accessories, was present at the 
SHOT Show, and agreed to help with the 
project. 

New among his offerings are frames and 
slides, manufactured to his specifications by 
Caspian Arms Ltd . The frame is sold with 
the magazine well already beveled, con
toured to accept the popular beavertail grip 
safeties, and the ejection port on the slide is 
a lready lowered . I was immediately 
impressed with the frame. It is undoubtedly 
the nicest aftermarket frame I've seen. All 
finishing operations such as surface grind
ing, bead blasting and bluing are done in 
Wilson's shop and the finish is first rate. Gone 

are the rough casting marks often seen on 
others, and the slide can be ordered with 
sights installed. In short, the operations 
beyond the reach of the home gunsmith are 
already done. But, since things are so nicely 
finished , it means that great care will have to 
be taken in assembly to avoid marring the 
finish. He catalogs a couple of barrel/comp 
combinations so we decided to go with the 
simplest of those, his Accu-Comp LE-K kit. 

In a step by step procedure, here's what I 
did. 

The first step is to fit the bushing to the 
slide. The objective is to have a fit that is 
snug, but not too tight. Ideally the bushing is 
more than finger tight, but not much . 
Chances are that the bushing won't begin to 
go into the slide as it comes, so the outer 
surface of the bushing must be polished until 
it does. A simple fixture can be made out of 
wooden dowel rod to hold the bushing during 
polishing and a narrow strip of emery cloth 
used in the fashion of a shoeshine rag is used 
to polish evenly around the entire circum
ference. Constant trial fitting is the rule here. 

A trick that I find very helpful in this, and 
other fitting operations, is to use a red felt tip 
marker to coat the surface. After it is tried in 
the slide, the red marks will be rubbed off, 
and the high spots obvious. 

After the bushing fits the slide properly, 
the barrel and bushing must be fitted 
together. If the bushing will go on the barrel , 
then a little polishing may be all that's needed, 
but if it is really tight some metal will have to 
be removed from the inside of the bushing. 
Bill Wilson reports that this is only a few 
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Checking fit of barrel bushing. Petty 
prefers solid bushing to breakage 
prone collett type. 

For final fitting of barrel lugs, Petty 
uses emery cloth around file. 
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thousandths, but doing it by hand is slow. A 
simple tool made of a split dowel rod to hold 
some emery cloth so that it's a snug fit inside 
the bushing is easy to make. This might be 
turned with an electric drill to speed things 
up, but only if frequent stops are made for 
trials on the barrel. 

The temptation to take the easy way and 
polish the barrel instead of the bushing must 
be avoided. Match barrels such as these are 
relieved a little just behind the bushing 
lockup area and polishing the barrel may 
eliminate that needed clearance. When a 

accuracy job. If the bushing is too tight the 
gun may not function well , but if it's too loose 
accuracy will suffer. 

Many of the remaining operations will 
require the use of files. It would be a common 
misconception to think that since the parts 
we're working on are small, the files should 
be small too. Actually a large file is easier to 
control than a small one, and I've found that 
the pillar files sold by Brownell's are best for 
this sort of job. The six and eight inch sizes 
are available in several cuts (medium and fine 
work best for most of these steps) but it is best 

''Can this be done by the average shooter? Yes, as 
long as your definition of 'average' includes a 
substantial quantity of patience. '' 

bushing is properly fitted , it should slide 
freely on the barrel when held parallel to the 
bore. In the locking action of the .45 the 
barrel is actually tipped when in battery. So, 
if the barrel slides freely when the parts are 
parallel, but gets slightly snug when the bar
rel is tipped up, the bushing is fitted correctly. 
This is one of the keys to a successful 

Properly fitted lugs are shiny and 
smooth through careful work. · 

to practice with them on a piece of scrap 
before using them on expensive parts. Most 
important of all is to make sure the file isn't 
tipped when cutting. Files used in 
gunsmithing should always have 'safe' edges 
so they won't cut anywhere they're not sup
posed to. The Brownell's files come that way, 
or it is a simple matter to grind one or both 
edges smooth . 

The next step is to fit the headspace exten
sion or hood on the barrel to the correspond
ing recess on the slide. Here it is really 
helpful to have an old , loose GI barrel bush
ing to use as a work bushing, for the barrel 
will have to go in and out many times before 
it's done. Making sure the barrel lugs are 
perfectly vertical try to see if the barrel will 
fit into the slide. Chances are it won't, and 
some metal will have to be taken off one or 
both sides. When the sides are fitted just 
enough to allow the barrel to go all the way 
back to the breech, stop for the time being 
and begin taking a little off the back of the 
headspace extension until the barrel begins to 
go into lockup. This normally won't be very 
much either, but it must be square with the 
slide. Just like everything else about building 
a gun, patience pays here. It is easy to take off 
too much metal and hard to put it back. At 
first it will take a few raps with a soft mallet to 
get the barrel to lock all the way up, and the 
red marker will help here as well. When 
finished , the barrel should go freely into and 
out of lockup, but there should be very little 
light showing when the slide is held up to a 
light. When the fit is correct, the corners 
should be slightly broken with the file. 

Now, with the barrel removed, try the fit of 

slide and frame. It is a common misconcep
tion among shooters that the fit of slide to 
frame is critical. This just isn't so. If the slide 
is too tight functioning will suffer and a loose 
one will rattle, but the damage is more psy
chological than real. Slide fitting is best done 
with some special tools that aren't normally 
available to the home gunsmith, and is some
times tough even for an experienced worker. 
Remember, we're not looking for 50 yard X
ring accuracy here. 

One of the pleasant surprises with Wilson's 
parts was the lack of slop between frame and 
slide. I didn't have to do any fitting there at 
all. Just make sure that nothing is rubbing. 
The area to watch is the ejector. Sometimes it 
will interfere with the slide, and may have to 
have a little metal taken off the outside sur
face or top. The slide should go freely all the 
way back, and fall off of its own weight. If 
there are any tight spots in the slide travel, 
they must be found and remedied . Lapping 
the slide is required only if the overall fit is 
too tight. If a bind is caused by one particular 
high spot, lapping may not be the answer 
since the compound will remove metal wher
ever it contacts and may result in an even 
worse fit. When in doubt don't use lapping 
compound; complete the job and run a box of 
rounds through the gun. This may be all that 
is needed to insure a good fit , but iflapping is 
required it should be done slowly and care
fully with 400- 800 grit compound. Wash all 
of it off with something like Gun Scrubber, 
lightly oil the rails and try the fit. Lapping 
may need to be repeated , but as long as there 
are no tight spots in the slide movement it will 
do fine. Remember too that a great deal of 
slide play will be taken out with a good barrel 
lockup. 

The next step is to fit the barrel lugs. Install 
the barrel in the slide, and slip it on the frame. 
Insert the slide stop pin and try pushing the 
slide forward into battery. Wilson has inten
tionally set the dimensions of his barrels so 
that a minimum of metal will need to be 
removed , but there are sti ll variat ions 
between slides and frames, so if it doesn't go 
into battery, tap gently on the back of the slide 
with a soft hammer. This will cause the slide 
stop to leave a mark on the barrel lugs where 
they are too high. If metal needs to be 
removed, an ordinary 3/16" chain saw file 
works just fine. Again this process is one 
where caution is the rule. It is vital to be sure 
that both lugs are cut evenly. When the gun 
begins to go into battery start using fine 
emery cloth wrapped around the chain saw 

Continued 011 page81 
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Bill ~'The Flying Squirrel" Rogers has one of the slickest techniques for going prone fast. He wears knee pads and a 

No longer can Rob Leatham's domination 
of combat shooting competition be 

termed trendy. You've seen him emerge 
through the ranks of IPSC shooters as 1983 
National Champion, then World Champion, 
then National Champion in '84, and . now 
you're witnessing him entrench himself as 
perhaps the greatest professional pistol 
shooter ever. 

R.ob Leatham (near) and Brian Enos 
used Accu-Comps in shoot-off. 

His Bianchi Cup victory comes less than 
six weeks after he won the World Speed 
Shooting Championship proving he can not 
only 'hose,' but also can shoot accurately 
under intense pressure (if shooting for 
$15,000 isn't pressure, I don't know what is). 
His 1985 winnings, so far, total over $25,000. 

Rob's winning performance at the 1985 
Bianchi Cup is yet another chapter in the 
amazing Leatham Legacy. Out of a possible 
2040 points, Rob lost only six points. This 
year, for the first time in The Cup's seven 
years, a new course of fire allowed the possi
ble points to escalate to 2040 over the tradi
tional 1920. To put Rob's 'six down' score in 
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perspective, bear in mind that the best score 
shot previously, out of 1920, was a 1910, 'ten 
down .' Now, with more shooting, thus more 
chances for goofs, Rob shot better than any of 
the previous Bianchi Cup champions in terms 
of points lost. 

Rob shot a Frank Glenn custom Smith and 
Wesson revolver in .38 Special with an Aim
point sight out of Gordon Davis leather. Aim
points adorned 70 of the 146 handguns in the 
tournament-so follow the bouncing red dot 
as we see how the match progressed. 

NRA RUNS THE CUP 
John Bianchi founded professional shoot

ing in 1979 with the first Bianchi Cup match . 
Bianchi International, the makers of some of 
the finest handgun holsters in the world, 
hosted The Cup for six years until January, 
1985, when the National Rifle Association 
took the reins. 

This was not Bianchi Cup VII, it was -
take a deep breath - the Natiof1£ll Rifl.e Asso
ciation's Bianchi Cup Natiof1£ll Action Shoot
ing Pistol Championship. What a mouthful 
let's just call it The Cup. 

With their extensive experience with 
bullseye at Camp Perry and elsewhere, the 
NRA staff conducted The Cup profession
ally, authoritatively and fairly. I mention this 
because there was some concern among the 
shooters - I know, I competed - that the NRA 
would muck it up. On the contrary, the NRA 
knows how to run matches as well as it knows 
how to thwart liberal, anti-gun politicians. 
They ran a smooth match and did not tolerate 
any hanky-panky as occurred last year with 
the power factor controversy and Leatham's 
notorious late shot. However, this is merely 
my opinion. All do not concur, and the 
opposing view can be evaluated in the 
accompanying sidebar. 

GUNS OF THE CUP 
Revolvers with electronic sights domi

nated. Four of the top five finishers shot 
wheelguns with space-age sights. The excep
tion, runner-up Tommy Campbell, used an 
InterAim electronic sight on his custom 

S&W .45 auto, Supergun II. Each of the four 
stages was won with a revolver/electronic 
sight. 

Shooters favor wheelguns for The Cup 
because it's easier to control a smooth double
action trigger. As Mike Dalton says, "It's too 
easy to wank Uerk) a single-action trigger.'' 
Mike fired a .45 auto with an Aimpoint sight, 
but he added that next year he'll shoot a 

Brian Enos tackles the barricades. 
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long elbow pad. He can go prone and fire five accurate shots in four seconds! 

revolver. For a complete description of each course 
of fire, see the Courses of Fire article on the 
Bianchi Cup elsewhere in this issue. 

Before moving on, the IRF deserves spe
cial mention beyond what is in the Courses of 
Fire article because the IRF took on special 
significance partly because it was worth 600 
points and partly because of its difficulty 
factor. • 

aren't barricades. They resemble diving 
boards. They spring back and forth with the 
gun's recoil and cause the sights to jump 

Electronic sights with parallax-free aim
ing dots eliminate the need to align front and 
rear sights as is the case with iron sights. 
Thus shooters can focus their attention 
exclusively on trigger control and allow the 
bright red aiming dot to take care of sight 
alignment. The Aimpoint sight has proven 
itself in bullseye competition winning the 

IRF: THE CRUX OF THE CUP --
I chatted with some top shooters and they - -..,.......,-;..: 

John Pride's 'Heavy Metal' weighs 
six pounds with Tosco scope. 

National Championship. Aimpoints won the 
past three Cups. 

Of the 146 competitors, 90 fired wheel
guns, 89 of which were Smith and Wessons. 
Handgunner author Massad Ayoob fired the 
exception, his four-inch Colt Python duty 
gun. Electronic sights adorned llO of 146 
handguns. 

NEW COURSE OF FIRE 
The NRA designated one of the four tradi

tional Bianchi Cup courses of fire as a "rotat
ing" match which changes every year. The 
three permanent matches are: The Falling 
Plate Event, The Barricade Event and the 
Moving Target Event. Gone was the Prac
tical Event and in its place was the Interna
tional Rapid Fire. The IRF has 600 possible 
points as opposed to 480 in all other matches, 
thus the points possible grew to 2040. 

all agreed: why not just shoot the four second 
stage of the IRF and go home? The Cup 
hinged on this crucial portion of one crucial 
match. The Cup used to be decided on the 
Falling Plates, but no longer. The IRF, fondly 
referred to by Jason Cole as the "Interna
tional Ragged Fire," mandated firing four 
repetitions of five shots at five targets, one 
per target, in four seconds. 

Five shots at five targets in four seconds is 
as much a roll of the dice, luck, as it is a test of 
shooting prowess. The distance was 25 
yards, and to repeat this four times for 20 
rounds and 200 points called Lady Luck to 
the firing line. 

For example, in practice Combat Master 
Mike Dalton dropped anywhere from four to 
20 points on the four second portion. Mike is 
no slouch, and he's a very consistent shooter. 
Such erratic scores are due only to one 
thing-luck. I queried other top shooters 
including Rob, his pal Brian Enos and 
Tommy Campbell. They all concurred that 
the match would be-and as it turned out, 
was-decided on the IRF four second 
portion. 

HOW TO WIN THE CUP 
First, have a clone of Rob Leatham made 

for you. No, seriously, the anatomy of Rob's 
performance hinges on two factors : shooting 
well on the IRF, and consistency. 

Rob won the Barricade Event, sponsored 
by Tasco, with a perfect score of 480. He hit 
38 'Xs' out of 48. Bill Rogers was second 
firing a Frank Glenn custom S&W .38 Spe
cial with an lnterAim Mk V electronic sight. 

The barricades in Tasco's Barricade Event 
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Jo Anne Hall, second lady, shot with 
Aimpoint in Clark mount. 

erratically. "Beef up the barricades," was the 
complaint of many shooters. 

Rob's secret to winning Tasco's event? A 
rock-solid grip on the gun and not relying 
exclusively on the feeble barricades for sup
port. He appeared to lean all his weight into 
the bouncing barricades to minimize their 
bobbling. 

At Aimpoint's Moving Target Event Rob 
losttwo points for478-36X. John Schatzel, a 
cop from New York, won the Moving Target 
with a perfect score of 480. The secret to the 
Moving Target is dialing in the correct 
amount of 'lead' just like in wingshooting 
with a shotgun. 

Rob's next match was Action Arms/ Action 
Ammo's International Rapid Fire. Here he 
won The Cup by dropping four points for a 
596-33X. Had Rob fumbled his draw just 
once, or lost sight of the red dot, he would 
have dropped more points and lost The Cup. 
How did he do it? Consistency, and a tad of 
luck. Tommy Campbell, shooting Supergun 
II, a modified Smith and Wesson .45 ACP 
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auto, was second with six points down. 
Winchesters Falling Plate Event was anti

climactic for Rob. He entered the stage 
knowing that he could miss one plate and still 
win The Cup. In the previous six years of The 
Cup, the luxury of this margin for error on 
the plates has never occurred. Always before 
the plates determined the winner. Rob didn't 
need the cushion - he cleaned the plates, one 
of only 24 shooters to do so. Bill Rogers won 
the Falling Plate Event with a 480-l55X, a 
new Cup record. 

TOP LADY 
Lee Cole of Arkansas was Top Lady plac

ing higher than any female has ever ranked in 
the seven years of The Cup. She placed 35th 
overall shooting her beloved Wilson Accu
Comp in .38 Super with an Aimpoint. 

Lee just won the Steel Challenge's Top 
Lady honor, and she has now won two Cups 
and two Challenges back-to-back. Such per
formance is unequaled. Lee received a stand
ing ovation at the Awards Banquet when she 
was called to collect her trophy. Jo Anne 
Hall, second lady of The Cup, rose to 
applaud her main rival. 

BITS AND PIECES 
Bill Rogers must have a good rapport with 

the Lord. On his first run at the plates for 
score (subsequent runs are for X-<:ount only 
to determine National Records and stage 
winner) he missed the second plate at the l5 
yard line. But it went down anyway! He hit 
the steel railing just under the plate at 5 
o'clock, and the plate wobbled . Bill said heli 
experienced this before in practice, and he 
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knew what to do-nail the next plate 
instantly. By hitting the next plate immedi
ately, Bill said the vibration is sometimes 
enough to topple the wobbling, missed plate. 
It worked-his missed plate fell! He went on 
to hit 155 consecutive plates. 

On the other hand, Combat Master Jim 
Zubiena hit a plate squarely at the 20 yard 
line with a 9mm, and it didn't fall. He pro
tested (so would I!) but the NRA Referee 
disallowed the protest. "The plate must fall to 
score." Perhaps, but the plates should be con
structed so that they fall if hit with a round 
that makes The Cup's ammunition power 
requirement. Even if this freak occurrence 
happens to only one shooter (it didn't; others 
had the same problem) it is justification for 
re-evaluating the construction of the plates. 

Speaking of the plates, Brian "505" Enos 
missed a plate. His miss came at the 25 yard 
line where he shot standing while most others 
fired from the stable prone position. The 
ground was irregular and rough on the right 
banks of plates where Brian shot. The ground 
was relatively smooth in front of the left 
banks of plates, and I have no doubt that 
Brian would have gone prone if he could 
have. 

I got a kick out of one "never say die" 
shooter who protested his score on the IRF. 
Each target should have had l2 holes, but this 
shooter had four targets with only ll holes. 
"Perfect doubles!" he cried. Four rounds on 
four targets went into exactly the same holes! 
The NRA Referee politely "plugged" all the 
holes to make certain, and then awarded the 
shooter with four misses. 

John Pride was back with "Heavy Metal," 
the six-pound wheelgun that Massad Ayoob 
calls, "The Gun That Ate Cincinnati." He 
used a Tasco scope and won $1,000 for shoot
ing the highest score with a Tasco product. 
John finished 16th overall. 

John Sayle won "High Metallic Sight" by 
shooting his Bo-Mar sighted .45 ACP Nas
toff Supercomp into 59th place. Opting for 
iron sights over the various optical sights 
available is quite a handicap in The Cup, but 
John nevertheless bested a slew of Aim
points, Tascos and other optics. 

A side-match open to rimfire handguns 
allowed the shooters a welcome chance to 
just have fun while shooting the pressure
intensive Cup. The rimfire event, sponsored 
by CCI, featured five one-third scale Bianchi 
targets made of steel which were shot at 10, 
15, 20 and 25 yards. Six rounds were allowed 
for the five plates. The plates had to fall to 
score. Score was time-lowest time won the 
event, and a missed plate cost you a five 
second penalty. WR. Bowker won CCfs 
event. 

COLT SPEED EVENT 
The top 20 shooters competed in a shoot

off for separate cash in Colts Speed Event. 
The course of fire was five Pepper Poppers at 
lO yards, the fifth one being the 'stop plate.' 
Shooters were allowed six rounds to knock 
down the five Poppers (hits were irrelevant if 
the plate didn't fall) . 

The pressure was intense. Imagine shoot
ing in front of a gallery of spectators esti

Continued on page 94 

Tom Campbell engages moving target. 

EN D Z 0 N E SE ATS; 
50 YARD LINE TICKETS 
By Fred Romero 

"\"I Then you receive a "limited edition" 
VVinvitation to shoot in a pistol match 

and pay $275 for the privilege, you hope 
like hell that you are going to get your 
money's worth. Well, in spite of all the 
hype and fanfare-and Lord knows there 
is plenty of that - I personally don't think 
the Bianchi Cup (now officially known as 
the National Rifle Association's Bianchi 
Cup National Action Shooting Pistol 
Championship) has lived up to its expec
tations or promises. And if the feedback 
on this year's match means anything, it's 
safe to say that my view is shared by many 
of the other shooters. 

For several years now, we have been 
hearing about how great The Cup is and 
what an honor it is to shoot in such a 
prestigious event. The finest shooters in 
the world (we are told) all come out of the 
woodwork for a chance at fame and for
tune; so many, in fact, that entries have to 
be limited to only 200 hand-picked shoot
ers each year. This year not everyone 

Continued 011 page 95 

Handgunner writers competed in The 
Cup: (L to R) F. Romero, M. Ayoob, 
C.Hopkins, M.Dalton. 
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Guns of the Cup 
BWIClll CUP 
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Hungarian FEG Model P9R field stripped • 

............................................. , .......... .. 
Hungarian 

The communist versions of the Browning 
Hi-Power are faithful to Browning's 
standards of quality with one exception 
-a 27V2 pound trigger pull! 
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Hungarian FEG Model FP field stripped. 
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by Don Shumar 

"\"I Te usually don't think of Eastern Europe 
VVas a source of particularly interesting or 

innovative sidearms. Nevertheless some 
intriguing designs are beginning to appear, 
especially from Czechoslovakia and 
Hungary. 

In the shadow of the Iron Curtain, Hun
gary maintains an industrial cpmplex in 
Budapest known by its initials FEG-which 
translates into Arms and Gas Appliances 
Factory. I don't know what appliances they 
produce, but one of the arms is an almost 
perfect facsimile of Fabrique Nationale's Hi
Power, the Browning Hi-Power. 

That pistol should need little introduction. 
It was John M. Browning's last, and incorpo
rated the best features of his 30-odd years 
experience in designing autoloading pistols, 
together with extensive research into combat 
use of handguns during World War I. First 
introduced by Belgium's FN Works in 1935 , it 
became known variously as the Grand Puis
sance, GP/Mle 35, P-35, Browning High 
Power, or just plain Hi-Power. 

Probably its most novel feature is a double 
column, 13 round magazine. While not the 

did the French. Unquestionably, excluding 
most (but not all) of the Communist Bloc, this 
pistol is the most popular and widely dis
tributed military/police handgun in the 
world. 

FEG's Model FP is identical to the Brown
ing with a few modifications. 

These changes, which are minor, relate 
primarlily to cosmetics. A ventilated rib sits 
atop the slide-a bit superfluous, but some 
might like it. Sights are wide, low profile, 
highly visible, and without colored inserts. 
Lateral adjustments are made by drifting the 
rear member sideways in a dovetail. At the 
back, slide and frame are differently con
toured to a slight degree, which combined 
with a shorter hammer spur reduces any like
lihood the beast will bite your hand if you 
hold it a bit high. 

The slide stop is shorter and lacks an 
extended flange at the front which is charac
teristic of other P-35's and the thumbpiece is 
more rounded. A lanyard loop styled after 
the U.S. Model 1911Al is used in place of a 
ring mounted in the grip's lower, left rear 
corner . 

rencies and/or political objectives in any 
number of markets. ' 

The piece we tested was ,an early exam
ple-serial number F00054M-which was 
kindly provided by Erwin Daigger (Interna
tional Gun Company; P.O. Box 35551; Tuc
son, AZ. 85740), who stated it was unlikely 
he would be able to import more because of 
State Department and BATF regulations con
cerning trade with communist countries. 

Its polish and blue weren't up to that usu
ally seen on FN's, but was better than a 
Czechoslovakian CZ-75 we examined about 
the same time. The sights, as noted, were 
better, and its checkered walnut grips 
equaled Browning's. In fact I was never quite 
sure they hadn't originated in Liege. Every
thing worked fine and its general fit was what 
would be expected in a quality sidearm. 
There was one notable flaw however, and it 
was stupendous. 

The trigger pull - by careful measure
ment-went 27 1h pounds! You'd squeeze ... 
then pull . . . and finally grit your teeth and 
JERK! Regrettably this unfortunate condi
tion tended to debase what was otherwise a 

............................................................. 

Hl-povvers 
first to offer this option (Elbert Searle's Sav
age-made pocket pistols did that as early as 
1908) the Hi-Power was the first full-sized 
military model to do so. Simple, straight for
ward, highly reliable. It's capable of deliver
ing 14 shots fast, and is manufactured to 
outstanding standards of material and 
workmanship. 

By 1980 some 64 nations adopted it as an 
official sidearm. Many others used it exten
sively if less formally. Of the major Western 
powers only the United States, West Ger
many, France, and Italy opted for something 
else, and the U.S. at least used Hi-Powers in 
certain special situations. For that matter, so 

Exclude these points and you have the 
venerable Hi-Power. Most lockwork and 
grips will, or can, be modified to interchange 
with FN's or other licensed copies. Hun
garian magazines will work in conventional 
Browning's, but not the other way around. 

The capability to produce a Hi-Power 
clone within the Marxist Sphere might - to 
say the least- be handy to the Soviets if 
Cuba, Nicaragua, or some other leftist state 
found itself cut off from the original. While 
it's unlilkely any arm twisting would be used 
to terminate the Belgium connection, such 
pressure would be useless. Meantime Hun
gary's trade commissars can pursue hard cur-

very decent weapon. 
One substantial reason is hammer spring 

tension. That part feels like it might have 
come out ofa half ton pick-up's suspension. In 
Europe service pistols are expected to handle 
the same ammunition used in sub-machine 
guns. Because most of the latter are open bolt 
designs with fixed firing pins, extra stout 
primer cups are mandatory. In any event, 
someone who wasn't expecting to use Euro
pean or NATO military fodder could have the 
trigger adjusted to a more reasonable level. 

It functioned like a champ. Some 60 
rounds of Canadian NATO 9mm x 19 Para

Co11ti1111ed 011 page87 

FEG P9R barrel and recoil spring guide w ith shelf lihs and lowers barrel thereby locking/unlocking from slide. 
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GIVEAWAY WINNERS 
Mar/Apr '84: H.W. Forsyth ; Custom S&W .44 Mag 
May/Jun '84: J.A. Busen; Custom SWT .44 Ruger 
Sep/Oct '84: R.A. Mulholland ; Custom 'Predator' 
Nov/Dec '84: W.R. Cate; Custom Almpolnt Hunter 
Jan/Feb '85 : NO CONTEST 
Mar/ Apr '85: M.A. Shoup; Custom TZ 75 
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By Mike Nesbitt Black powder pistol replicas speak loudly 
of a bygone era. The revolvers portray 

the times and events which center around the 
Civil War. Single shot pieces such as the 
Kentucky pistols recapture everything from 
life on the early frontier to swashbuckling 
buccaneers to gentlemanly duels of honor. 

The subject of this review, a target pistol, 

Take a modem German gun maker, 
add a Swiss designed target pistol from 1812, 
and you get an exquisite reproduction 
of the famed Siber target pistol. 

shows us the best about the precision of yes
teryear's time and it speaks with a definite 
percussion accent. 

Precision has different sides, and it can be 
seen in different ways. With handguns, preci
sion is highly appreciated in the design and 
assembly of the piece. Performance is 
another area where precison is 'desired. The 
Hege-Siber target pistol captures both of 
these aspects of precision and the clearest 
way to look at it is to understand the history 
ofthis gun's design. 

Jean Frederick Siber was born in 1812 in 
Switzerland. He became a master gun maker 
and engraver. His original shop is still being 
used under the name of Forret, the son-in
law of Jean Siber's son. Jean Siber learned his 
trade in the micro-dimensional world of the 
watch making trade and he incorporated 
these talents very well. His guns were of 
watch maker's quality, especially the mecha
nisms required for locks and triggers. 

Competitive target pistol shooting was 
very popular in 19th Century Europe, as it 
still is today. Like the target pistols of today, 
the percussion pistols of yesteryear had to fit 
some fairly rigid parameters to be com
petitive. Desirable features included: small 
bore, high precision barrel, low recoil , and 
fast ignition. 

Small calibers would naturally use small 
powder charges and Siber believed the best 
place to ignite these powder charges was 
right in the middle of the powder chamber. 
The spark from the cap would ignite the small 
powder charge in the middle allowing the 
powder to burn both forward and backward. 
This created two burning areas in the powder 
charge and ignition time was reduced. 

Lock and trigger mechanisms which 
Co111i1111ed 011 page 90 
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Beretta 92 F. The Ultimate 9mm Sidearm 
is now the Official Sidearm of the U.S. Military. 

When the U.S. Government went looking for a new 
standard issue sidearm, it tested the best pistols in the 
world. But the Beretta 92 F 
9mm Parabellum thoroughly out
classed the competition in every 
government performance trial. 

In accuracy. Safety. Reliability. 
Firepower. In grip, feel, lightness 
and pointability. The Military was 
convinced. Now America's fight
ing men will carry the finest 9mm 
sidearm in the world. 

Consistently superior quality 
and service have also convinced 

Open Slide 
Design. Cut
away slide re
duces weight and 
eliminates jamming and 
stovepiping. Also allows 
reloading from 
the breach. one 
bullet at a time. 

Ambidex
trous 
Safety. Easy 
access 
for all 
shooters. 
Spring 
loaded so 
it's either 
positively on 
or off. 

Disassembling 
Latch. Allows swift 
field stripping, but 
makes accidental 
disassembly im
possible. 

Sure, Firm Grip. 
Grooved grip and 
squared-off, se-
rated combat style 
trigger guard in-
sure a consistently 
firm hold. Flared 
grip frame en
hances point-
ability and control. No Glare Finish. Non

reflective matte finish 
on all metal parts. 

law enforcement agencies like the Connecticut and Wyo
ming State Police and the Texas Rangers to switch to 

Beretta. You'll be convinced, too. 
Look at its outstanding features. 

Check out the 92 F and the 
92 SB Compact along with the 
complete line of quality Beretta 
firearms for law enforcement. 

For complete information, 
contact Beretta U.S.A. , 
Law Enforcement Division, 
17601 Indian Head Highway, 
Accokeek, Maryland , 20607; 
(301) 283-2191 . 

"Quick Read" 
Sighting. Front and 

rear sights allow swift 
location and sighting 

of the target. With 
flourescent dot and 
post for poor light. 

Unique Ultra Safety 
Design. The slide 
safety rotates the 

striker away from the 
hammer face so a 

falling hammer can 
never "break safety" 

and cause accidental 
discharge. 

Blocking Device. 
Prevents firing pin 

from moving 
forward until the 

trigger is actuated . 

Exposed Hammer 
Spur. For single action 

operation . 

Reversible Mag
azine Release 

Button. De
signed for right 
or left-handed 

shooters. Allows 
quick, conve

nient magazine 
exchange. 

Chamber Loaded Indica
tor. User can tell when a 
round is chambered by 
sight or touch. 

15 Round Staggered 
Magazine. Nearly dou
bles conventional 
capacity without added 
length. Easy field strip
ping and cleaning 
without tools. *Beretta USA. 

Law Enforcement Division 17601 Indian Head Highway Accokeek, MD 20607 Phone: (301) 283-2191 1-800-638-1301 



By Fred Romero 

The .38 Super is gaining 
popularity in IPSC. 
Here's an introduction 
to the newest trend, and 
a comparison to the old 
standby, the .45 ACP. 

I f you follow the action in combat shooting, 
it should come as no surprise that the gun 

of choice for this unique sport is the Colt .45 
auto. More matches have been won and more 
records set with the .45 auto than any other 
gun around. 

The .45 ACP cartridge- in conjunction 
with a well made gun-is popular in combat 
shooting circles because it offers the best 
options in power factor, speed and firepower. 
That was until someone decided to dredge up 
the old .38 Super and look at it from a differ
ent point of view. 

For several reasons, the .38 Super was 
never seriously considered as a match-grade 
gun. A full-house .38 Super is hard to shoot 
and hard to hold . In spite of its relatively 
small size, compared to the .45 ACP, the .38 
Super packs one heck of a punch, and that 
translates to unwanted recoil. 

But things have a way of changing and LAPD Detective Jerry Fritz test fired a Watson custom in .45 ACP . 

getting better, and the days of using a stock 
out-of-the-box gun for match shooting are 
long gone. The technology involved in 
gunsmithing today can literally make a 
Porsche out of a VW, and it was only a matter 
of time before some shooters decided to look 
at the .38 Super with intent. 

For whatever reason, someone equipped a 
.38 Super with all the goodies normally 
found in an expensive high-performance .45 
auto. With the addition of a beefed up recoil 
system, a slicked-up trigger job and a muzzle 
compensator (to name a few), the Super 
started turning heads at a few matches. The 
thing that seemed to impress people was the 
low recoil and fast cyclic rate. In the hands of 
a skilled marksman, this gun was capable of 
some impressive shooting. 

Continued 011page86 

Watson's 11T" shaped ports in comp. 
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Both of Watson's custom pistols exhibit exquisite workmanship. 
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By Dave Arnold 

The Early and Modern Firearms Com
pany of Santa Ana in Southern California 

boasts an extremely large selection of Single 
Action Army replicas. Better known as 
EMF, this company has been importing weU
made copies of Colt's six shooter manufac
tured by Arrni Jager ofltaly and marketed in 
this country under the name of Dakota. 
These revolvers are offered in all the calibers 
and barrel lengths of the originals and are, 
generally speaking, faithful reproductions of 
Colt's famous Peacemaker. 

EMF's latest model is a replica of the 
Bisley Model, the target version of the Single 
Action Army with the long, rounded stocks 
and the smaller hammer with the lowered 
spur. At the moment, these guns can be had in 
.357 Magnum/.38 Special, and .45 Colt with 
either a ?112 or 51h inch barrel. In addition 
to the standard model with the rounded top 
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frame and fixed sights, there is also a target 
version. The latter has the same type frame 
with a fully adjustable rear sight. 

I had the opportunity to evaluate both ver
sions in March, 1985. Both guns were cham
bered for .357 Magnum, the standard model 
having a 71h inch barrel while the target 
version was two inches shorter. The former 
gun is a faithful reproduction of the original 
model in every respect except for the base pin 
which incorporates the hammer block safety 
that is unique to all Dakotas. This is applied 
by rotating the base pin 180 degrees to place a 
protrusion in its rear in front of the hammer, 
preventing the firing pin from coming in 
contact with the cartridge primer. Because it 
is applied and released by rotating the base 
pin, it can only really be used when the gun is 
being loaded and unloaded . 

Apart from this feature the Dakota Bisley 

is exactly the same as the Colt. It has the same 
color-case-hardened frame with a blued 
finish applied to the rest of the gun. It has two 
piece wooden stocks that have been hand 
rubbed to a polished finish and the same 
hammer with the lowered spur and long 
rounded grips. 

I took out my Colt Bisley for comparison 
and found the Dakota to be dimensionally the 
same proportions except for a very slight 
different contour of the grips. This difference 
was very slight and hardly noticeable unless 
both guns were viewed side by side. 

The Dakota Target Bisley is exactly the 
same except for its sights. The front is of the 
ramp type while the rear is fully adjustable 
for windagc and elevation. This differs from 
the Colt Target Bisley Model, which had the 
rear sight that was adjustable for windange 
only, set in a dovetail in a fiat top frame. 
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Reproductions from EMF 
hail the return of the Colt Bisley. 

The general overall fit andcfinish of both 
test guns were good. The wOoden stocks, 
backstrap and trigger guard all mated per
fectly with one another while polish and blu
ing was of a high standard with no evidence 
of buffing marks. The colors of the case 
hardening was not far off that of the originals. 

The actions of both guns were initially a 
little stiff and gritty especially when cocking 
back the hammer. However, this improved 
considerably after I had put about 50 rounds 
through each gun. The trigger pulls of both 
guns were good, being reasonably light 
although there was evidence of some creep. 

Shooting the Bisleys was quite a novel 
experience compared with the standard 
SAAs and it took me some time to get used to 
the different grip and hammer. Bearing in 
mind that in the days when the original 
Bisleys were made, shooting was invariably 

done with only one hand, I did some of the 
testing in this manner to compare its perfor
mance with the standard models. 

The regular single action Peacemaker 
design was designed especially for single 
handed thumb cocking. The shape of its grips 
is such that the recoil generated from firing 
causes the gun to roll up in the hand placing 
the thumb over the spur of the hammer to 
facilitate cocking it for the next shot. The 
shape of the Bisley provides a completely 
different grip and, in recoil, it does not roll in 
the hand in the same manner, but provides a 
much firmer hold. However, I found that 
cocking the hammer for each shot caused my 
grip to change in such a manner that I could 
no longer comfortably engage the trigger 
with my index finger. Consequently, I often 
had to alter my grip on the gun during fast 

Continued 011 page 98 
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A Look Back 
at Colt's Bisley 

Colt's Bisley Model was a target adapta
tion of their famous Single Action 

Army revolver. The prime motivation for 
introducing the Bisley was the growing popu
larity of the sport of target revolver shooting 
especially in England in the 1880s where 
keen competitions were staged in the little 
town of Bisley. So popular were these 
matches that the major firearms companies 
were soon offering target versions of their 
service revolvers. Colt's first target handgun 
was a single-action with a hand-honed action 
and target sights mounted on a flat top frame. 
Only just under 1,000 of this model, com-

Co11ti11ued 011page85 
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After 7 4 years of fi 
is out to pasture. Enter 
Beretta's 92F military sidearm. 

11•11: 1\l~M~f'S NI:\\' 
By Stanley W. Tnoniec 

PHOTOS BY STANLEY W. TRZONIEC 



After all the testing, retesting and deep 
.1"\..controversy concerning a new sidearm 
for our servicemen, the decision has finally 
been made in favor of the Beretta 92F 9mm 
semi-automatic pistol. 

Shaken down, the idea of a 9mm to be used 
in combat is slowly settling in. For while it 
does not have the inherent stopping power of 
the big .45 ACP, nevertheless, its high capac
ity combined with quick recovery has proven 
itself in counter operations. This, plus the 
advantage of aligning our sidearm ammuni
tion with NATO, was obviously a deciding 
factor with our small arms advisors. 

While all this seems to put both gun and 
cartridge on the plus side of the ledger, oppo
nents have made remarks about a service 
pistol manufactured outside this country. 
This comes in part, I suppose, from the solid 
entrenchment of the Colt pistol, but in reality, 
the Beretta will be made here in the 'good ole 
US of ft: as soon as time and proper tooling 
allow. 

We find, if only to belabor the point, that 
Browning's famous P-35 is the service pistol 

NINIE 
for some 65 nations around the world includ
ing such exotic places as Rwanda, Sierra 
Leone and Togo. Yet it is made in only one 
country (and an outside one at that), 
Belgium. 

Be that as it may, the United States does 
have a new sidearm which I think is a grand 
event in itself, since the last time this came 
about was in 19ll. 

Starting at square one, the forerunner of 
this generation of pistols began (in any major 
quantity) in 1957. Called the 'Brigadier' or 
Model 951, this early version shows Beretta 
already had its eye on military service units 
as this semi-automatic 9mm soon became the 
service pistol of Italy, Egypt and Israel. 
Design-wise, we can dig even deeper going 
back to their Model 1934 which even then had 
the familiar open slide and locked type of 
operating mechanism. 

Recently, we've seen the advent of the 
Model 92 and it is, for all intents and pur
poses, an upgraded Model 951 with a double
action trigger, large capacity magazine, and 
magazine release located at the base of the 
grip frame. The 92SB came along adding 
some additional refinements like moving the 
mag release to just behind the trigger guard. 
This brings us up to the present military 
model now known as the Beretta 92E 

Visually the gun is very attractive both in 
appearance and physical design. From its 
squared off trigger guard to its redesigned 
grip frame, this Beretta looks poised for 
action. Unloaded, she checks in at 32 ounces. 
With a full complement of 123 grain Federal 
ammunition, weight is increased to 39 
ounces with the balance point now in the hand 

Reflections 
on the New Order 
By Jeff Cooper 

T here is probably no one who can read who does not know that the people who took 
away our 3Ckaliber rifles and gave us a 22 have now decided to take away our 45-

caliber pistols and give us a 36 (9mm Parabellum). The wails which have greeted this 
quaint decision come from people who know about shooting, but who are still innocent 
enough to believe that shooting-specifically the shooting of smallarms-is an item of 
importance to those who are responsible for modern war planning. The obvious fact is that 
the war planners, the procurement officers, and the weapons designers are not fighters. 
The whole concept of fighting has become so foreign to the thinking of the defense 
departments of the world that it is unfashionable even to bring it up in conference. The 
warriors in our military establishment have for the most part been 'invited out,' and they 
have been replaced by management engineers. 

We should perhaps not list the embarrassing examples of personal combat failure which 
we see regularly in the public press, but the fact remains that fighting is today almost the last 
thing a soldier is expected to do. That being the case, it is clearly unsound to worry about 
the quality of the instruments he is supposed to fight with. Much as this pains the 'old guard,' 
it is a fact of life and should be recognized as such. 

So here we have the Beretta 92F service pistol, selected by the Pentagon as the 
American soldier's friend for the new era. We have been shooting it here at the Gunsite 
school for about a week and can present a fairly generalized view of its characteristics. 

First the good news: Our test piece (serial number C 27870 Z) was very nicely fitted and 
finished. Its function was completely reliable and it came in a nifty little carrying case. 
Naturally reliability cannot be tested with one gun and a few thousand rounds, but as far as 
we are concerned the 92 is completely reliable. (Curiously enough the case has its label 
affixed upside down. There may be something significant here but I am not sure what it is.) 

That is the end of the good news. 
Our overall impression of the weapon is that it is excessively large, blocky and 'busy' for 

best use. A pistol taking this small cartridge could be made about two-thirds as big as the 92 
without)oss of efficiency. There are far too many switches, buttons, levers, pins and 
exposed moving parts on the outside of the weapon. Every one of these can break or hang 
up under hard use and- in accordance with Murphy's Law- probably will. 

The common opinion is that the 92 is 'uncomfortable.' Lest it be advanced that our hands 
are accustomed to the 19ll, few of us feel that the 19ll is the most comfortable pistol we 
know-that vote going to the P-35 Browning, the Czech 75, or the Bren X. 

The sights are not bad but could be a good deal better. A two-vertical-dot system is used 
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rather than at the muzzle. 
With a priority toward ergonomics, 

Beretta engineers modified the lower grip 
frame with a slightly forward radius thus 
increasing the purchase of the hand during 
sustained firing. Combining this with an 
arched backstrap enables this nine to fit very 
comfortably in the shooter's hand even 
though it hides a staggered 15 round maga
zine within. Vertical grooves cut into both 
front and rear surfaces give additional hold
ing power. 

The trigger guard is hooked and check
ered on the front surface for off-hand support 
allowing the user to address the target with a 
Weaver stance. Comparing it with the civil
ian 92SB, I find interior dimensions a bit 
larger; obviously made for bulky gloves, 
those which have military type liners. 

Directly behind the trigger guard on the 
left side is the magazine release. Moved from 
the heel of the butt- as on the Model 92 - to 
its present location, a few moments time on 
the part of your gunsmith or armorer can 
convert it for southpaw shooters. Like other 

Take down lever frees slide. 
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BERETTA RESPONDS 
TO COMPLAINT 

During his test and evaluation of the 
Beretta 92SBF, Jeff Cooper noted, 
·~other curious feature is the exposure 
of the trigger-bar, so that the weapon 
can be fired by pushing forward on it 
without touching the trigger. This is not 
easy to do, however, and should not be 
equated with the execrable mechanism 
of the Japanese 1Ype 94, which permit
ted that pistol to be fired when squeezed. 
You can fire the 92 without touching the 
trigger, but you do have to work at it." 

Striving to be fair and objective, the 
Handgunner contacted Beretta for an 
explanation of this apparent defect. 
Robert L. Bonaventure, Vice President 
and General Manager, replied: 

"We believe that the extensive testing 
as well as the long and wide use of the 
pistol attest to the weapon's safety and 
general excellence." 

automatics on the market, a slight shift of the 
gun (in this case to about 45 degrees) is 
necessary to comfortably lay one's thumb on 
the button to drop the mag. The grip panels 
are plastic and relieved for both the ambidex
trous safety lever and magazine release. 
Beretta has wisely installed screw heads with 
slots wide enough to accommodate Ameri
can screw drivers. Before this it was a real 
chore to remove grip panels for inner mainte
nance due to European (or metric) grip 
screws. 

The 92F's magazine well is not beveled 
and since I doubt the average field soldier will 
be performing classy IPSC reloading maneu
vers, I find this is of little importance 
although I am not discounting the fact that it 
could have been included on the weapon for 
easier operational efficiency. The magazine is 
tapered on top and slips very easily in and out 
of the well especially when the action is 
open, ready for a reload. When the magazine 
is empty it drops out with some enthusiasm 
thanks to the inclusion of a modified butt pad 
at the base. The pad also protects the maga-

zine somewhat as it comes in contact with the 
ground and makes full seating easier. 

Under 'essential characteristics,' the mili
tary establishment requests that the new 
pistol "be operable by right and left hand 
shooters." To this Beretta answers with an 
ambidextrous safety and decocking lever. 
Spring loaded by design, there is no middle 
ground for false indications. It is either off or 
on; down or up respectively. 

Three safeties are incorporated into the 
Beretta. Number one is the automatic firing 
pin block safety so common on today's field 
automatics. But with a twist. When you pick 
up this pistol you will notice a small rec
tangular block at the rear of the slide, just in 
front of the rear sight blade. This is your 
passive safety in that it holds the firing pin at 
bay until the trigger is at its most rearward 
position. At this point the block raises allow
ing full travel between firing pin and car
tridge . Any malfunction can be seen 
immediately if the block remains in a top rest 
position indicating full contact at all times. 

The second safety is in the decocking lever 

Note rear sight w hite dot. Closeup of how staggered magazine feeds. 

Field stripping is a cinch for cleaning. 
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mounted on the rear of the slide. Here Beretta 
uses a modified plunger arrangement-actu
ally a two piece firing pin-to disconnect one 
part from the other while the safety is off. 
Close examination reveals the rearmost part 
of this two-part system is rotated upwards 
and under the slide proper avoiding a direct 
blow by the hammer. In this way, you can 
decock the piece while halfway through a 
magazine without the fear of a round going 
off because the hammer comes to rest on the 
back of the slide. Last, for those who care to 
use it, yes, Virginia, there is a half cock 
position which also protects the gun from 
going off accidentally by catching the ham
mer if it should fall due to rough treatment. 
There is no magazine disconnect; the gun 
will fire without a magazine. 

Rear sights are adjustable for windage 
only, are blocky in shape and contain two 
white dots for sight alignment. The rear blade 
should be a hair deeper in reality because, as I 
look through them, lining up the front blade 
over the top of the rear notch I can only see 
half of the front dot. 

Note the exposed draw bar. 

There is also a chamber indicator mounted 
top-side about 2 o'clock as you view the 
uppermost part of the slide body. When 
loaded, you can visually check your weapon 
by just glancing down. The extractor will 
show red, a direct indication of a chamber 
loaded. Jutting out as such allows the user to 
feel if the gun is charged as would be neces
sary in a night time situation. 

I am sure many will look in awe at that 
open topped slide sitting over and around the 
barrel. Some will frown on this especially on 
a military weapon because it almost seems to 
invite a malfunction especially if it is 
involved in a dirty or muddy field condition. 
(This hostile environment-dirt, mud and the 
like-if you can believe it, falls under only 
desirable characteristics; those deemed not 
really a priority design feature, but one that 
could enhance the pistol choice if looked at 
from a practical point of view.) This could be 
true to a point, but on the contrary, I do see 
other advantages. 

For one, if a magazine gets damaged, 
inoperable or just plain lost, you can, with 
plenty of patience, load the pistol with single 

for alignment accentuation, but this is not as good as three horizontal dots. The outside 
surfaces of the rear sight are properly rounded to avoid tearing clothing and hands. 

The double-action feature is not selective. The pistol may be carried only with the 
hammer back and the safety off, or with the hammer all the way down. In the latter case it 
will be fired by a long pull on the trigger or by thumb-cocking on the way up. The double
action pull is far too heavy for serious use. Presumably, in accordance with the current 
Austrian philosophy, the first shot will not be fired to hit anyway. If this weapon is to be 
carried in a serious defensive mode it will have to be holstered in "Condition Zero" -
cocked and unlocked- which is doubtless contrary to various regulations. As we know, the 
closer one gets to the front line the less attention one pays to regulations of this sort. 

The pistol mounts a curious two-sided hammer-dropper on the top rear of the slide. 
When this switch is depressed it drops the cocked hammer safely on a live round. Why it is 
desirable to be able to do this on both sides of the weapon is not clear. Dropping of the 
hammer on a live round is not the sort of act one needs to perform in a hurry, and might just 
as well be handled by a skate key. 

Oddly enough the magazine release, of the type we are accustomed to in the Browning 
family, is reversible so that it may be placed on either the left or right side of the weapon at 
choice. This is an interesting feature since the original Browning buttons were all placed on 
the wrong side of the weapon - for a right-handed shooter. We can now change this on the 
92 by replacing the button on the right side, where it is more easily operated with the index 
finger than with the thumb. Since either system can be learned easily with a little practice, 
this would seem to be an unnecessary complexity. 

The trigger pull in the cocked mode is best described as fair-to-poor, and in the 
uncocked mode as unsatisfactory. People who are concerned with practical accuracy (as 

Which would you rather face? The 
new nine or the old .44 caliber? 
Cooper says Civil War vintage pis
tols were better stoppers. 

The 92F can be fired merely by 
pressing forward on the exposed 
draw bar. An accident looking for a 
place to happen! 

opposed to intrinsic accuracy) should take note of this. We are often amused at the notion 
that the old 1911 is somehow 'inaccurate,' despite the fact that, except in worn-out examples, 
it will always shoot better than the shooter. The trigger on the 92 is far more of an obstacle 
to practical accuracy than recoil. 

A curious feature is the placement of the slide-stop so far to the rear that it is normally 
depressed by the firing thumb when shooting. This, of course, prevents the slide from 
locking open on the last shot. The slide-stop should properly be placed on the right side of 
the weapon, since here again is a device which is never needed in a hurry. 

Another curious feature is the exposure of the trigger-bar, so that the weapon can be 
fired by pushing forward on it without touching the trigger. This is not easy to do, however, 
and should not be equated with the execrable firing mechanism of the Japanese 'fype 94, 
which permitted that pistol to be fired when squeezed. You can fire the 92 without touching 
the trigger, but you do have to work at it. 

The weapon cannot properly be 'press-checked,' as with the Browning family, but it does 
incorporate a chamber indicator which is designed to serve the same purpose. Personally I 
would rather look and see than put my trust in a gadget. 

It is interesting to note, in the era of girl soldiers, that this new 92 will prove very difficult 
for our girls to use. The trigger is too far forward for a small hand, and the pull is too heavy 
for any but a muscular shooter-and not easy even for him. The operation of the slide is 
much stiffer than on most current auto pistols, and we may even find women who cannot 
work it at all. One might think, in view of the peculiar comments we have seen in the press 
about the 'bone-wrenching recoil'. of the .45, that any new sidearm should be easier rather 
than harder to manage than an older weapon. 

The unanimous and independently reached impression of those who shot the piece here 
at the ranch is that it was not designed by, or for, shooters. This is not remarkable since very 
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rounds. Another point would be clearing the 
piece. By just racking back the slide you 
expose a large area thereby allowing your 
fingers to get right at the thick of it, applying 
corrective action if need be. 

Considering the type of action the pistol 
operates on, I find it relatively narrow in 
overall width. The Beretta is termed a "short
stroke, delayed blow-back pistol," recoil 
operated. Internally, for those technically 
oriented, design features follow that of a dual 
locking block very similar to the systems 
employed on the Walther P-38. 'fypical of 

other oscillating block designs, the barrel 
and related assemblies do not go off axis as 
the gun is cycled. For reloading or safety at 
the range, the slide will stay open after the 
last shot. 

A few other points worth mentioning. As 
required by the military, a lanyard loop must 
be attached and here Beretta has approached 
it in a novel and totally different way. Instead 
of running the loop in the traditional way 
(crosswise to the base of the grip frame) they 
turned it around a full 90 degrees ther by 
running it perpendicular to the sides of the 
pistol. In this way, when loading the gun, it 
should, by all standards, not interfere. 

Trigger pull, while not on par with target 
standards, is crisp after the initial takeup. My 
sample registered six pounds, single-action. 
A trifle more stubborn on double-action, she 
took 14 pounds before letting loose. 

I mentioned before that even with the use 
of dual locking lugs in the recoil system, the 
gun remains on the narrow side. Part of this 
reason is the external application of their 
trigger bar arrangement. While otherwise an 
extremely fine pistol, this has always been 
part of my never ending crusade on why they 
put such an important part of the gun in such 
a vulnerable outside position. If anything is 
going to make this gun inoperative, I'll bet 
you dollars to donuts this is where it will 
happen. 

Field stripping is a joy. Making sure the 
92F is unloaded, push the safety downward, 
remove the magazine. Holding the gun in 
your right hand, push the disassembly latch 
release in with your forefinger. After this 
release button has reached its limit, take the 
left thumb applying pressure in a downward 
motion on the disassembly lever until you 
turn it 90 degrees from its original position. 
At this point, the slide assembly will slide 
forward by itself. Now, free it from the frame 
by sliding it forward off the frame rails. 

To liberate the barrel and related parts, 
slightly press the spring and guide towards 
the muzzle until it separates from the locking 

Continued on page 74 
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few weapons are designed by shooters, and even fewer gun manufac!W"ers ~ it 
necessary to submit their designs to a knowledgeable te~t group before fr~ezl?g them mto a 
production model. It is certainly clear that no one seriously mterested m riflecraft c?uld 
have passed the M-16 rifle for service use, and it is equally apparent that the comnuttee 
which ran the tests on the 92 was not composed of experienced pistoleros. It is possible that 
this policy is intentional rather than accidental. Perhaps we should not utilize e~perts to 
check our equipment before we issue it. Perhaps experts would seek the wrong things, but 
eventually the decision must be made as to the purpose of the instrument to be produced. 
The critical question about any weapon must be What is it for?* 

Now I and those in attendance here at the school-both faculty and students-have a 
pretty clear notion of what a pistol is for. A pistol is to stop fights. A pistol mus~ provide its 
wearer with the ability to turn off the threat of deadly force at close range, with as m~ch 
certainty as is possible in an uncertain world. The 92 does not seem to be the best solution 
to this challenge-since it is essentially complex, difficult to use, and under-powered. 

It would appear that those who ran the tests on the various test pistols we~e tremendously 
concerned about mechanical safety. They went to great lengths to build a fool-proof 
weapon - flying in the face of the ancient Egyptian ~uth that nothing is proof against fools. 
The safe operation of a weapon is a matter of the bram of the user - not of switches, gadgets 
and arrangements. It does not seem to us that the Beretta 92 is any safer than any ot?er 
handgun, despite all its buttons, signals, blocks and levers. If a man wai_its to do some~g 
stupid with a pistol, he can do it with a 92 just as easily as he can with a double-action 
revolver, or any other sidearm. . . . . 

What is most important, above every other consideration, is the power .of the pistol to 
turn off an enemy with one well-placed hit. Anyone who has gone deeply mto the matt~r 
understands that the 9mm Parabellum cartridge is not a reliable man-stopper. Just this 
week we had a report from a major department in California which last year had 26 
shooting incidents, using the 9mm cartridge, and achiev~ two one-shot stops-both of 
which were head-shots. This is only one of an endless series of examples, but the people 
who have decided to saddle us with an under-powered sidearm are obviously not inter
ested, primarily because they do not see the sidearm as an important instrument. Perhaps it 
is not but I can give you one recent example of evidence to the contrary. In the Lebanese 
war of 1982 a one-star general, whom I knew slightly, decided to move his command post 
from the roof of a high-rise building to a deck below. Being a proper forwar~ sort oflead~r, 
he burst into the room he had chosen and ran squarely into three enemy soldiers armed with 
assault carbines. Neither he nor they had any anticipation of this confrontation, and it is my 
considered belief that if he had been a qualified pistolero he could have terminated all three 
of those people before they could have got their A:J<s into action. As it ha~pened there were 
no survivors, but there were observers from outside the room whose testlillony suggests to 
me that there was plenty of time for an expert pistol response. But not with any 9. The 
chances of putting three enemy soldiers out of action with three shots from a 9mm are 
almost nil. On the contrary, the chances of doing that with a major caliber weapon are 
pretty good. . . 

Seen in this light, the question is not whether the Uruted States should surrender its 
major-caliber .45 for the minor-caliber 9, for the answer to that is clear. We have, however, 
ignored that answer, so the question is: since we are g?ing to a 9, ~hie~ 9 s~ould w~ adop~? 
My own first choice would be the Czech 75, but there 1s a strong mmority view that.if one is 

going to carry an underpowered pistol he should .carry .th~ neatest and handiest .one 
available and that is the Heckler & Koch P7. (And if you msist upon the smaller caliber 
there is n~thing much wrong with the old P-35 Browning that a little tinkering will not fix.) 

One does wonder how the decision of the Pentagon to buy the 92 was reached. The 
fighting capacity of the weapon itself cannot have been w~ighed significantly-at le~t not 
by people deeply instructed in handguns. Evidently the view must have bee~ that pistols 
don't matter anyway, so all that is important is who gets the contract-and m return for 
what? 

The fact remains, as we have attempted unsuccessfully to get across to Mr. Weinberge.r, 
that a modern army probably does not need a pistol - but that if it does, the old 1911 Colt is 
the best thing in common use at this time. It does seem curious that at a time when budgets 
need to be cut the Pentagon has seen fit to spend perhaps $600 million of your money to 
make our armed services a little bit less efficient. 

In 1860 the Union Army was sent into combat with a 44-caliber cap-and-ball single
action revolver, a defensive sidearm far superior to that which we have adopted in 1985. 
Look at the photos and decide for yourself which of those two weapons you would rather 
carry into a serious, short range scuffle. 

When we went to war in 1941 the United States handed its young men the best 
personal fighting tools the world has ever seen. -... 
Times, however, have changed. ~ 

*In this age of innovative technology, one can make himself very unpopular by as~g what 
a particular innovation is for, since the innovator often does not know, and this embar
rasses him. 
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By Kathleen Kudlinski 

Olympic bullseye shooter Cathy Graham 
offers tips on how to beat match jitters. 

l"'l Thenever I go into a big match, I'm 
V V visibly shaking. I can't hold a gun steady 

to save my life." Sound familiar? But this is no 
beginner talking. It's international gold 
medalist Cathy Graham confessing to the 
same shakes that turn your knees to jelly and 
leave you hoping the Porta-potties are some
where nearby. 

She may get nervous, but it hasn't held her 
back. Cathy won the Woman's National 
Champion bullseye title after only three 
years in the sport and held on to it until 
winning a place on the US training team four 
years later. Within two years, she'd won the 
gold at the Pan American games in Caracas, 
Venezuela. Her impressive performance in 
last summer's Olympics is history. 

How does she manage to settle down and 
shoot, unaffected by the tension of these 
high-power matches? Part of it is practice, 
part is preparation for each match, and part is 
knowing how to handle her reactions on the 
line. None of it is luck. Here are a dozen tips 
from Cathy Graham on overcoming your 
own stress so you can go on to win. 

CATHY'S 12 WINNING TIPS 
Good shooting takes concentration and 

determination. Not only do international 
competitors practice their shooting, they also 
practice concentration techniques and 
positive thinking. 

Practice a breathing routine. Time all 
your shots to a rhythm of breaths and 
motions. If you've used a breathing pattern 
during the non-stressful practice session, 
slipping into the rhythm during a match 
immediately calms your nerves, clears your 
head, and sharpens your vision. 

Practice Key Phrases . Many international 
competitors psych themselves into their top 
performance using a series of catch-phrases 
like: "I have perfect trigger control." "The 
gun is rock steady in my hand." "I can see the 
sight picture clearly." "I am not nervous." 
Winners recite these over and over, from 
index cards or memory. ''.A.uto suggestion," 
Cathy calls it. "Somehow they just float down 

into your subconscious. When you lose your 
nerve, just reciting key phrases calls up your 
confidence when you need it the most. Never 
underestimate the power of your mind." 

Practice Disasters. This may seem to be 
just the opposite of positive thinking, but it 
prepares you to deal caJmly with the unex
pected. Imagine the worst that can happen to 
you at a match. Gun malfunctions? Faulty 
target systems? Sudden crashes of thunder? 
A shoot-off with all eyes on YOU? Picture 
exactly how you should handle each mishap, 
then mentally rehearse this ideal response 
until it becomes second nature. 

Stay Fit. If you run or work out regularly, 
you learn to handle a racing heart, breathing 
rate and physical exhaustion. These are the 
same symptoms you'll face during an adrena
lin rush at a match. A body in good shape can 
absorb this adrenalin more rapidly and better 
resist the 'let down' feeling that follows. Keep 
your weight down and cut back on drinking 
and smoking. The advantage of being fit for 
an event like IPSC is obvious, but every 
shooting sport requires stamina and precise 
muscle control. 

Pack a gun box. Having everything ready 
to go saves you the worry of forgetting some
thing in a last minute rush. Guns, ammuni
tion, spare parts, tools a nd special 
equipment, even lucky pieces should be 
packed in advance. Tuck bug spray and a rain 
hat, too, if there's room. Remember what 
you've wished you'd brought to other 
matches, and pack it away now. 

Eat to Win. AU the mental preparation and 
hours of practice can't make up for a body 
that isn't up to shooting its best. Treat it right, 
for this piece of equipment is as critical to 
your success as your gun. Switch to decaf
feinated coffee or cut out caffein altogether 
for up to a week before the match. Cut alco
hol down - or out. Cathy reports that some 
top competitors will take a shot to relax the 
night before a big match , while others will 
have nothing to do with upsetting their body 
chemistry when so much is at stake. 

Co11ti1111ed 011page89 
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A Tour of Berettff Factory 
By Jan van Driel 

By now everybody probably knows it: the 
U.S. army has chosen an Italian pistol to 

replace its Colt Ml911-A1 and other sidearms. 
The gun in question is the Beretta 92F, a 
15 + 1 round DA gun in caliber 9 mm Luger 
(or 9xl9 as it is called in Europe). In other 
articles in this magazine you can read all 
about the technicalities of this weapon. But 
who or what is Beretta? 

Pietro Beretta S.p.A. cannot be called a 
newcomer in the field of firearms. Its written 
history goes as far back as 1526, when the 
sale of a rifle made by Bartolomeo Beretta 
was registered in the archives of the Republic 
of Venice. One can safely assume that Bar
tolomeo or his father were already making 
guns before that so you might say that Beretta 
was already making guns before America 
was even discovered. In fact, the present day 
factory is still 70% owned by the descendants 

of that first gunmaker. They are now in their 
twelfth generation. 

The factory is located in Gardone Val 
Trompia near Brescia in northern Italy, an 
area where 95 % ofltaly's firearms industry is 
situated . Apart from large caliber pistols they 
also produce small caliber pistols, shotguns, 
submachineguns, assault rifles and machine
guns. The company employs 1140 people and 
produces about 1500 firearms per day. Of the 
production, 35 % is for the military and this 
includes the 92 pistol. 

The basic design of the 92 stems from 
1976. It was designed in answer to demands 
for a high capacity military pistol firing the 
NATO 9mm round. The advantages of this 
caliber choice are obvious: high penetration 
(necessary for military applications), inter
changeability with submachinegun ammuni
tion and enormous firepower in a relatively 

small package. In order to make it possible to 
carry the gun for a long time, and still have it 
ready to fire in a split second, without having 
to worry about a separate safety catch that 
might be forgotten, a double-action trigger 
system was chosen. This, combined with a 
staggered magazine and the locking system 
of the Beretta 951 resulted in the Beretta 92. 
Later a slide safety with decocking function 
was added (92S) and also, influenced by 
experiences in IPSC competition, the maga
zine release was moved from the heel of the 
butt to behind the trigger-guard (92SB). This 
last type was competing in the army test and , 
apart from a few small modifications it is 
identical to the 92F. In the past years about 
250,000 92's have been produced and they 
have been sold to countries like Italy, the 
U.S.A. (the Connecticut state police carries 
them) , Brazil , Egypt, India, Jordan, Iraq , 

A peek inside reveals that Beretta was making 
guns before the discovery of America. 



Oman, Algeria, Korea, Thailand , Cameroon 
and Lesotho. 

The 92F is, unlike many other handguns, 
mainly produced by milling. Investment cast
ing is only used for minor parts like the safety 
catch. The slide is milled out of a solid block 
of steel, on a milling machine in which the 
only thing that is done by hand is the mount
ing of the slide-to-be on the machine. Mill
ing, cutting, adjusting rpm and changing 
cutters is all done by the machine itself. The 
same goes for the production of the frames, 
though they are made out of a solid aluminum 
forging. The barrels are hammered and then 
chrome plated inside. 

Through the whole production process the 
parts are regularly checked (by hand) with 
several gauges and micrometers to detect any 
production problems at an early stage. In fact 
Beretta lately invested quite some money in 
quality control. New electronic measuring 
equipment was purchased together with a 
complete chrome plating installation and 
new production machines. 

At the end of the production process the 
parts are put together in the assembly room 
where the functioning of the weapon is 
checked manually. After that the pistols are 
taken to the shooting range where each one is 
tested for functioning by putting 15 rounds (a 
full magazine) through it. Every gun is also 
proofed by firing an overpressure cartridge 
in it. Ten out of every hundred guns are 
checked for accuracy while ten out of every 
production lot (of 2000 to 3000 pieces) arc 
taken apart and checked for inter
changeability of parts. Also one pistol out of 
each lot is checked for durability by firing 
3150 rounds through it and checking for wear 
every 150 rounds. Only after passing these 
tests is the lot considered ready for shipment. 

The same procedure goes for all the other 
guns that Beretta produces in Italy. That 
includes the proof firing as that is prescribed 
by law there. The shotguns, of course, take 
some extra work for most of them have to be 
engraved, which is pure handwork and takes 
a lot of time. This is really one of the things in 
which old-fashioned workmanship has been 
maintained almost unchanged si nce the 
founding of the company. For the actual pro
duction this has been replaced by ultra mod
ern technology but, when you look at the 
92F, the 450 years of gunrnaking experience 
show in many details. Master Bartolomeo 
can be proud of the gun that his company is 
now exporting to a land ....... 
he hardly knew existed. ~ 

Large magnifier allows worker to inspect closely critical parts. 

Testing includes function firing into a bullet trap of water. 
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MESS 
WITH 
SUCCESS? 
53% of the 1984 Winning bench rest 
shooters used Hodgdon powders* ... 
That's not an idle claim. It's a proven 
fact in the record books. Simply put, 

it tells anyone serious 

Now available in 
new easy-to-pour 
5 lb. jug. 

about reloading that 
the Hodgdon folks 
know what they're 
talking about when it 
comes to smokeless 
powder ... So if you're 
interested in success 
for your hunting or 
competition efforts, 
stick with a proven 
winner-Hodgdon 
Powders, available from 
your local dealer. 

BDDGDDN PDIDll 
The favorite of handloaders since 1946. 

NEW! ... Hodgdon Collectibles 
Pick a Hodgdon Shootin' Cap, comfortable 
open collar knit shirt or the Hodgdon 
English Ironstone Coffee Cup. Order yours 
today. 
_ Hodgdon Shootin' Cap ($4.95) 

_ Red Knit Shirt with 
pocket emblem ($19.95) 
D Small D Med. D Lg. D X-Lg. 

_ Hodgdon English Ironstone 
Coffee Cup ($5.95 or 2 for $10) 

Name ------------

Address -----------

City, State, Zip ----------
Tutal Amt. Remitted _ _______ _ 

Send check or money order to: Dept. AHi/ 
Hodgdon Collectibles, PO. Box 2932, 
Mission, KS 66201 . 
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By S. A. Numbthumb 

T he Vice President of the Gee Willz and Golly Wow Gun Club carried an NRA Life 
Master rating. He almost made the Olympic Thrun, and if you were to check your 

files under the heading of "You Guys Don't Know Beans!" I'm sure his nrune would 
surface. 

Not only that, but rumor has it that he went through the FBI training course in record 
time. The course was a "house clearing" with the inside of the building like a hotel with 
bunches of open doorways through which good guys and bad guys crune popping out. 

It was a record score until . . . a closer inspection of the targets revealed all head 
shots- little old ladies, cripples in wheelchairs, women with babies. All head shots! 

This lowered his score considerably, but not his standing in the "One of the Ten 
People You Would Least Want to Get into a Gunfight With" club. 

In any case, the President of the gun club retired his office. The Vice President, due 
to his bubbly nature and otherwise sweet disposition, lost his bid for the Presidency. 

What we wound up with was an invader. The new president (yup, the small letters are l 
appropriate) was from Pennsylvania. : 

I mean, "What is this?" 
The club took a downward turn; no more fun; no more diversification; no Interna

tional courses; no air pistol or 50 feet. 
It turned into a damn "Bang-Bang Bowling League." For hours the new president 

would lecture on the merits of 3.4 grs. versus 3.7 grs. of Bullseye or Allox versus 
Beeswax lube. Blah! 

What got me was his voice. I mean, I'm a normal type of pistol shooter- half deaf. 
But, I could hear this guy's booming voice over range commands, .45 reports, ear muffs 
and plugs, and, for that matter, the clubhouse walls. 

He was driving me nuts! 
My first act of revenge was after the reverberations of Monster Mouth caused me to 

waffle my slowfire score at a bullseye match. I positioned myself just a little behind him 
and softly whistled "On Tup of Old Smokey" while he was shooting. 

He just mentally sung along. His resulting scores were really covered with snow! 
Mr. president started grumbling about "inconsiderate people" and the like. 

For some reason I was never confronted personally. You see at the time I was 
shooting a Ruger .45 ACP/.45LC conversion and to try to shoot a SA on the NRA 
Course is a sure indicator of instability. 

"Git yawself a Giles or a Clark, boy, get rid of that cowboy gun!" 
Whatcha say? Cowboy gun, ha! 
What's he know? I'm hitting 255s real regular now. My 90-95 slowfire and 85-90 

timed fire for some unknown reason fell apart on rapid fire. 
Anywho, Mr. president "Man with the Cannonade Contralto" was still getting on my 

nerves. But ... I had a plan. 
Enlisting the services of my shooting partner, Rich, we devised some special loads 

one evening. They were amazingly accurate. Better'n that, they suited my plan 
perfectally (which is better than perfectly). 

Together we practiced. Interspacing our timed fire shots so that as I fired Rich 
cocked, he fired, I cocked. We meshed into a perfect cadence. 

We were ready. 
The club night arrived . 
I took position #1, Rich took #2 and Megaphone Mouth always (I mean always

superstitious) took #3. 
Rich brought along his bored out and re-barreled Model 28 Smith and I my Ruger 

with the .45 Long Colt cylinder. We positioned our runmo boxes so as to gain easy 
access to the powder blue headstarnped "special loads." 

"The course will be slowfire," called the Range Officer. 
It went nicely and the targets were replaced and backers repaired. 
At last: "The course will be timed fire- IO shots in 20 seconds-two strings of five 

shots each. For your first string, LOAD." "One . . . Two . . . Three (or is that hee, hee, 
hee?) FIRE!" 

In the dimly lit range both guns belched at least two-feet of flame. A strange blue
grey haze covered the room. The odor could only be described as the later hours of a 
Chili Eating Contest. 

In any case within days the club had erected an overly large sign with ugly red letters 
in Mr. president's scrawl: 'i<\bsolutely No Black Powder Due to Fire Hazzard" 

He can't spell either. 
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Browning Competi
tion Model Still 

Available 
The Browning Hi-Power Competition 

Model is now out of production, but there are 
still a few available from the suppliers of 
Fabrique Nationale S.A. in America. 

The Competition Hi-Power features a six.
inch barrel with a counter weight attached 
like a Pin Gun. The sights are fully adjustable 
for the demands of target shooters. The Com
petition Hi-Power has a special trigger to 
insure light, crisp let-off. The pistol comes in 
a carrying case with cleaning and adjustment 
tools. It retails for $665 and may be obtained 
(with FFL) from GSI-Dept. AH, PO. Box 
129, !08 Morrow St. , Trussville, AL, 35173, 
(800) 821-3021. 

Nevins 12-PAK 
Nevins Ammunition, Inc. now offers their 

popular handgun ammunition in 12-packs. A 
total of 13 different loads are available for .38 

' +e~· 
EASY TO USE 

Pro-Taeh 
Chronograph 

Simply mount the Pro·Tach on a tripod or 
set it on a table . Turn it on and start shooting 
over the top of it. 

DIRECT READOUT 
The internal skyscreens and microcomputer 
will sense the bullet and display its actual 
velocity on the large LCD display. The Pro-Tach 
will display velocities from 75 to 4000 feet per 
second . As an added bonus , it will display 
the number of shots fired and the average velocity. 

LOW COST 
At $169.95 the Pro-Tach is the most affordable Dim. 25" x 4 Yz" x 3" 
chronograph on the market. 

30 DAY UNCONDITIONAL RETURN POLICY 
Try the Pro-Tach for 30 days. If you decide to return it for any reason, ship the unit 
intact to CE! for a full refund. 

UNCONDITIONAL Yz PRICE REPLACEMENT COST 
The Pro-Tach has a warranty of 1 year for any electronic failures. CE! will 
recondition to working order any Pro-Tach regardless of condition if returned to 
the factory with payment equal to half the current retail price. 

9 VOLT OPERATION 
The Pro-Tach operates on one standard alkaline 9 volt battery (not included). Low 
battery indication is provided on the LCD display. 

OFFICIAL TIMER 
Pro Timer II - Official Timer for: 

1984/ 85 Steel Challenge 

1984 IPSC Canadian Nationals 

1984 IPSC US Nationals 

WHY DO THESE MAJOR MATCHES 
RELY ON THE PRO TIMER II? 

• Rugged and reliable - Pro Timer II's can be counted on to operate under 
match conditions without missing a beat. 

• Light weight and convenient size - at 16 oz . and 5-1/ 4" x 4" x 2" the Pro Timer 
II can be clipped to your belt and worn comfortably. 

• Simple to use - basic modes of operation require only to turn on and use. 

• Three modes of operation - shot sensing, stop plate and par time. The time to 
each shot , shot no. and time between shots may be reviewed in each mode. 

• Alternate power source - the provided 9v rechargable battery can be 
replaced wth a 9v alkaline. 

• Low cost - at $274.94 the Pro Timer II is truly an outstanding value . 

ORDER IT TODAY: CALL US TOLL FREE. We accept Visa or Mastercard . 
Send certified check or money order by mail. Add $4.00 S&H. IL residents add 6% 
sales tax . 

Competition 

Etectronics . Inc. 

753 Candy Lane, Rockford , IL 61111 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-(800) 222-3845 
Illinois residents (815) 877-3322 
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TANARMI TA90 Pistol Suggested Retail $29-9.99< , 
r/ 

// / , _, 
;;f:VThe TA9 is J copy onhe WOT d Jarrtt>US.< . 

Czech CZ75 pistol. Constructeg:.ol high tens 
nickel steel alloy throughOlJ,1. The TA9 com,( :
b'ine..:1he. ,Bro'wning s. hart recoil locking '.'?"'",....-;: .,._. ..<' / /, 

-systero with alyo\ltstanding IJ.n'tfaed double 
' actiOn tri~eft_,..The T A90 c9mes complete with 

·;/smooth watnul -efrips/ and white outlined ·~:'/ 
· ~ combat si.gpts. / ~, / / 

".'. . / tp· /,f_ .;.,; 
,, ,,;tontact»ut Ex cam;, dislrilJutor £. -~ ,, '-' "' ~ , 
" ;rientJ12.00 for a full color /'" / Q:,, / 

-~ "c~talog to: :::' ~.,, //,4 d , 

/ 

'b 1' 

~·· ' ; /' 
ff' . /.;// ' • .,,.. 

l/ ·.z m. , . / 
~ ~@, ?.iio ,.,; '""'"" """•hf~ml~;i>01; · 

THE ALL TIME MOST 
POPULAR AUTOMATIC 

PISTOL IS NOW 
AVAILABLE IN THREE CALIBERS. 
The Auto-Ordnance 1911A1 is competition proven 
and internationally accepted. All parts are manufac
tured to be interchangeable with original Govern
ment Models. 
The frame and slide are finished in a deep rich blue 
with anti-glare sight plane. The military grips are 
enhanced by an original Auto-Ordnance medallion. 

Send $2 .00 for 
Color Catalog 

Auto-Ordnance Corporation ~ 
BoxAH11West Hurley, N.Y. 12,491 (914) 679-7225 ~ 

Special, .357 Magnum, 9mm, .45 ACP, .44 
Magnum calibers. For many shooters the 12 
PAK provides a low cost alternative to the 
conventional 50 round packaging and an 
excellent way of testing new handgun bullets 
and loads. 

All Nevins ammunition is made in the 
United States and features superb accuracy 
and consistent performance. Nevins is cur
rently a major supplier to law enforcement 
agencies. For further information, write 
Nevins Ammunition , Dept. AH, 7614 
Lemhi, Suite 1, Boise, ID, 83709. 

Shock Watch For 
Recoil 

The unique Shock Watch is a new product 
that intercepts harmful shock waves gener
ated by shooting big bore handguns. It is 
these shock waves that produce "tennis 
elbow" in shooters. 

The Shock Watch is a small dome of 
strong, lightweight plastic containing a heavy 
liquid metal attached to the wrist just like a 
wristwatch. The liquid absorbs the shock 
waves before they reach muscle, bone and 
tendons. 

The Shock Watch retails for $25.95 and 
further information can be obtained from 
Bilsom International, Dept. AH, 11800 Sun
rise Valley Dr., Reston, VA, 22091, (703) 
620-3950. 

Pachmayr Pistol 
Case 

Pachmayr, Inc. has introduced a new 
series of cases for the handgun enthusiast. 
Fabricated of reinforced space-age polymet 
and embossed with a distinctively grained 
exterior, these new cases are rugged as well 
as attractive. All three sizes are tall enough 
for scoped handguns. 

Available in 3, 4 or 5 gun capacities, all 
models feature durable nickel plated hard
ware and a shoulder carrying strap for extra 
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comfort. The unique Mag-Grip four-way 
adjustable molded handgun tray secures all 
sizes and styles of handguns. The cases retail 
for $125 (3-gun), $135 (4-gun) and $145 (5-
gun). For further information call toll-free 
1-800-423-9704. 

Ruger Mk II Mag 
Release 

Red-E Products now offers a thumb acti
vated mag release for Ruger semi-auto 
pistols (Mk I and II). Made of #304 stainless 
steel, the mag release requires no fitting, 
drilling, tapping or machining. A small relief 
cut must be made in the left grip panel to 
accommodate the mag release, but a template 
is included for the do-it-yourselfer. Installa
tion is a snap even for those with five thumbs 
on each hand. 

For further information, contact La 
Paloma Marketing, Dept. AH, 1735 E. Ft. 
LoweU Rd., Suite 7, Tucson, AZ, 85719, 
(602) 881-4750. 

Hoppe's 
Lead 
Remover 

"Getting the lead out" 
is more than just an old 
military expression. In 
handgun shooting, 
because so much of it is 
done with lead and 
lead alioy bullets, 
some stripping of 
metal particles occurs 
with each round tired. 

Hoppe's new lead remover accomplishes the 
clean-up chore with ease and efficiency. The 
lead remover kit includes a rod, cone end, 
rubber cleaning tip, brass cleaning patches 
and wrench. 

The cone end and brass patch are used for 
cleaning the chamfer area of the forcing cone 
and cylinder. A steady "gilding" of lead will 
eventually cause the most accurate handgun 
barrel to throw flyers. Periodic treatment 
with this easy tool from Hoppe's is the way to 
avoid lower scores. 

The )cit is available in four sizes: .38, .41, 
.44 and .45 calibers for $9.89 each. See your 
local dealer for further information. 

MASSAD F. AYOOB'S 
''IN THE GRAYEST EXTREME'' 

I'\ Ill.I t.W \\ ~ I l \ l NI \11 

I< • •I lh• 
1•,.,,,,n.,,J 

SECOND AMENDMENT FOUNDATION calls it "Must 
reading for anyone who keeps a firearm for self 
defense." "Should be a mandatory purchase for 
anyone buying a gun ." (Shooting Industry 
Magazine). "One of a kind." (LAW & ORDER). "17 
chapters of streetwise Information that every gun 
owner needs. Ayoob pulls no punches! " (GUNS 
Magazine). "I learned more about use of deadly 
force from this book than I did in law school." 
(Practicing attorney) 
This book teaches YOU how to use deadly force 
without being ravaged by a ciminal justice system 
that often seems to favor the lawless over the law· 
abiding. 

$7.95 
plus $1.50 postage and handling 

----GRAVEST EXTREME P.O. Box 122, Concord, N .H. 03301----

I Please check one: 
I 0 Check or Money Order . $9.45 

I 
0 Charge my MC No. 

Exp. date __________ Name ID Charge my VISA No. Street 
I Exp. date City 

•
Bank on which account is drawn: I 
--------------- State ip ____ _ 

L-------------------------------J 
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Custom 
Pistols 

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO. 
Highest quality workmanship by a champion 
competitor: 
• Member World Champion USA IPSC "Gold" 

Pistol Team, 1982 
• Twice Winner Mid-Winter Targetworld 

Championship, 1980 and 1982. 
• Third Place in USA IPSC Nationals, 1981 
Developer of the Plaxco Compensator System 

For more information and gun specifications: 
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. 1 Box 203 
Roland, Arkansas 72135 501-868-9787 

Championship Proven 
Precision Gun Finish 

THE METALOY - HARD CHROME FINISH 
-Phenomenal molecular bond, will 

not chip or peel 

PROMPT SERVICE 

-Extremely hard satin finish 
(R/C 70) 

-Super lubricity 
-Excellent protection against rust 
-All internal and external parts 

processed 

METALOY INDUSTRIES, INC. 

Dealer & Law Enforcement Inquire 

Route 3 , Box 211-D 
P.O. Box 578 

Berryville, Ark. 72616 
Ph. 501-545-3611 

Designed for 
The Gunsmiths - Dealers - Hobbyists 

Who Service the Needs of the Millions of 
Sportsmen & Target Shooters in the U.S. Today 

Dedicated to the principle that the man who works on guns deserves 
the Best possible in supplies •Immediate service from in-stock 
inventories •Personal association with knowledgeable gun people 
•Constant adjustment in product performance. 

SELECTED FOR THE SELECT 
For the trade are tools for every need •Chemicals for every application •Supplies for every operation 
•Accessories for from crown to buttplate, to shoot. to service, to repair, to re-build or build the Gun 
•Electroless nickel plating •Wood carving tools •Engraving supplies •Hot and cold gun bluing 
•Special glass bedding - Acraglas - Acraglas Gel. 

Price $3.50* - FREE TO OUALIFIEO GUNSMITHS/DEALERS (FULL & PART TIME) 
Serious Gunnuts & Hobbyists (Our new regular customers of the future~ Ask, and we will send Federal Firea""s Licensing 
procedures with your $3.50 catalog order. For the good of the entire shooting Fraternity we are anxious to help you get 
started as a legitimate professional • full or part time ~ or enhance your guncraft. The future fate of shooting in any area 
depends on the activity of the local gunsmith. YOU can both serve and enjoy! *Refunded on 

*Forei n: .50 BnowNELLS Inc 200 5 . GROVE first 5.00 order 
" 1 • MONTEZUMA, IOWA 50171 

- N,re~ The Ultimate Barrel 45 
System For Your - . -

S J29 95* 
I + 53.50 S&H) 
I + $1.90 COD) 

*Standard Kit Price 

centauR systems 
Phone: (206) 392-8472 

+ Guaranteed Zero-Clearance Lock-Up 

+ Installs In Seconds-NO Fitting 

+ Provides World-Class Accuracy 

+ No Barrel Bushing Required 
+Will NOT Shoot Loose 

OUADRA-LDK tm 
Match Grade S.S. Brls. 

S" & 6" Lengths 

E 24th C-3/Redmond, WA 98052 

Send $1.00 For Brochure-Dealers Inquire 

Pro-Tach 
Chronograph 

Competitions Electronics, makers of the 
Pro-Timer II so popular in IPSC and speed 
shooting, proudly announces their Pro-Tach 
chronograph. 

The Pro-Tach is self contained including 
sky screens and electronics in a 25x4x3-inch 
size case. It gives direct velocity readouts 
along with the number of shots fired and 
average velocity. The Pro-Tach sells for the 
amazingly low price of$169.95 plus $5 ship
ping and handling. 

It is available factory direct from Com
petition Electronics, Dept. AH, 753 Candy 
Lane, Rockford, IL, 6llll (800) 222-3845. 

Austrian .45 ACP 
Barrels From 

Mag-Na-Port Arms 
The Johann Franzo Company was 

founded in 1796 in Ferlach, Austria. It has 
always been their endeavor to provide the 
finest in precision workmanship over the cen
turies. And now their European dedication to 
quality is found in .45 ACP barrels for Colt 
Government Models through their exclusive 
American distributor, Mag-Na-Port Arms. 

Made of chrome moly steel 4140, the six
inch barrels require fitting by a competent 
pistolsmith due to their exacting tolerances. 
Of course the justly famous Mag-Na-Porting 
is available for the barrels at an extra charge. 
The barrels sell for $140 plus $2.50 shipping 
and handling. For further details write to 
Mag-Na-Port Arms, Dept. AH, 41302 Exec
utive Drive, Mount Clemons , MI , 
48045-3448, or call (313) 469-6727. 
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Sidekick Holster For 
Southpaws 

Uncle Mike's of Oregon now offers their 
popular Sidekick holster for lefthanders. The 
holster is available for left hand ankle draw or 
inside-the-pants draw. Both are excellent con
cealment rigs. 

Made with a tough Cordura nylon outer 
shell, the holster is lined with a waterproof 
foam padding and sturdy, non-abrasive 
nylon. The combination is lightweight and 
comfortable. The holster fits small and 
medium revolvers and autos (size 0 and size 
JO respectively). The holsters retail for 
$19.95 (ankle version) and $6.95 (belly ver
sion). For further information see your local 
gun dealer because Uncle Mike's sells only 
through their loyal distributors - no mail 
order! A color catalog of all of Uncle Mike's 
products is available for a buck from Uncle 
Mike's, Dept. AH, P.O. Box 130!0, Portland , 
OR, 97213. 

Glossary of Terms 
We publish articles about handguns for 

the handgun enthusiast with a deeper than 
average understanding of handgunning. 
However, we realize that some of you are 
just beginning to be infected with the 
handgunning bug. For your benefit we 
selected some terms used in this issue for 
further explanation. 
SHOT Show: (Shooting, Hunting and 
Outdoor Trade Show) Annual gathering 
of firms and individuals associated with 
outdoor sports. 
Comp gun: Generic abbreviation for 
"compensated pistol" sometimes used 
interchangeably with "pin gun." Briefly, a 
compensator serves to reduce felt recoil 
and muzzle rise. 
Silvertip: Brand name of Winchester for 
their uniquely jacketed hollowpoint 
ammunition. 
Press-check: The method taught by Jeff 
Cooper of verifying if a Colt auto pistol is 
loaded. One presses the slide rearward 
just enough to expose the chamber to 
inspect if it's loaded. 

lbchmayr: New Product Showcase 

MAb£ UI 8£1..GIUM 

Extended Slide Release 
,oi Browning Hi-Powers 

A MUST accessory for all Hi-Power shooters! 
This all-new, stainless-steel Extended Slide Release 
eliminates the problems associated with closing the slide 
on the Hi-Power. The extended "shelf" provides increased 
leverage to assure "fumble-free" performance and is 
suitable for either left or right-handed shooters. 

See your dealer today! If he 's out of stock, 
write or call Pachmayr for more details. 

~ ... ltla\lt:" ~~~~l~s~:lgE 
I ~ I~~ .,_.., .. ~ $3800 

1220 South Grand Avenue Los Angeles, CA 9001 5 
(2131 748-7271 I Outside of California 1-800-423-9704 

MASTER TIPS 
FROM THE WORLD'S DEST 

PRACTICAL SHOOTERS 

As Featured in 
AMERICAN HAHDGUHHER 

The most complete how-to guide ever 
published. The world 's best practical 
shooters guide you through every 
phase of the practical pistol craft, from 
ammo to zeroing in your pistol. 

You'll get clearly explained and illus
trated chapters on: 

• Basic Marksmanship 
• The Grip 
• The Draw 
• Gunhandling 
• Shooting Positions & T echiques 
AND MUCH MORE! 

The best shooters in the business teach you step-by-step mastery of the 
techniques that made them winners. Whether you' re an active competitor 
or weekend plinker MASTER TIPS will dramatically improve your shooting . 

ORDER YOURS TODAY! Send $11.95 plus $1.50 postage for each copy of 
MASTER TIPS ordered to: GUN BOOKS Dept. 34 HG-11 , 591 Camino de lo Reina, 
#200, San Diego. CA 92108. (Calif. residents od d 6 % soles tax) 

Amount enclosed$ __________ Check/MO O Visa/MC D 

No. Exp. Date Initial ____ _ 

Name ______ ~-------------------
Address ________________________ ~ 

City _____________ State _____ Zip _____ _ 
(Allow 6- 8 weel<s for del ivery) 
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$10.95 
Soft cover 

$16.95 
Hard cover 

$24.95 Hard. 
autographed 
and numbered 

World champion handgun shooters 
Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton teach 
you how and when to shoot. Enhance your 
ability to survive. Areas covered: safety 
• marksmanship • tactics • legal • 
women• technique• crime• guns and 
equipment• ammunition• 150 photos. 

• DRY-FIRE KITS 
PRACTICE AT HOME 
IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS 

ISi LOGO PRODUCTS 
Dry Fire Kit ... . .......... . ......... 3.95 
Hat Pins ...... . . . ... . .... . .. .. .. . . . 4.00 
Hats (Baseball Type) ................ 6.00 
Golf Shirts ............... . ........ 14.95 
Sweat Shirts ............. . ........ 12.95 
T-Shirts w/pocket ... . ............. . 7.00 
Belt Buckles 

Gun Belt rn -2" ....... . ......... 12.95 
Dress Belt 1-1 1/4' ...... .. .. . . . . . . 12.95 

ISi Patches .............. . .... . .... 2.00 

Add $2.00 per book or $1.00 per logo 
item for postage and handling on all ISi 
logo products. Money order, Visa . and 
Master Card, (send number and expira
tion date) shipped immediately. Personal 
checks allow 3 weeks for delivery. Ca. 
residents add 61h% sales tax. 

CLASSES FORMING 
2 day and 5 day courses in self-defense or 
competition available. These international 
experts and Combat Masters will teach you 
to fire fast controlled shots , with the mental 
conditioning to obtain pin-point accuracy, 
and fulfill your personal goals! 

Send $2.00 for complete 8 P1ge 
Brochure ind lnlorm1tlon PICket 

to 

'""-··~·-'""'~ 
DEPARTMENT A.H. 

P.O. BOX 5254. MISSION HILLS. CA. 91345 

ARMY'S NEW NINE 
Co11ti11ued from page 64 

block. Be careful here as the spring is under 
tension. To complete field stripping, lift the 
locking block from the slide assembly. 

Reassemble in the reverse order making 
sure that before you nudge the disassembly 
lever upwards the slide is even with the rear 
edge of the frame. Another maintenance tip: 
Beretta has made things easy to take apart its 
magazines for cleaning. Simply use the lock
ing bar plunger located on the locking bar to 
separate the magazine plate from the maga
zine bottom plate. This is accomplished by 
merely pushing in one the detent located on 
the magazine plate. 

Interior workmanship indicated the same 
measure-and possibly more-of attention 
needed on a gun designed to function no 
matter what. The feed ramp was polished as 
was the breech block for complete and even 
closing of the system. The feed ramp step 
was not polished, however, indicating to me 
Beretta engineers felt this helping plane was 
just that - an assistance angle to stabilize the 
bullet as it enters this critical stage of move
ment. Without the barrel or spring assembly 
in place, tolerances were tight, but with 
enough allowance for proper functioning 
typical in all automatics. 

Exit holes in Duxseal compare Fed
eral FMJ (left) to Remington JHP. 

Range testing consisted of firing factory 
loads from all major makers including CCI 
Lawman, CCI Blazers, Hornady, Federal, 
Remington and Winchester. In all shapes and 
sizes with bullet weights from 90 to 125 
grains, I was ready to go. 

But perhaps I should regress a bit. Prior to 
this trip, and thanks to Dave Andrews at CCI 
for supplying the ammo, I broke in the 
Beretta with about 300 rounds of Blazer 115 
grain JHP ammunition. There were no prob
lems, no hangups, no misfires. The gun, as 
expected, performed without a hitch. 

Now, without cleaning the weapon, I was 
going out again this time as mentioned with 
as many different loads that I could find. The 
distance was roughly 10 yards (off-hand) 
which I figured would be an average field 
combat range. Since this is not a target gun, 
testing at 25 yards would prove nothing to me 
and while accuracy was a consideration, it 
was not the only consideration. In this case, 
my testing revolved around functioning. 

Firing the 92F felt good in the hand. By 
design its broad grip frame was not only 

harboring 15 rounds, but also was supposed 
to tame recoil. It did just that. Combined with 
the hooked trigger guard, the gun was easy to 
control no matter the load or firing technique 
used. _ 

Testing started with the Hornady 90 grain 
hollowpoint. Recoil was mild, with 10 shot 
groups centered just above the bull obviously 
due to this lightweight's higher velocity. 
From here I blasted away with some CCI and 
Hornady 100 grain bullets. Next came the 
ever popular 115 grain pills in such varieties 
as Norma, CCI, Remington and Winchester. 
Accuracy was good, with groups in the 21/4-
to 3-inch range. Functioning was perfect. 

Federal's 123 grain FMJ hit 21/z inches, 
Remington's 124, 13/4 inches. Groups were a 
tad lower, here again owing to a drop in 
velocity due to a slower moving bullet. Even 
the much maligned CCI Lawman ammuni
tion with the infamous 125 grain soft point fed 
through the gun with absolutely no problems. 
When the smoke cleared and the paperwork 
completed, the average group turned out to 
be in the neighborhood of2.82 inches. 

While firing, I did get a chance to query 
that sight problem we talked about before. 
With the white dot on the front sight riding 
high, the gun shot dead-on which proved the 
92F is factory sighted-in for such a sight 
picture, not a 6 o'clock hold. 

With over 500 rounds put through the gun 
at this point, I had no feeding problems what
soever, nor ejection nor stovepipes, all with 
no maintenance on the gun save only to wipe 
down the piece between range sessions. Cer
tainly I will never get even close to the 28,000 
rounds put through these Beretta's during the 
Army testing program, nevertheless I think I 
did enough to convince myself that for a 
carry gun this Beretta rates high on my list. 

Concluding, I loaded up two full mags and 
proceeded to blast away at a silhouette target 
at a moderate cadence from about 15 feet. 
When the last of the 30 empties hit the ground 
a close look at the target revealed a group that 
could be covered with one hand. 

Surely this is the time to rejoice the begin
ning of a new era in military armament. 
While the .45 ACP automatic has served us 
well, the Beretta will undoubtedly open 
wider doors of information if only by car
tridge alone. Naturally, we are not going to 
bury the .45. Memories and service to the 
country run deep, but progress ..,._ 
calls, so we must move on. ~ 
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Man 
of 
Steel 
By Bruce Thorstad 

H andgun silhouetter Dave Whitman, of 
Colton, California has won more than 

his share of honors at the steel shooting 
game. Among his achievements: he was the 
first International Handgun Metallic Sil
houette Association (IHMSA) competitor to 
shoot a perfect 40 in the revolver category; 
the first to reach a lofty 150 (out of a possible 
160) four-gun aggregate in a single match. 
He was IHMSA Internationals Standing 
Champion in 1978, has won the High Aggre
gate awards at several California State and 
Region Six (western U.S.) championship 
matches, and is a perennial fixture near or at 
the top of IHMSA's prestigious 140 and 100 
Clubs. 

Besides these distinctions, Dave may have 
competed in more handgun silhouette 
matches, and toppled more targets, than any 
other shooter. At any match he attends, 
whether he captures the elusive High Aggre
gate award or not, you can depend on him to 
be an10ng the very top guns when trophies 
are handed out. 

At a recent interview at his home range
Inland Silhouette - in Redlands, California. 
Dave talked about how he started in sil
houette, what guns and loads he favors for 
Standing, Production , Revolver and 
Unlimited, and the future of the sport. 
AH: I'll bet you were an accomplished pistol 
shot before you started silhouette shooting. 
DW: I got into handguns in the rniddle-1950s 
when I bought a Ruger Blackhawk .357 Mag, 
a flattop. That got me into reloading. Like 
everybody else I couldn't afford factory 
ammunition. In those days there was only 
one way to fire a handgun - the one-handed 
NRA bullseye stance-unless you were into 
quick-draw, which I wasn't. So I shot that 
Ruger a good many years. I hunted rabbits 
with it, popped tin cans and shot paper 
targets. 

About 1975 I had a few bucks extra, and I 
acquired a Government Model Colt .45 auto. 
I decided to have a combat accuracy job done 
on it. Once I had the gun I had to use it for 
something, so I got hooked up with the 
Southwest Pistol League shooting combat 
matches for a year or more. I was never a 
match winner because I never practiced- I 
picked up my practice by going through the 
match . About this time in one of the gun 
magazines, I read about the first handgun 
metallic silhouette match that Lee Jurras put 
on in Arizona. I must have read that article 
ten times, because that looked like something 
I would really love to do. 

AH: What appealed to you about silhouette? 
DW: The long range, the heavy calibers, the 
precision. And at this tin1e I had also bought a 
Ruger 71/z-inch Blackhawk .44 Magnum . 
You get a massive sense of overkill shooting 
paper targets with a .44 Magnum. I had also 
acquired more reloading gear and gotten a 
little more sophisticated about it. As I say, I 
read the article many times. Then word came 
through the grapevine, word came that John 
Adams, (head of Saeco Bullet Moulds) was 
putting on another silhouette match at the 
Los Angeles Range in San Fernando Valley. 
So I thrashed around and finally got an entry 
form. I sent it in and waited with bated breath 
for the match. I remember how I sighted in: I 
reloaded a bunch of animunition, sat down at 
the bench and sighted in for point of aim at 25 
yards. I had a one-hole group at 25 yards so I 
figured that was going to put me on the 
silhouettes. 

Well , when I lay down on that chicken 
line-at that time we were all shooting for
ward prone- it wasn't until the fourth or fifth 
shot that I realized that I was a foot over the 
chickens at 50 meters. So I cranked my sight 
down and finally got on the chickens, and 
then I used Kentucky windage all the way 
through , so much front sight held up over the 
rear notch, and Jet 'er fly. I shot a 19 in that 
match, and placed 10th, and I still have that 
little chrome chicken they gave me. That's 
one of my most prized possessions. We were 
all pretty much in on the ground floor in those 
days. It was a lot of fun , it really was. There 
were wild and wonderful guns there that 
would be illegal now by IHMSA rules, and a 
lot would be simply outclassed. 
AH: Well today, you're a top shooter by any 
standard. Why is it so many otherwise good 
silhouette shooters who are in the top classes 
in Production and Unlimited can~ get their 
standing game together? 
DW: As I said, I've been shooting fairly 
heavy caliber handguns since 1955 or so and 
standing was the only way to go. You learned 
to control your flinch or you didn't shoot. You 
weren't wearing ear protection, so you just 
tempered your nerves. After I started using 
ear muffs that kind of concentration seemed 
the easiest thing in the world. With most 
people, it's not the recoil that bothers them, 
it's the noise, even with ear muffs on. Shoot
ing standing, I've lost many targets to "sym
pathy shots" from the noise of the gun next to 
me. You're on your final stage of the trigger 
squeeze and somebody's loudenboomer goes 
off next to you and the ground jumps. That'll 
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High Quality- Reliable Pistols 
Basic to Full House Competition 

Richard Heinie- Pistolsmith 
821 E. Adams 

Havana, IL 62644 

Please send $1.00 for Brochure 

32 H+R MAG 
: ~!T~M ~W~G~~~CKE~~H~L~~ ~~ 

ANO SOFT PT . 75 TO 105 GRAINS . 
SOLOEAEO COAE AVAILABLE IN 75 ANO 
BO GRAIN , BREN 10 AVAILABLE SOON . 
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR TARGET . 

J&J CUSTOM BULLET 
PO BOX 2029A EL CAJON CALIFORNIA 92021 

Tierce!™ ~ 
quick-change 

front sight 

Front sight options available 

Single Blade & Base Set 

}29.90. 

Browning P-35 
Base 

Colt 1911 
Base 

MINIATURE MACHINE CO. 
210 E. Poplar St.-Deming, NM 88030 

(505) 546-2151 
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_Advantage Grip System competition p roven 

by MICKEY FOWLER 
"The Advantage Grip System was part of my 
equipment I used to win the Bianchi Cup and 
the Steel Challenge. Its screw on weighted 
grip reduces recoil by 17%, allows quicker 
sight picture alignment and speeds up shot to 
shot recovery." 

New improved Ad va ntage Grip System comp lete with 
checkered walnut stocks. $46.00 - Add $3.00 postage and 
handling. Ca lifo rn ia res id ents add 6 1h% Sa les T ax. I ship 
immediately upo n recei pt o f mo ney order or certified check. 
A llow 2 wee ks for all other checks to c lear. Dealer inquiries 
inv ited. Wr ite for ad di ti on al infor mation. brochu re and 
mathemati ca l calcu lat ions to prove the recoil reduction. 

P.O. BOX 828, WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695 -4134 

Keep Shooting Skills in Shape 
With Beeman Adult Airguns 

Rainy weather forces many shooters 
indoors and frustrates their desire to 
keep shooting skills in shape. Adult 
airguns are a great substitute on the 
days when it's impossible to get to the 
firearm range or in the field. Beeman's 
top quality airguns are perfect for 
indoor and backyard target shooting. 

For these and other fine Beeman prod
ucts, see your local Beeman dealer or 
order direct. 

Send fo r new, 1985 Adult Airgun Catalog/ 
Gulde, reg . $2, FREE with menti on o f code 
HGN . Incl ude $1 fo r full co lor fi rearm 
Info rmation and/ o r Used Gun List. Allo w 
4-6 weeks fo r delive ry . For 1st c lass mai l 
add an add iti onal $1 for eac h item; $3 for 
overseas delivery. 

Beeman/Webley 
Hurricane - Same as 
Tempest. but with longer barrel 
for improved s1ghtrng radius and 
easier cocking. Comes with a scope ramp 
Increase accuracy with a Beeman pistol scope 
Suggested Retail $139.50 

Beeman Precision Arms, Inc. 
47-HGN Paul Dr., San Rafael , Ca l if. 94903 U.S.A. (415) 472-7 121 24 hours-7 days 

8 Beeman Precision Arms 

•John 

Complete 
gun on 

new Colt 

Shaw of 
Memphis 
wonthelPSC 
Champion-
ship in 1980 & $ 1,22250 

1981 using one of these models. 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

WRITE OR CALL 
FOR ADD ITIONAL INFORMATION 

James C. Clark 
PI STOLS MITH 

Rt. 2 Box 22A 
Ke1th v1 lle. Louisiana 7104 7 

(3 18) 925-0836 

set you off. 
AH: Do you think many standing shooters 
are afraid of the gun ? 
DW: You've got that little man in the back of 
your head who truly believes that the gun's 
going to hurt you. It's a subconscious reflex. 
AH: How about gun movement? So many 
standing shooters say it throws them off 
DW: That's a matter of training. Exercises 
will help with the wobble. To me, there are 
two kinds of movement when you're holding 
a gun out there. Gross movements come from 
your shoulders and arms, and a very fine 
tremor comes through your wrists and hands. 
The gross movement you can control with 
exercises. The other, to me anyway, depends 
on what you ate that morning, how you felt 
the night before. If you're hung over, forget 
it-you're not going to hold steady. I avoid 
any form of caffeine or smoking before I 
shoot standing. I'll have a small, low-sugar, 
high-protein breakfast. Of course, it depends 
on the individual. I know people who can't 
even hit the berm until they've had three 
cigarettes and four cups of coffee. 
AH: How about match nerves ? 
DW: Match nerves are a big thing, especially 
when you're in the top classes, or when you 
find yourself shooting next to the person 
who's in direct competition with you for a 
championship or a trophy. The worst thing 
you can do on the line is count your targets. 
That'll cost you four or five. I try to take them 
one at a time. There's only one target: the one 
I'm on right now. 

I have developed a technique to shut the 
world out. When I'm really stroking, I don't 
even hear guns go off next to me. The best 
standing score I ever shot was at a little, 
relaxed match up at Fresno. Things were 
going slow and I actually dozed off between 
relays. I got a 35 standing-couldn't miss. 
AH: How do you stay in top form while work
ing full time? This is not a game where we've 
got professionals. 
DW: You can practice too much and burn 
out. I may practice once between matches. 
Once you've got your sight settings for your 
guns and are fairly confident in them, it's just 
a matter of keeping your eye in practice. 
That's what works for me, though it probably 
doesn't for everybody, if you look at the way 
the Olympic shooters and the combat shoot
ers practice. 
AH: What do you mean, 'Keep your eye in 
practice ?' 
DW: Keeping the sight pictures fresh in your 
mind. If you shoot three or four guns, you 
may have different sight pictures. For 
instance, in Production, Unlimited and 
Revolver, I shoot belly line or leg/body joint. 
Standing, I use a center hold. I'm basically up 
into the target. Those sight pictures impress 
themselves on my mind. 
AH: What trigger control method do you use 
when shooting standing? 

DW: Once I start the squeeze, I squeeze all 
the way through unless something goes 
grossly wrong with my sight picture. The 
other method - align sights, then relax pres
sure whenever the sights drift off, then re
align . .. the only time I use that is if I'm 
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standing in the wind where I drift all over. In 
calm weather, once I start the squeeze, that's 
it; it's going to go. Once I get the sights up 
there and settled, it's advantageous to get it 
off in about three to five seconds. Any longer 
and your sight picture begins to go bad and 
your movements get larger and larger. 
AH: What gun and load do you use 
standing ? 
DW: A TC Contender in 7mm T/CU. The 
powder charge for all distances is 24 grains of 
H-4895. I use 140 Noslers for chickens, pigs 
and turkeys and a 160 Speer Flatbase for the 
rams. The brass is .222 Magnum-it makes 
the best 7T/CU cartridges in the world . 
AH: What gun and loads for Production ? 
DW: Same loads, same gun, all the way 
through. 
AH: How about some of the other Produc
tion guns ? You own a Merrill, I know. 
DW: I've shot a Merrill for a number of 
years. Other than problems with the trigger 
and extractor, I've always been satisfied with 
its accuracy and durability. I may go back to 
one because Jim Rock (head of Rock Pistol 
Mfg. Co. , makers of the Merrill) has come 
up with a new trigger mechanism that does 
away with the problems. 
AH: How about the Wichita International? 
DW: I have a Wichita, but I haven't fired it. I 
got it basically because I could get my choice 
of serial numbers on it. So I got my IHMSA 
card number, which is 19. I have several guns 
that have the serial number on them. 

Continued 

1. Frank Paris Bowling Pin, 
Integral Porting. No 

Recessing of Bore 

2. Michigan Armament, Ported 
through Slide Bushing 

and Barrel 

3. Browning Hi-Power, 
Extended Barrel 

4. Colt Government, Ported 
through Slide Bushing 

and Barrel 

5. 41 SSK Avenger Conversion, 
Ported through Slide Barrel 

and Bushing 

6. Jim Clark Custom Bowling 
Pin Gun, Integral Porting. 

No Recessing of Bore 

SEND A 
BUCK FOR 
CATALOG 

BAER 
CUSTOM GUNS 

DESIGNER COMP II SYSTEM 
PATENT PENDING 

KART N.M. BARREL - TAPERED CONE SYSTEM 
FULL LENGTH GUIDE SYSTEM - PERMANENTLY FI XED 

WITH OUR UNIQUE SILVER BRAZING TECHNIQUE 

GUARANTEED 2 1/2" - 10 SHOT GROUPS AT 50 YDS. 
ALL 1.P.S.C. MODIFICATION S AVAILABLE 

PISTOLSMITH PROFILE JULY-AUGUST 1985 

P.P.C . AND BIANCHI REVOLVERS 
X·RING ACCURACY - DOUGLAS BARRELS 
BAER CUSTOM REVOLVER PORT SYSTEM 
FULL LENGTH RIBS - SMOOTH DOUBLE ACTION 
CUSTOM X-P 100's - LONG RANGE CALIBERS 

1725 MINESITE ROAD ALLENTOWN , PA 18103 PHONE 215-398·2362 

CUSTOM 
JACKETED 
BULLETS 

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER 
SAT ISFACTIO N ""- = ======:::::·· 
G UARAN TEED 

$11.75 
• 1. 

Fit to individual's barrel-Available in .38/.357 Cal., 
9mm, and .454 Casull Mag. More to come. Send $1.00 
for info. , applied t~ first order. DBM SPECIALTY, 
P.O. Box 58 , Holmes, PA 19043 

Revolve r C lean ing Kil. Rcmo\.C!<I leadi ng from Forc ing Cone. 
Cyl inder. and Barre l. Availablr.: in ei ther 38-41-44-45 cal. Bra\!<1 
clo1h patchc!<I <Pk . 10) $2.30. Order d irec t or from your dealer. 
Chcd. or Money Orde r plu !-. $1. 50 pO!-. lagc & handl ing. 

~ GUN SPECIALTIES. INC. 
~ P.O. Box 31 College Park. Georg ia 303.P 

1 
Week 

Delivery! 

AUTOPORTING? 
So what's new! 
Mag-Na-Port"' International has been Mag-Na-Porting auto's 
tor 13 years! There have been some new so-called " High Tech· 
Engineering Porting Systems" which claim 40% less in recoil 
reduction. These claims are impossible unless you attach or 
hang a cement block on the end of the muzzle or barrel. The 
new so-called "Porting Systems" don't even know what a 
Metering Port is. Thirteen years ago, Larry Kelly started 
putting Metering Ports on handguns, rifles and shotguns! 
Now, nearly everyone who drills or mills a hole in a gun barrel 
refers to it as a " Port " and they don 't even know what a 
Metering Port is. 

Don't be misled! 
Don 't be misled by claims and promises from companies here 
today and gone tomorrow. Mag-Na-Port · International is now 
located in five countries. We've been Porting for 13 years, that 
speaks tor itself. 

Write the " Originator" 
Anyone interested in further information on Porting handguns, 
rifles and shotguns, write the originator: 

® 

INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
41302 Executive Drive 

"Imitation 
is the sincerest 

form of 
plagiarism " 

Mt. Clemens, Michigan 48045-3448 
(313) 469-6727 
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WE TAKE PRIDE ... 
IN OUR 1SPECIAL' WORK: 

• Revolver action jobs 
• I PSC auto conversions 
• Metal checkering 
• Sight installation' 
• Blue and electroless 

nickel finishes 
• Fine welding 

If you demand professional 
workmanship, send $2 for our 16-page 

color brochure and price list. Refundable. 
Member American Pistolsmiths Guild 

Jim Stroh 
ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 01 

PO Box 65 I Good Hope, GA 30641 I (404) 458-0477 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

BROWNING HI-POWER COMBAT ACCESSORIES 

AMBIDEXTROUS COMBAT SAFETY 
,.,.,.,..., n9hl or 1e~ hand safety operation for the 
H ·Pn .... e1 Extlusrve design wrl pos1hvely I.I 

~~~o~~a;~:1c~~~~;:estructable ~i~~ 

High Powers guaranteed to feed !!! types of 
factory ammo inc luding hollow points and 
Silver tips . Please call for details. 

STAINLESS STEEL MAGAZINE 
Genuine s1a1nless steel magazine custom re
shaped to feed properly '29" ppd 

PLEASE NOTE . . . 
Aii pnces are for blue parls. 
stamtess l1n1sh available. please 
write or call for prices and delivery 

Extensive combat modifications are available! 
Please send $2 for our complete catalog. 

EXTENDED SAFETY 
Pos1t1ve safety opera11on with no more 
tumbles· Rounded corners ehm1na1e snag· 

g ng on hotstets or clo!hmg Simple drop·m 
111stalla1ion s3295pp0 

COMBAT MAG. RELEASE 
Sculptured magazine release w1H not snag 01 

~1~~;!e~c;~e~:1~u~si~~~ 11g~n~~~1f%ns~ 
drillandtaponehole tmsla!lahonava1!abletor 
$10) '21 "'ppd 

TO ORDER 
Send Money Olde! or Gasher s Cheol any MastENCard V•sa ordefs weleomed 
please supply compe!e ca1d intormahon inctuaong e11.piration dale Sorry. no COO 
ordefs Phone orders accepted lor cred•1 cards only All orders prepaid '118 UPS 
in the COf'll•nenta1 U S A>a:.ka afld HawaR please acid S 1 50 per 11em Please lur· 
.-.i;n street add1ess !of delrvery I CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP, INC. 
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AH: But you're happy with the Contender in 
7mm T/CU? · 
DW: Very happy. '}'he T/CU is an extremely 
efficient cartridge. It's accurate, easy to 
make, and it puts all the weight in the world 
downrange. And my TIC works so well. It's 
consistent from match to match, regardless 
of weather conditions and lighting. The thing 
to remember about the TC is that you can't 
make the loads too hot, due to the lockup 
system. If you get too hot, the gun may shoot 
well for awhile, but the wear will be acceler
ated. The next thing you know, you're string
ing-that's the first sign ofa TIC wearing out. 
A lot of people shoot a heavier load than I do. 
For awhile, I used 26 grains ofH-4895, and it 
was a hard-hitting, accurate load. But about 
halfway through the season I'd find it string
ing. It causes excessive wear to the locking 
table and the bolt, and it starts vertical string
ing and pretty soon your gun's wiped out. You 
keep it in the range the gun's designed for and 
it'll shoot practically forever. Recently I've 
been getting more small targets in shoot-offs 
with the TIC/ Production gun than I have 
with my Unlimited gun. 
AH: I've only seen you use one Unlimited 
gun. 
DW: It's a Sako small action, Douglas Pre
mium air-gauged barrel , in .30 Jirsa-which 
is the .223 military case blown out to .30 
caliber with the shoulder blown forward to 
about 52mrn. It's a very efficient cartridge. It 
doesn't have the horsepower of larger-cased 
cartridges, but it's very accurate and the cases 
last forever. For Christmas, my wife, Patty, 
gave me a Remington XP-100 in ?mm-Laser, 
which is Jerry Barlett's Unlimited cartridge 
that he based on Remington 7 Benchrest 
brass. I took it out and sighted it in awhile ago 
and I may start using it in Unlimited. 

AH: How about Revolver category? 
DW: Right now I'm using two Dan Wessons, 
alternating between a ten-inch stainless-steel 
.44 Magnum and the .357 Maximum in the 
eight inch. To me, Revolver is the most fun to 
shoot in the free-style Creedmoor position. 
There's no forgiveness in rc;!volver at all. 
AH: What makes a good silhouette revolver? 
DW: We have done a little bit of experiment
ing here, and one of the most important 
things is the alignment of the chamber 
mouths to the bore. Occasionally, we'll find a 
Dan Wesson that has alignment within 
.0025" or less. Sevilles are excellent. Most 
will run from zero to 2 to 3 thousandths out, 
which is great. Chamber mouth is another 
thing. The closer that chamber mouth mea
surement is to the actual diameter of the bullet 
and the barrel, the better off you are because 
there's less distortion of the bullet, and less 
gas leakage. Barrel/cylinder gap plays a large 
part too. You can make it too close. I was told 
by a Ruger representative that once you get 
below 2 to 3 thousandths, accuracy begins to 
go bad. I don't know the explanation for that, 
but that's what they told me. Other things can 
affect revolver accuracy, like how much fore 
and aft movement your cylinder has under 
recoil. 
AH: So you're shooting a Dan Wesson right 
now, but you shot your best score ever with a 
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Ruger, and you seem to have high praise for 
the Seville. 
DW: I praise the Seville simply because of 
what I've seen. The big problem with all 
single actions is their long hammer fall and a 
very slow lock time compared with double 
actions. That hammer coming down is like 
slamming a barn door. It's very hard to con
trol. Of course, the advantage of a single 
action is its strength and simplicity. You don't 
have to worry about cylinder cranes wearing 
out. 
AH: So are you going over to the Dan 
Wesson for the fast hammer fall, or for the 
. 357 Max cartridge ? 
DW: It's an excellent cartridge, with the 
potential for great accuracy. And of course, 
you have the fast lock time, and pretty fair 
sights too. The Rugers need a new rear sight. 
They need it desperately. 
AH: What about the Smith and Wesson 
model 29 with the new ten-inch silhouette 
barrel and sights? 
DW: I've had no direct experience with it, 
but to the best of my knowledge, it's simply a 
model 29 with a long barrel and an adjustable 
front sight. The big problem with S& W as 
silhouette guns has always been the fact that 
the lockwork starts to go. I campaigned one 
for 2 or 3 years. They simply do not stand the 
pounding. It's an excellent hunting gun -
don't get me wrong, they make a marvelously 
precise revolver. But in my experience, it 
won't take a diet of full-power loads, not the 
kind we give it for silhouette matches. 
AH: Do you see any improvements in sil
houette revolvers that might filter down to 
wheelguns used for other purposes? 
DW: Possibly, holding closer tolerances in 
barrel/cylinder alignment and barrel/cylin
der gap. I know most of the companies have 
begun to take a closer look at this. More 
precisely adjustable sights are coming along 
too. 

AH: Whats your inclination when a new gun 
comes out-get one and try it, or wait for a 
consensus on it.from other shooters? 
DW: Right now, financially, I can't do a whole 
lot more than wait for a consensus. But you 
try to look at what it is and see if there's any 
real advantage to it on the basis of your past 
experience. When Ruger brought out the 
Hornpipe (nickname for Ruger's bull-bar
reled 10'/z-inch Super Blackhawk .44 Mag
num) , I jumped on that because I've always 
been a believer in the heavier the barrel the 
better. I hung back on the Dan Wessons, until 
they got their act straightened out. And Hi 
have a Seville, but they're so damned 
expensive. 
AH: How about .22? A lotoftopsilhouetters 
sneer at . 22 rimfire silhouette, but every time 
a .22 match rolls around here at Inland, 
yourehere. 
DW: I've never sneered at . 22. I've found that 
.22s are perhaps the best way to develop sight 
picture and trigger control because the tar
gets are so much smaller and the sight piGture 
is that much more difficult. And I love .22s 
because you don't have to reload. Find the 
ammunition your gun likes and just go down 
and buy it and that's it. You've got a tremen-

--- LEE'S RED RAMPS 
.090 " Aperture s & w 

• High quality , white outline sights with white cut in for S & W automatics with fully 
adjustable sights , and all S & W revolve·rs with adjustable sights except J Frame. 
Sold as a 3·piece unit , (Blade, Nut, & Screw) ... $19.95. Nuts and screws sold separately 
at $2.50 per set. Minimum 10 sets . Blade NOT sold separate. 

• New narrow aperture (.090 ") white outl ine for long barreled Ruger, Colt , Micro , 
Virginia Dragoon ... $7.50. Standard (.125 ") aperture white out l ine blade for Ruger, 
Colt , Micro & Virginia Dragoon ... $5.95. 

• We offer a full line of front sight kits from $13.95 to $79.95. Spring kits for S & W 
revolvers: K, N, & L Frames ... $11.95. S & W J Frames ... $6.95. All New Model Ruger Single 
actions ... $6.95. All Ruger double actions except Redhawk ... $6.95. Dan Wesson .357 ... $6.95. 

• Cold Blue that blends with hot blue (It Works .) ... $10.00-1oz., $15.00-2 ozs. , $25.00-
4 ozs. , $40.00-8 ozs ., $55.00-16 ozs . 

All products fully guaranteed by Lee Baker. Dealers, call or write for d iscount. Check 
or Money order to: LEE'S RED RAMPS, DEPT. AHG , 7252 EAST AVENUE U-3, 
LITTLEROCK, CA 93543. (805) 944-4487-MasterCharge, Visa & C.O.D. orders welcome. 

Thelittleguywinsagain! Thea11 D •d 
new Mark V Action Sight is less than 1/2 

the weight of the competition 's best selling av1 
electronic sight. This new sight from Action 
Arms Ltd . offers today's shooter the first 
real breakthrough in electronic, red dot V: 
aiming systems. It's 51/2 ounces of advanced 
electronics are designed into just 51/a inches of s 
compactness. 

Small but built solid. Built G • 
like the finest scopes, the rugged • ~~~~~/~~l~s~os~~h~ ·~~u~~i~~ t~~i ol1ath 
program and thousands of 
rounds. It's waterproof , nitrogen 
filled and carries a 5 year warranty. 

Tough but easy to get alon~ with. Designed with the shooter in mind , 
the Mark V Action Sight fits most standard scope rings , has conventional windage 
and elevation adjustments and an intensity adjustable aiming point. 

action arms ltd. 

Dept. AM-1125P.O. Box 9573 

Fast when it has to be. The 1 inch diameter 
tube's wider field of view combined with the 
parallax-free, single plane red dot aiming point 
offers incredibly quick target acquisition and 
shot placement. 

We've saved the best for last. The Mark 
V Action Sight costs less than the competition 's 
most popular model and it's available now. Ask 
any dealer. 

Philadelphia Pa. 19124 

MARK V ACTION SIGHT ,---., ,--
' ,J , 

I 

' ,.~ , 
'-.. -----. Competitor's model 

shown in outline. 
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Pin Guns 
IPSCComps 
Basic to 
Full House 

Caliber Conversions 
Action Tuning 

Smythons Built 
Sq Butt to 

Rd Butt 

NU- LINE GUNS, INC. 
Dept. AH 

1053 CAULKS H i ll ROAD 
HARVESTER, M ISSOU RI 63303 

(314) 447-4501 /441-4500 

T HE ORIGINAL 

MONOGRIP® 
MONOGRIP · fits most popular double action revolvers - S & W, 
Ruger, Colt Python & 45 Automatic. MONOGRIP · features 
include: Unique, ONE-PIECE construction • Hogue's famed 
orthopedic hand fit • Fully relieved for all speed loaders 
• Exclusive COBBLESTONE · finish • 100% reinforced 
Nylon. If unavailable at your local dealer order direct. 

1 8 g 5 Ivory White St 9 95 • Sh1pp1ng S2 
, CA res add 6% sales tax • Check or Money Order 

HOGUE :Z = Brochure S 1.00 

P.O. Box 2038 • Dept AH , 

COMBAT GRIPS 

Atascadero. CA 93423 (805) 466-6266 

Custom .22 autos of the 
highest quality and 
exacting tolerances for 
competition , target and 
hunting . P.P.C. , 
Bullseye , Silhouete and 
Hunting conversions on 
big bores . In house 
bluing and plating. 

Send $1. 00 for 
brochure to : 

Toms Gun Bluing Shop 
Volquartsen Custom Pistols 
RR 1 Box 271 
Carroll , la 51401 

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT 

... -

Introducing a different BUEHLER MOUNT-M83. In
stalls without drilling or tapping. For calibers up 
through .357 Mag. Avai lable in silver or black finish. 
M83 Mounts available for Smith & Wesson , Dan 
Wesson, Colt and Ruger. 

Send for free cataiog 40H. 

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, lnc.-ORINDA, CA 94ss3 

dous variety of ammunition to choose from, 
and the price is reasonable. It's just a whole 
lot of fun. You have a lot of excellent .22s to 
use. Almost everybody at one time or 
another has picked up a fairly decent .22 
revolver or auto. There are some mar
velously competitive rimfire guns out there. 
AH: You've broken some barriers in sil
houette. What frontiers are left? 
DW: The perfect Grand Slam, which would 
include a 40 Standing, followed by 40s in 
Revolver, Production and Unlimited in the 
same match, for a perfect 160 Aggregate
that to me is about the only frontier left. 
AH: Does that mean we need to make the 
game tougher? 
DW: No, I don't think so, because for the 
great majority of silhouette shooters, they 
have their own goals. Most haven't got their 
first Production 40 yet, and 99 % haven't got a 
Revolver 40. I've been in this game since the 
beginning, and while I've crossed a few bar
riers, I've still got one or two left. I still enjoy 
it all. It's almost a whole new ball game every 
time I go to the line. Don't try to make it a 
challenging game just for the few shooters 
who are on top. Never forget we've got a 
constant influx of new shooters to whom this 
is a whole new thing. 
AH: So what's the future of handgun 
silhouette? 
DW: I see steady growth-as long as we can 
keep the politicians away from our guns. We 
should keep it a game where a guy can get in 
cheaply. Don't make it too expensive to 
start- which is what's happened to many of 
the NRA sports. The Production class - I'll 
defend that to the death. Because if a guy has 
to shell out six, eight hundred or a thousand 
dollars just to go up to the firing line the first 
time, it's not worth it. He'll find something 
else to do, unless he's heavy with bucks. 
We've got to keep it easy for him to get 
started. If you want to play heavy bucks, 
we've got Unlimited class. The sky's the limit 
there. But keep it so a guy can get in with a 
minimal investment and know that his equip
ment is just as good as the guy's next to him. 
Let's never make it -m.. 
an equipment game. ~ 
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Co11ti1111ed from page ·N 

fi le. The fitting should not alter the shape of 
the barrel lugs, only the height. When the 
lugs are properly fitted the slide stop pin 
should be a slip fit along the lugs, and mate 
with the radius on the back. 

When the lugs feel about right, instal l the 
barrel link and check to see that the slide stop 
isn't bound by the link. As long as the slide 
stop pin can move freely through the arc of 
the link travel it will be fine. If there is any 
interference, the link may need to be opened 
up a little. If the link is too short, the slide 
stop pin will strike the barrel lugs just in front 
of the flat surface and raise a big burr; if it is 
too long the barrel cannot come down far 
enough to unlock. The standard barrel link 
will almost always work, but this is an area 
that requires thoughtful study during the 
assembly operation . A link that is too long 
will put spring tension on the barrel when it is 
in battery and defeat the purpose of all that 
careful lug fitting. 

Now assemble the barrel, frame and slide 
and see how things go together. Even if it's a 
little stiff, manual cycling a few times will 
leave bright spots showing where more pol
ishing is needed. If everything feels pretty 
smooth, put in the recoil spring and guide 
and try again. If anything is too tight it will 
show up now and can be corrected. One area 
that is often a problem is on the back of the 
barrel lugs. Sometimes these will actually hit 
the frame and cause a distinct snap as the 
slide and barrel unlock. If the lugs are hitting 
the frame the red marker will show where, 
and the back of the lugs can be caut iously 
filed down until there is no interference. 

Another factor in reliable functioning is 
the recoil spring. I am not a believer in extra 
strength recoil springs, especially in 
accurized guns. A standard spring will do 
just fine. The recoil spring guide should be 
polished gently, and the sharp corners broken 
to be sure nothing binds. The inside of the 
recoi l spring plug should be checked for 
burrs or anything that will interfere with the 
smooth movement of the spring. I don't par
ticularly like long recoil spring guides for 
this type gun , but I do favor Wilson's Shok
Buff system. 

Guns with well fitted lugs seem to have a 
distinctive feel that is hard to describe, but 
easy to recognize. The way to tell, is to let the 
slide go forward into battery very slowly and 
watch to see when the barrel locks up in the 
slide. This should be before the slide goes all 
the way forward , and from the point where 
the barrel locks up to where the slide stops 
moving is all lug fit. If the lugs and slide stop 
pin feel smooth and are in light, even contact 
with one another the gun is going to shoot 
well. There shouldn't be a jerk or snap when 
the gun goes into battery, and if there is, it is 
usually a sign of an improperly fitted barrel 
link. Fitting the barrel lugs and link are 

ACCURACY· DEPENDABILITY-QUALITY 
.. Ja rvis guns are the most 
consistently accurate guns 
I've shot". -John Pride 

HOLDER OF CALIFORNIA 

STA TE ·· 1 soo·· MATCH RECORD 

1498· 116X 

• PPC GUNS 
•BIANCHI 

REVOLVERS 

•PIN GUNS 
e IPSC GUNS 

ALSO: 
MT·l AIMPOINT MOUNT 
FOR BULL BARRELL 
REVOLVERS 

JARVIS GUNSMITHING/4418 LARKSTONE CR./ORANGE, CA 92669/(714)771-1412 
SEND $1 FOR PICTURE CATALOGUE 

The NEW Wichita International Pistol 

Send $1.00 and a S.A.S.E. 
for our complete catalog. 

Dealers inquiries invited . 

Wichita Arms, Inc. 
Dept. WIPAH , 444 Ellis, P.O. Box 11371 , Wichita , Kansas 67211 
(3 16) 265-0661 

CHNONOCAAPH MODU 900 

·•· • OJI . OH 

MODERN PRACTICAL and 
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING 

is being taught at the CHAPMAN 
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING. 
Courses are now available for pistol, 
rifle and shotgun. The courses have 
been attended and praised by world 
class competitive shooters as well as 
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write: 

CHAPMAN ACADEMY 
Hallsville, MO 65255 

(314) 696-5544 

BULLET SPEED METER 
•VELOCITY TEST YOUR 

RELOADS AND FIREARMS 

•509-689 - 2004 

SYSTEMS 
f rom 

$139 
•WRITE FOR FREE TEST REPORTS 

CusToM CHRONOGRAPH Co. 
Box 1061-A , Brewster , WA 98812 
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ADVERTISING, SUBSCRIPTION 
OR EDITORIAL QUESTIONS? 

CALL US FROM YOUR COMPUTER 

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER is now equipped 
to handle incoming communications frotn our 
readers and advertisers through Telex, Free
dom Network, ITT or DOD Direct Distance 
Dialing. Our numbers are listed below; let us 
hear from you. 

Carrier HG Number HG Answerback 

FN 3719083 VONROSEN SDG 

ITT 4971359 VONROSEN SDG 

ODD (619)297-8447 VONROSEN SDG 

RCA 291648 VONROSEN SDG 

WU 695478 VONROSEN SDG 

I ililfi'ffi 11 _I _. ___ • _ 

FANTASTIC SPACE-AGE 
ELECTRONICS 

LASER WEAPONS, INVISIBLE 
PAIN-FIELD GENERATORS, MORE ... 

Survival writer discovers ... secret 
sources for 1aser pistols , listening devices, 
ultrasonic pain field generators, paralyzing 
self-defense protectors, true I. R. see-in-the
dark viewers , absolute security systems, bug 
detectors , voice scramblers , micro-trans
mitters , electronic tracking devices, ultra
sophisticated detection and surveillance equip
ment , police broadcast unscramblers, many 
more too "hot " to print. Send $2.00 for giant 
catalogue (get $2.00 credit) To: 
UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, Dept. HG-1112 
15015 Ventura Blvd .. Ste #1653, Sherman Oaks, 
CA 91403 818) 509-9124 

SSK 

H 
1/3 MOON CLIPS 

Use .45 acp ammo in place of .45 auto rim. For 
Colt 17, S&W 25 and S&W 55 revolvers. 
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes. 
Reusable indefinitely. For a FREE sample, 
send a self-addressed. stamped envelope. 
(We now make full-moon clips.) 
Clip Prices· 25 for $4.99; 50 for $8.99 ppd. 

RANCH PRODUCTS. PO. Box 145. Malinta , OHIO 4353 5 

FULL·AUTO RUGER 10·22 

Conversion plans, Mtrls. Incl., Com· 
plete in 1·hour, Simple and Reliable, 
$10, E. Sweat, 612 E. LaPlata St., Far· 
mington, N.M. 87401. 

MOOSE, MICE & COMPETITION GUNS 

SSK Industries offers exceptional services and products which include 41 
AVENGER conversion kits for the 1911 Colt, Match Grade replacement 
barrels for the 1911 in various calibers, CUSTOM CONTENDER barrels in 
over 75 calibers including the 375 JDJ and 45-70, XP-100 competition and 
hunting conversions, custom T'SOB scope mounts that stay on handguns 
in either shorty or full length vent rib configuration, ARRESTOR muzzle 
brakes, heavy weight bullet molds, SSK SILHOUETTES, incredibly tough 
rubber targets, RECHAMBERING and many other services for discriminating 
handgunners. We want and appreciate your business . Two stamps for 
information. 

SSK INDUSTRIES 
Route lA, Delio Drive , Bloomingdale, OH 43910 

A / C 614-264-0176 

undoubtedly the most critical operations of 
the accuracy job for they provide the connec
tion between barrel, frame and slide. A mis
take here is fatal. It is hard to explain in 
words, but anyone who goes through the 
fitting process a time or two will develop a 
feel for what will work. Smoothness is the 
key and any roughness or binding is an indi
cation that something isn't right. 

You will notice that I haven't mentioned the 
comp yet. All work up to this point has been 
done without it , and the temptation to play 
with the comp should be avoided. The 
threads used are quite fine and nothing should 
be done to damage them. Installation of the 
comp is not difficult but there are two points 
for caution. First is the mating of the comp 
and slide. The slide must not strike it , but the 
fit should be as close as possible for a good 
cosmetic result. It may be necessary to cut a 
little off the back of the comp to get a nice 
match. The second consideration is to make 
sure the front sight is absolutely vertical. 
There is nothing more annoying than a front 
sight that leans one way or another. When the 
Lock-Tite is applied, align the front sight and 
tighten the set screw. Then set it aside for the 
Lock-Tite to set up. Follow the directions on 
the tube, but remember this is a permanent 
type so everything needs to be right before it 
is applied. 

Now, with the comp installed , cycle 
repeatedly by hand and then disassemble and 
look for bright spots. When no more are 
found, and there is no stiffness anywhere in 
the operation, the hard part is over, and the 
remainder of the frame can be assembled . 
This is where a trigger job is done and one 
place where do-it-yourself gunsmithing does 
not apply. If you don't already know how, it 
can't be learned in an article. Take it to a pro. 
His work should also include the fitting of the · 
safeties so leave them alone. 

One of the final steps in building a gun is 
the installation of the sights. This shouldn't be 
done early in the process because there is a 
chance they will be damaged . Most comps 
have the front sight built in and only the rear 
sight need be chosen and installed. One of the 
things that runs the cost up are those nice low 
mounted Bo-Mar and Wichita sights. It takes 
a machinist quite a bit of time to do all that 
milling and increases the cost by around 
$100. Fixed sights lack the sex appeal, but 
have two significant things going for them; 
they cost a lot less and are not as fragile. 
There are a number of good fixed sights on 
the market and many authorities recommend 
them. There is one point that the home 
gunsmith must consider though: different 
rear sights require various front sight heights 
and a front sight that is too low is trouble. 
Check to make sure that the rear sight you 
want will work, and, if you err, do it on the 
high side. A front sight that is too high can be 
cut down. Wilson's fixed rear sights are com
patible and those are what I chose. When I 
got to the range I only seemed to make a 
small windage adjustment: elevation was 
right on. 

Another thing that makes custom guns so' 
expensive is the checkering done on the 
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ptrt••«i•J=1f.11•J••ni1••:1m'"11J:l•X•J., 
~-----------~ jjleam the PROPER way to tune a 45 auto forjl 

l!tull reliability under Combat & Competition. '
lvou will be taught by Bill Laughridge of Cylinder & I 
llSlide in an INTENSIVE 1 week hands-on course. YOU ill 

l
~will perform all modifications under the guidance of ~ 

Mr. Laughridge. Course will consist of modification ~ 
~and installation of most practical combat acces- ~ 
~ sories to your 45. ~ 

llFor complete course information , send ill 
=$2 .00 for brochure. I! 
'- CYLINDER & SLIDE, INC. I I P.O. Box 937 I 
ll Fremont , NE 68025 ll 
~ (402) 721-4277 ~ 
.,, ____________ _. 

CORBIN 
'_'_The -~uthority in Bullet Swaging" 

LIQUID 
JACKETS! 

Eno ugh for I 000' s 
of bullets - resists 
leading to 1200 fps. 
Drys clear, flexible 
& firm. Not sticky. 

1 Pl $18.00 
+ $3.50 shipping 

and handling 

Color 
brochure, 

$1. 

Corbin 
TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME! 

503-826-5211 ~~ 
P.O. Box 2859 
White City, OR 
97503 

Extended Magazine Re
lease Assembly for Colt .45 
type Autos. Replaces exist
ing release. No drilling and 
tapping . Available as a com
plete unit for $19 .95 or just 
the enlarged button and 
screw for $9 .95. Enlarged 
button & screw comes in 
blue or stainless. Replace
ment catch comes in blue. 
Nitex $4.00 extra. 

DEALER 
INQUIRIES INVITED 

Bianchi Holsters: Chapman #50 lnt'I #52 . 45.00 
81anch1 B-9 Belt or G Davis # 114 Belt 26.00 
G Davis Holster CA. Challenger Low Cut# 12450-LC 69.00 
G Davis Holster California Challenger # 12450 69 00 
G. Davis Holster Usher Low Cut #10450 . . 74.00 
G Davis Holster Phoenix Special # 11450 74.00 
G Davis Double 45 Mag Pouch 23 00 Single 14.00 
Blocker Holsters: Matchmaster . 69.95 

(X-Oraw / Strong side / 5" or 6" Bbl) (Basketweave add 10.00) 
Blocker Double 45 Mag Pouch Slant or Straight . 28 95 
Blocker Belt 28.95 
Blocker Belt or Double Mag Pouches 1n Basketweave 35.95 
Rogers/ Plaxco V\lorld Speed Holster (5" 16" Bbl) 48 00 
Rogers Hackathorn Combat / Revolver / Compensator Model 48 00 
Wilson Shok-Butt Kit (Gov't or Commander) 5.50 
Wilson Shok-Butf Washers 1.00 
Wilson Extended E1ector 18 .95 
Wilson Commander Hammer 18.95 
Wilson Tngger 14.95 
Wilson Beaverta11 Gnp Safety (Blue or Stainless) 18.95 
Wilson Rogers or Pachmayr Competition .45 Magazine 21 .00 
Pro Shot ... 185.00 Pro Timer II 265.00 
Wilson LE-K Compensator Unit. 245.00 
SreskoVlch Advantage Grip System for 45 Auto 45 .00 
John Shaw Speed E-Load Magwell 26.00 
King Drop-in Wide Grip Safety (blue stainless) 25.00 
-<mg Extended Combal Safety (blue / stainless) 18.50 
Swenson Ambidextrous Safety for 45 42.50 

·swensight " for 45 Auto 29.95 
"Shoot to Win" by John Shaw 11.95 
'You Can '! Miss" by John Shaw (2nd Ed1!1on) 8.95 

"Life Without Fear" by Mickey Fowler & Mike Dalton 9.95 
Magazine Slam Pads Black checkered neoprene 1 00 
Ou1ckloader Magazine I/Yell 6.00 
John Shaw's Magazine Pad . 1. 75 

"1.l ITEMS IN STOCl<. 1 

MASTERCARD/ VISA ORDERS ACCEPTED! 
Give number & E11p1r1tion Diie 

Phone orders Mon -Fn 4-10 PM EST 
Jtm 716-672-4218 Mike 716-627-3762 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS 
NYS Residents add 7'° Siles T111 

Send for FREE CATALOGUE 

frame, trigger guard and mainspring hous
ing. A great deal of talent and sweat goes into 
this work, and we pay for it accordingly. 
Most gunsmiths charge separately for each 
area, but the total job can run from $150-250. 
Unfortunately this isn't a job for amateurs and 
a frame can be ruined so there are alter
natives. Perhaps the best is Pachmayr grips. 
These have proven to be popular and some 
shooters prefer them over checkering any
how for their non-slip properties. Another 
alternative is a gadget offered by Bill Wilson . 
It is a stamped piece of metal that looks like 
checkering, but is a thin piece that is shaped 
to fit around the front strap and is held on by 
the grips. It looks and feels almost as good as 
the expensive cut checkering, but for $14.95 
it's attractive for the economy minded 
shooter. 

Test firing is the final process. Most shoot
ers will have a favorite load and this should 
be used for initial function firing. Do not 
expect flawless function at first, for it is the 
rare gun that doesn't need a trip or two back 
to the workbench. The most likely malfunc
tions will be either stovepipe jams or failures 
to feed. Tight guns often stovepipe, and 
shooting is the best cure. If, after 50 rounds 
or so, it still does it, clip a coil or two off the 
recoil spring and try again. If that doesn't 
cure things the gun is simply too tight. If 
feeding failures are the problem, the first 
place to look is the magazine. Try all the 
available magazines. If only one is causing 
the problem it should be replaced, but if all of 
them are doing it the problem may be rough
ness on the frame or barrel throat. Wilson's 
barrels are already throated, but a final polish 
may be in order. Be careful though not to 
change the angles, just polish. A Dremel tool 
with a fine emery cloth band is good for this, 
but it can be done by hand with crocus cloth 
wrapped around a dowel or finger. The same 
should be done to the frame ramp and again, 
make sure not to change the angle. 

Now, Jet's talk a little about money. If every 
single part used in this gun were bought, the 
total would be almost $800 which isn't all that 
bad when compared to buying a complete 
gun. But, if you already have a gun to start 
on, you can get by for a Jot less. Wilson's 
barrel/comp kit retails for $250, and many of 
the parts I've used are replacements for stan
dard pieces. They are nice, but not man
datory. A frugal shooter can start with just the 
basic comp kit , and add the amenities later. I 
happened to use Bill Wilson's parts, but there 
are many other sources as can be seen from 
the accompanying list. Only a few offer com
pensators in kit form and there is quite a bit of 
difference in price so it might pay to shop 
around . If the fitting of the barrel sounds like 
too much of a job there is still another alter
native. · J . Michael Plaxco recently an
nounced a drop-in version of his popular 
compensator. I haven't had a chance to test it 
yet, but reviews have been very favorable. 

Anyone with a lot of patience, and com
monly available tools can do most of the work 
himself, and thereby save a bundle. Most 
shooters will have a few parts lying around 
that may be useable, so cost will vary for each 
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• NOTICE TO ALL 
OWNERS OF 

RUGER® MARK II 
.22 CALIBER 

PISTOLS 
This important notice pertains only to the 
following semi-automatic pistols: 

Ruger Mark II Standard 
Automatic pistol WW' barrel, blued only) 

Serial Number Range 

210-92816 TO 210-94 772 

All Ruger Mark II Pistols 
Standard, Target and Bull Barrel models, 

(blued only) 
Serial Number Range 

211-28500 TO 211-40000 

1\vo pistols in the above serial number 
range have been discovered to fire if the trig
ger is pulled when the safety is on "S" and 
then the safety is moved to the "F" position. 

To determine if th is can happen , we urge 
all owners of these pistols to perform the fol
lowing test: 

I. After ascertaining that the pistol is 
completely unloaded, retract the bolt , let it 
return fully forward, and place the safety in 
the "S" position. 

2. With the muzzle pointed in a safe direc
tion, pull the trigger. 

3. Then place the safety in the "F" position. 
4. Pull the trigger. You should hear a click 

as the hammer falls in a properly functioning 
pistol. 

If you do not hear a cl ick. the pistol can fire 
simply by moving the safety to the "F" posi
tion. Do Not Use The Pistol. Ship it at once 
via U.P.S. to Sturm Ruger & Company at the 
address below. 

We will repair the pistol and return it to 
you at no charge. 

Always keep the muzzle pointed in a safe 
direction regardless of the position of the 
safety, and never rely on any mechanical 
safety device to justify care less handling of 
any firearm. 

STl"IUI. IU "GEH & f 'm11p1m~~ Im·. 
Department MK II 
2 Lacey Place 
Southport , Connecticut 06490 
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ALLOW 12 TO 16 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 

SUBSCRIBE TO 
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER 

job, but the savings can be substantial. There 
is a word of caution needed though. It is easy 
to overestimate one's ability and it is even 
easier to get in1patient. Since all of the parts 
require fitting, the manufacturer will not, nor 
should he be, responsible for disasters. If the 
part has been altered, or ruined through 
whatever reason, it is not returnable. 

So, to answer our original question, "Can 
this be done by the average shooter?" Yes, as 
long as your definition of"average" includes a 
substantial quantity of patience. If it does, 
and the cost savings are appealing, then there 
is an opportunity to save money. There's also 
a good deal of satisfaction in building your 
own gun, but remember; every shooter 
doesn't need a comp gun and ~ 
every shooter isn't a gunsmith. --. 

Custom .45 work. checkering. trigger 
guard modification and accurizing. In
dustrial hard chrome. PPC revolver 
work. barreling and installation of all 
types of sights. Complete machine shop 
for all of your needs. 

JACK's GUN SHOP 
3911 W. Waters Ave. 

Tampa. Fl. 33614 
(813) 932-8824 

IT'S HERE! 
The NEW 1911-Al (.45 ACP or 9mm) 

Compare it. You'll own it. 

SUPPLIERS OF PARTS FOR 

00-IT-YOUR-SELFERS 

J.E. CLARK 
Rt. 2, Box 22A 
Keithville, LA 71047 

RICHARD HEINIE 
821 E. Adams 
Havana, IL 62644 

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS 
1220 S. Grand Ave. 
Los Angeles, CA 90015 

A.O. Swenson 
P.O. Box606 
Fallbrook, CA 92028 

CROWN CITY ARMS 
P 0 . Box 1126 
Cortland, NY 13045 

GIL HEBARD GUNS 
Box 1 
Knoxvi lle, IL 61448 

KING 'S GUN WORKS 
18J7 W. Glenoaks Blvd . 
Glendale, CA 91201 

WILSON'S GUN SHOP 
Rt. 3 Box 211-D 
Berryvil le, AR 72616 

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO 
Rt. 1Box203 
Roland, AR 72135 

ESSEX ARMS 
Box345 
Island Pond, VT 05846 

CYLINDER AND SLIDE SHOP 
P 0 . Box 937 
Fremont, NE 68025 

SHOOTIST SUPPLY 
622 5th 
Belle Fourche, SD 57717 

BAR STO PRECISION MACHINE 
73377 Sullivan Rd. 
Twentynine Palms, CA 92277 

COMBAT CORNER 
RD 1, Rt. 60 
Fredonia, NY 14063 

NU-LINE GUNS INC. 
1053 Caulks Hill Rd. 
Harvester, MO 63303 

LEE 1000 
Continued from page 29 

The Pro 1000 permits easy die changing, 
and eliminates the need to re-adjust dies 
when a caliber change is made. The hand
loader has but to purchase a turret ring for 
each set of dies and snap it into the Pro 1000 
when he decides to load for another gun. 

If, however, changing calibers calls for a 
different shell plate, Lee recommends chang
ing the entire carrier assembly. This is a 
quick, easy operation; however, the difficulty 
for those who reload a wide variety of car
tridges is that each carrier assembly costs 
about $50. 

The alternative is to disassemble the car
rier and install the needed shell plate, which 
costs $20. The motivation (roughly $30 
worth), is there, and, although changing only 
the shell plate may exist as a minor chore the 
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first time, it becomes easier with practice. 
Finally, there's the matter of what might be 

called the "cyclic rate" of this or any other 
high-speed reloader. The rate at which any 
such contrivance is capable of turning out 
good ammo is dependent upon operator skill. 
And, speaking of production rate, it's impor
tant to remember that the faster a machine 
produces, the more often it must be fed. 
You'll be stopping now and then to refill com
ponent carriers. 

So, although the Lee Progressive 1000 is 
being billed as "The World's Fastest Hand
loading Press" (and it well may be just that) , I 
believe it should be evaluated on the basis of 
more fundamental considerations. For exam
ple, its functioning is smooth, and, as noted , 
it is potentially trouble-free. On the other 
hand, although it doesn't provide the option 
of an infinitely-adjustable powder measure, it 
comes closer to realizing the concept of auto
matic reloading than anything one man can 
lift. The Pro 1000 retails for less than the 
Dillon RL 450, or the newer RL 550, and 
therefore may be just what you've ...._ 
been wanting. ~ 

COLT'S BISLEY 
Continued from page 59 

monly known as the Flat Top Target, were 
made before the Eisley came on the scene. 

The major difference between the Eisley 
and the standard production Single Action 
Army was in the shape of ·the grip and the 
design of the hammer. The stocks were 
longer with a more curved backstrap and 
were designed to provide a better grip for the 
hand. One of the complaints about the grip of 
the standard SAA was that it was too short 
and left the little finger unsupported. The 
hammer was smaller with a straighter fall 
that resulted in less disturbance to the gun 
when fired. Its spur was less pronounced and 
lower but wider to facilitate easy cocking. 
Apart from the back of the frame, which was 
deeper to accommodate the altered back
strap, the rest of the gun was the same as the 
standard Single Action Army. 

The first Bisleys had fixed sights and could 
be had in three standard barrel lengths of71h, 
51h and 43

/4 inches as well as a storekeeper's 
or pocket model that had a shorter barrel 
without the usual ejector housing. Later, a 
target Flat Top Model appeared. This had the 
same flat top frame as the earlier target single 
action with an adjustable sight set in a 
dovetail. The standard Bisleys had the usual 
finish of a color-case-hardened frame and 
hammer with blued barrel, cylinder, back
strap and trigger guard while the target mod
els were all blue. Stocks were two piece and 
made either of wood or hard rubber. Bisleys 
were chambered for .32, .32/20, .38, 
.38/40, .41, .44/40, .45 as well as .45 Eley. 
Both the standard and target versions were 
marked EISLEY MODEL in parenthesis fol
lowed by the caliber on the left side of the 
barrel. 

The Eisley had a relatively short life com-

Lyman's Mag 20 has more features; 
costs much less, too. 

Capacious 20 lb. crucible. 

Low-profile valve -----1r• ... 
system for easy 
ladle casting. 

Fishermen! 
Plenty of room (41/4') for your 

sinker and jig moulds between 
the furnace base and 

the bottom-pour spout. 

Heavily insulated 
steel housing for 
efficiency, safety. 

Power indicator 
light. 

Well-marked control 
knob for precise 
temperature control. 

JW::;l---- Cool, comfortable 
operating handle. 

See your dealer today. 
Write for your free Lyman 
catalog. 

Compare price, features, quality and capacity before 
you buy a casting furnace of any size. Our Mag 20 has 
a lot to offer. 

Lyman Products Corporation 
Dept. AH-2115, Route 147 
Middlefield, CT 06455 

TED BLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS 
"MATCHMASTER" 
This holster has been in the making for 
well over a year at the request of Mike 
Dalton and Mickey Fowler. The most 
complained about problem in a compe
tition holster has been all the leather be
hind the trigger guard forcing the Nothingbehindtngger 

shooter to either go around or over this guard, allowing quicker 

obstacle to obtain a shooting grip. Our access and shooting grip. 

new "Matchmaster" holster eliminates Adjustable tension device 

this and many Other problems by using welded In back to prevent 

some of the features of our ever popular turning 

P.P.C. holster, such as folding the hol- ts gauge s1ee111ned Deeper and wider s1gh1track. 

ster from the back and placing the tension device just under the trigger guard making it much more effective. 
Stitching the welt in front creates a much deeper and wider sight track. We have also used our four screw 
belt slot system which secures the holster to the belt. This holster can be used either cross draw or strong 
side. It can also be ordered with no angle or butt forward on special request at no additional charge. Rigs 
are available for the following guns: Colt Commander, Government model, Gold Cup, Brng. H.P. , Guns 
with Compensators, 6", 6W' and 7" guns. 

MATCHMASTER PRICE LIST 

Complete Rig as pictured . . $126.95 Holster $69.95 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
Please include exact waist size, gun make and model, barrel length and all other modifications. State 
whether magazine pouches are to be worn on right or left side. 

California residents add 6% sales tax. All orders must add 5% for shipping and handling. Send cashiers 
check or money order. You may use MasterCard, Visa or American Express when ordering directly from 
Ted Blocker. Please include card number and expiration date. No C.O.D. 

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters 
409 West Bonita Ave. 

San Dimas, CA 
(714) 599-4415 
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IT'S BACK! 
Ti... Original 

Dirty Harry® 
Shoulder Holster 

For ALL 
HANDGUNS 

CATTLE BARON 
LEATHER CO., Now 

Holds The Rights to this 
WORLD CLASS HOLSTER 

Marauder 
Black Model 
w/ Black 

Suede Lining 

• HOLSTER & HARNESS made Entirely Of TOP
GRAIN LEATHER. NO ELASTIC- NO Split 
Cowhide is Used . NO STRAPS VIS IBLE 
ACRO SS CHEST 

• HOLSTER Is Made From EXTRA HEAVY. 
HANO SELECTED . TEXAS SA DDLE LEATHER 

• HOLSTER Is Lined With GE NUINE SUEDE 

•This Is THE ORIGINAL-Recommended As 
The 'Best' By More Gun Writers Than Any Other 
Holster in The World 
•PRICES: 6-1 / 2" barrels or under $84.95 

7-1 / 2", 8" or 8-3/ 8" barrels $94.95 

Literature $2.00. Please add 5% to total of order for 
shipping and insurance. (Left-hand Models- NO EX· 
TRA CHARGE) DEALERS-send $2.00 and F.F.L. 
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Credit Card Orders (512) 697-8900. 
Send check M.0. VISA or M.C. to: 

CATTLE BARON LEATHER CO. 
P.O. Box 100724 Dept. AH-11 , San Antonio, TX 78201 

BEWARE OF CHEAP lMITATIONS 

FREE EDDIE BAUER 
CATALOG 

Prime goose down coats and comforters, 
fine woolens, unique accessories for 
home and travel...these are the kinds 
of treasures you'll find in the brand 
new Eddie Bauer catalog. Every item is 
guaranteed 100% satisfactory or your 
money back. Send for your free catalog. 

WRITE TO EDDIE BAUER, DEPT. KMH, 
FIFTH & UNION, SEATTLE, WA 98124 

Name ------------

Address----------

City ------------

State _____ Zip ____ _ 

pared with the standard SAA. The first mod
els appeared in 1894 and production ceased 
by 1912. Even so, they proved very popular 
with the target shooters of their day and took 
many prizes, especially in Britain. They 
were made in 154000-325000 SAA serial 
number range. It is estimated that around 
45,000 Bisleys were eventually produced of 
which only some 1,000 were the Flat Top 
Target Model. 

Because they are a departure from the 
standard SAA design, Bisleys are eagerly 
sought after by collectors, especially the Tar
get Models which can fetch as high as $2,000 
in excellent condition. A Eisley recently 
starred in the recent motion picture The Grey 
Fox which related the story of the notorious 
train robber Bill Miner's exploits in Oregon, 
Washington and British Colum- ....._ 
bia, Canada. °"' 
.38 SUPER 
Continued f rom page 56 

There are presently several well known 
gunsmiths putting together their version of 
the ultimate .38 Super. These creations are 
not cheap and the price of poker in combat 
shooting seems to be going up. One of the 
best examples of what can be done to upgrade 
this old caliber comes from Fayetteville, 
Arkansas. 

Richard Watson (2057 Cline Ave., Fay
etteville, AR, 72701) is probably best known 
for his excellent work with the .45 auto. 
Paying attention to every detail, Watson has 
perfected his technique to the point where he 
is considered one of the best practitioners of 
the art. Lee Cole, the pretty lady shooter 
from Arkansas, has used a Watson gun to win 
several national combat titles. 

In preparation for this article, Watson sup
plied us with a customized Colt .45 and .38 
Super from his shop. The guns we received 
for the test were absolutely flawless in their 
detail, craftsmanship and performance. 

The .45 was brought out, loaded and put to 
the test first. As expected, it performed and 
handled like a dream. Hot loads, light loads, 
speed shooting and slow shooting; nothing 
seemed to bother the gun and nothing stopped 
it. Being a devotee of accuracy, I camped out 
at 25 yards and drilled numerous target cen
ters (bullseyes, tin-cans, etc.) with amazing 
regularity. In all honesty, the gun shot as well 
as it looked, and the feeling expressed by 
everyone present was that the .38 Super was 
going to have to "hump" to keep up. 

All good things must come to an end, so 
when the supply of .45 ammo (donated for 
the test by Bud Watson of Watson Precision 
Custom Reloads , 2650 S. Myrtle #1 , 
Monrovia, CA 91016) was all used up, out 
came the .38 Super. Both the .45 and the .38 
Super guns looked identical. The same com
ponents and the same additions were used on 
each gun, so, except for the smaller hole at 
the business end of the Super, there was no 
noticeable difference-that is, until the first 
shot was fired. 

If you think a .45 cycles fast , you should 

I arget, o ice an ombat patented sights and full length 
rib sights for the competitive shooter. The 1984 CAMP 

I PERRY NATIONAL PISTOL championships 1st & 2nd place 
I won using BO-MAR's. Also '82, '83 & '84 PPC National 

Championships won with Bo-Mar Sights. 

I BO-MAR 
I World 's Finest Handgun Sights 
I at affordable prices Serrated blade ® 

I Route 12, Box 405 Longview , TX 75605 214-759-4784 I 
Send stamped self-addressed envelope for catalog 

•••••••••••••••• 

The DAVIS 
GRIP 

AS SHOWN 
IN THE 

SEPT./ OCT. 
ISSUE 

MADE FOR SHOOTERS 
BY A SHOOTER! 

THE DAVIS custom Crip has been 
designed for shooters by Bill Davis, 
former range officer for the California 
Highway Patrol and nationally renowned 
PPC Shooter. 

This completely new grip features: 
• A single finger groove accommodating 

proper finger placement. 
• A palm swell placed where it should be. 
• Extra length for prone and two handed 

shooting. 
• Made from "Santoprene". A new energy 

absorbing material imprevious to gun 
oils and solvents. 

• Two grip screws to prevent mainspring 
conflict. 

• The grip angle designed to line up your 
sights naturally without regripping. 

$12 9 S (S&W K&L Frame Only) 
• Add $2.00 for shipping and 

handling 

/j~ Hi::~:~.ug! :4~y45 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
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Complete with a Sta inless 
Steel Ratchet having a 
torque strength of 200 
inch pounds, this pocket 
size (41/2'' x 6") set 
contains a screw driver 
handle plus extens ion and 
a full assortment of the 
most often used adapters. 
Adapters, made of Chrome 
Nickel Mol ybd enum, have 
parallel sides for optimum 
bite. Packaged in a vinyl 
covered steel case. 

NO. 9600 KIT 
Immediate Delivery' 

Only$20.85 
Add S2 oo 

to Cover Postage 
and Handling in lJ.S.A 
(In Canada add S3.00 

Standard Unit 

Stubby -Unit 

Ratchet Assembly 

Strong ' 
Ratchet • · 
has 18 ° / · • 
Working Arc ~ 1l 

Adapters have 
Spinner Tops 

I 

Send check or M.O. Master Charge and Visa accepted. 

THE CHAPMAN MANUFACTURING CO. 
P.O. Box 250, Durham, Connecticut 06422 
Dept. AH-11 (203) 349-9228 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

NDGUNS • RIFLES • SHC 
fGUNS • RIFLES • HANDGL 

S • SHOTGUNS • RIFLES • H 
• RIFLES• SHOTGU 

IFLES •SH 

see a .38 Super in action. For whatever rea
son, the Super seems to pump 'em out a little 
quicker and crisper. Make no mistake about 
it, the .38 Super is a powerful cartridge and 
capable of miracles in the hands of a world
class shooter. 

As with the .45, the Super's accuracy was 
impressive. Although not as deadly at a dis
tance as the .45, the .38 Super more than held 
its own at the close and intermediate ranges 
where most combat matches are confined. 
Even at 25 yards the Super was able to 'punch 
the center' out of targets. 

In coming to an educated decision on why 
the .38 Super has gained in popularity, sev
eral observations come to mind. First, a 
faster cyclic rate in speed matches means that 
an experienced shooter can run through a 
course a few milliseconds faster. Another 
drawing point for the .38 Super is the fact that 
it shoots a lighter bullet (160 grains vs 200 
grains with the .45) . This accounts, in part, 
for the greatest advantage of a .38 Super
reduced recoil . Another point not to be over
looked is the greater magazine capacity, nine 
rounds. 

As with the .45, the .38 Super is also 
capable of both major and minor loadings. 
But unlike the .45, it's a little bit harder to 
make major with the Super. Although load
ing up for major is relatively easy with the 
Super, the drawback seems to be that case
life is drastically reduced. According to 
sources, brand new brass is only capable of 
about three to four major loadings before it 
splits or cracks. As ofthis writing, .38 Super 
brass is hard to come by, and until that 
changes, the availability of suitable brass for 
reloading is an important consideration. 

If the truth be known, there really isn't too 
much that is new in shooting. Most of what 
we have available today is an intelligent 
update of an old theme or idea. The .38 Super 
has been around for awhile living in relative 
obscurity. Now, it seems to be enjoying a 
rebirth thanks to the efforts of innovative 
gunsmiths like Richard Watson. Whether or 
not the .38 Super is an advantage remains to 
be seen. Even though a few highly regarded 
shooters have started to campaign the Super, 
the test of any product is time. But no matter, 
combat shooters are an aggressive breed, and 
if they think there's something new out there 
that will improve their score just one small 
bit, then they will damn sure check it out. 
Right now the .38 Super fits that ~ 
category. ~ 

HI-POWERS 
Continued from page 51 

bellum and 100 Winchester 115 gr. round 
nosed ball went downrange without mishap. 
No failures to feed, eject, or go bang. And no 
brass in the face. Some prominent American 
autos are expected to be cranky for the first 
200 shots or so, requiring what's called a 
'breaking in period'. Apparently the Hun
garians don't know about this and plan to 
make pistols that work from the start. Such 
quality control is commendable, and it's odd 
they'd miss the trigger unless by some quirk it 
does meet their requirements. 
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EXCLUSIVE! 
U.S.M.C. SHOOTING JACKET 

n Blac• 1()()% conon rip s1op 50150 
Nyco N19nt Oese1t (Ant i S1ar119n1) 

NSN 84 15 083 2868 Please spec r~ 
rignt 0< left handed sriooter Custom sizes 

ava1lao1e at add 1t1onal cria1ge 
NOW A VAILABLE Jun10< sizes s (4 6) 

M (8 10) L (12-1 4) XL i\6 18) ONL Y 

+ $3 50 
524 9~f~~ i7s5g~':~eAt:1~~·~~ 

S2995 Post & Hand 

''a /""'+. THE MILITARY SUPPLY DEPOT +."".~o/.,.~! ... 
21115 Devonshire St. Dept. A.M.H. 4.,.-"ll'J..~O~I':.~ 
Chatsworth , CA 91311-2382 ~o~~+~~"~<>c-

Checkl 0..o"~ ~ ~o 
CO.Os Ill ~ l!!!!!I .:cepted on 'f,~'9j.'.'(_ 
~~~Pi,~; ........ :~:Id 1'~ 

TOLL FREE: 1-800-325-9597 
IN CA TOLL FREE: 1-800-423-9853 
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PROBABLY 

~1&1:sT* 
~ 
SHOULDER 
HOLSTER 
IN THE WORLD 
Original Golden Tan Colour 

4 WEEK DELIVERY 
BY AIRMAll 

USED THE WORLD 
OVER TO GUARD 
ROYALTY. PRESIDENTS 
AND HEADS OF STATE 

*HOLSTER HANDCRAFTED FROM SELECTED 
TOP GRADE ENGLISH SADDLE LEATHER 

*FULL GENUINE SUEDE LINING 
*ADJUSTABLE SOFT LEATHER HARNESS AND 

SURGICAL ELASTIC BACK-STRAP 
*HAND BLOCKED TO ACTUAL HANDGUNS 
*REAR RETENTION LOOP 
*CHOICE OF CYLINDER OR REAR SIGHT 

CUTOUT. 

PRICES: RIGH T HAND M ODELS 
4" Barrels (minimum) $70.00 ONLY. Sorry, no left hand . 
6" - 6 1/i" Barrels $72.00 When ordering, state MAKE 
8" - 8 \'," Barrels $74.00 & MODEL of W EAPON, 
Please add 10· ~ for AIRMAIL Post CALIBRE, BARREL LENGTH , 
and HJndhng whether CYLINDER or REAR 
Send $2.00 for full colour SI GHT CUTOUT PREFERRED. 

catalogue. 

Send check, M.0. to: HORSESHOE LEATHER PRODUCTS, 
132, ABERFORO ROAD, WOOOLESFORD, 
LEEDS LS26 BLG, ENGLAND. 

THE ROLi S ROYC/' 01 * ~llOUI DER HOL 'fftR<; * 
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informed group 
In the country 
on famous 
Ruger firearms 
and enjoy all its 
advantages. As 
a qualified member 
of the Ruger Collectors 
Association, Inc., you will 
receive: f.'\embership Card 
• Ruger Collectors' Journal • 
Members' Bulletin• RCA Brassard 
• Special RCA firearm and publication 
off,rs. o As an authoritative. well · 
established organization. we' ll help 
you build a collect.Ion of guns and arti-
facts that will grow 1n value over the 
years. Send in your application now. 
together with a S20.oo remittance for a 
full one-year membership. 

RUGER COLLECTORS' 
ASSOCIATION, INC. 
P.O. Box 211-H 
Trumbull . CT 06611 U.S.A. 

I Membership Applicabon 

: Name 

I Address___ I 
I Gty State _ Zip _ I 

L-----------------~ 

Hand held accuracy was surprisingly 
good. At 25 meters I had no trouble shooting 
five inch groups from a Weaver stance. This 
may not impress some, but remember that 
horrendous trigger pull. 

Double-action pistols were expected in 
many of the markets these communist 
makers coveted. If they could add this option 
to the Hi-Power, they'd have a real winner, or 
so it was speculated. 

Rather than go to a time consuming and 
expensive task of working up something new, 
they looked for a dependable, proven design 
they could copy. That turned out to be Smith 
& Wesson's Model 59. So the Model P9R was 
born-a Browning/Smith & Wesson Hybrid 
which incorporated the best features from 
both. 

Again Erwin Daigger provided a sample. 
Possibly it was the first to reach our shores as 
it sported serial number OR-0019 with a 
proof certificate dated 5, June, 1984. It 
looked much like the earlier FP, with the 
safety moved up on the slide and a larger 
S&W style trigger and trigger guard added to 
its profile. The vent rib was gone, as were the 
superior sights noted on the FP. The P9R 
reverted to a fixed rear with small 'U' notch 
and a minuscule front blade-almost identi
cal to standard Browning's. Obviously 
engineers in Budapest don't understand the 
finer points of modern combat techniques, 
but their customers may not either, and the 
intention here was to create a commercially 
accepted product. Those who know better 
can change to better sights with little trouble 

The thumb safety, as previously noted, is a 
rotating lever on the slide's left side. There's 
no provision for ambidextrous operation, 
although this may be forthcoming. Turning it 
down puts the safety on thereby locking and 
blocking the firing pin, and dropping the 
hammer if it's cocked. It works exactly like a 
Smith & Wesson or Walther P-1 (P-38) . 

The backstrap is made from what appears 
to be black anodized aluminum. Literature 
with the gun indicates a light frame version 
paralleling Smith's 59/459 will be offered as 
the Model P9RA. 

Its grips are similar to, but not inter
changeable with, the FP. In an age of black 
synthetics (read that plastic) it's nice to see 
neatly checkered, piano finished walnut once 
and awhile. 

The breech locking system is an ingenious 
adaptation of Browning's original design, but 
where the barrel is cammed by action of a 
shoulder against a transversely mounted pin 
in the FN P-35 , the Hungarians have used a 
trapezoidal block or shelf secured by the 
slide stop to affect the same thing. By chang
ing the shape, length, and height of this block 
one could adjust dwell time and depth of 
barrel/slide locking lug engagement, thereby 
fine tuning the pistol. 

Like its predecessor it performed well, 
although there were two failures to feed, 
(using lead bullet reloads) and once it didn't 
eject a fired case during some 150 total 
rounds fired . Commercial ball of mixed 
brands went through like greased lightning. 
All of the four testers noted with disfavor the 

ED BROWN 
CUSTOM PISTOLS 

6" MAXI-COMP 
5 II MINI-COMP 
CARRY GUNS 

Send SI .00 for color poster 
and price list: 

ED BROWN 
BROWN'S Gun Shop 

Route 1, Box 153 
Perry, Mo. 63462 

Phone (314J 565-3261 

Diamood-J-Outfitters 

Deer J Joe Stuemke~
1 J 

Sheep J , ' Rifle Elk 0 I 

Antelope. A,.~ Bow 
Bear ' 1 Box 1347 ·4 Handgun 
Mt. Lion 'I (307) 326-8259 !/Muzzleloader 
Moose Saratoga, Wyoming 

82331 

CHOOSE A WINNER 

When ordering 
by mail: 
Specify waist 
size, gun 
make, bbl. 
length & 
caliber. 
Texas 
residents add 
Sales Tax. 

American 
.lll!!de, hand 

craµoo, fully lined, 24 
bullet loops. Prompt 
sJiipment. Up to 6'h'' 
bbl, length - $69.95. 
7'h'' bbl. length -
$74.95. New! 10'h'' 
bbl. length - $77.95. 
Send $2.00 for 
catalog. Dealers 
please inquire. 

AMERICAN SALES & MFG. 
BOX 677, LAREDO, TX 78040 

-STALWARTTM
woooEN 

LOADING BLOCKS 

Sizes available for 25ACP through 577 Nitro 
4 or more for $3.25 each. We pay shipping 
Order by cartridge or write for size chart 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

-STALWART CORPORATION-
Box 357 • Pocatello, ID 83204 
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Leather Cases 
Single, Double and Triple ge nuine 
leather cases avai lable for all HKS 
Speedloaders. Black, Brown or Tan . 
No. 105 Single $13.95 
No. 103 Double $18.95 
No. 102 Triple $18.95 (No Flap) 

-

CORDURA CASE 
(NYLON-DOUBLE) 

$895 - BLACK
-CAMOUFLAGE-

See Your local Gun Dealer 

HKS Products, Inc. 
7841 Foundation Drive 
Florence, Ky. 41042 

return to smaller sights, and while we found 
the single action trigger to be light enough at 
around four pounds, it had a disturbing 
mushy feel which no one liked. I thought it 
was about the same as an average Smith & 
Wesson. Apparently if Baltic makers have an 
Achilles' Heel it's in the lack of ability to 
produce satisfactory trigger pulls. 

We won't be seeing many of these guns. 
Government policy toward trade relations 
with the Reds and BATF regulations seem to 
insure that. But indirectly they may affect 
American manufactures and their ability to 
do business in an increasingly competitive 
world market. Any loss of sales affects their 
profits and ability to provide jobs for U.S. 
workers. 

While these Hungarian guns are a little 
rough around the edges, they are good -
very good-and we can ex- ~ 
pect them to get better. ~ 

R L 
Continued from page 65 

Play the Lucky Game. "The only real luck 
involved in competitive shooting is in not 
having a heart attack on the line, not getting 
hit by lightning, and not having a gun mal
function. Beyond that, it's your shooting, not 
your luck, that wins or loses the match for 
you." Cathy reports that many European 
competitors bring stuffed animals to the fir
ing line as lucky charms and companions to 
fend off the "awful, lonely feeling of vul
nerability." Like other Americans, Cathy is 
more likely to have a single piece of equip
ment as a lucky token. Currently it's a towel, 
but she doesn't rely on it for success-just 
solace. 

It's Only a Match . From Scott Hamilton, 
Cathy learned to keep each match in perspec
tive by asking exactly what will happen if you 
lose. They will not strip previous titles from 
you or bar you from further competition. 
Your skills will not disappear. Most likely, 
only you will remember your disappointing 
score, and facing your own frustration is all 
you really have to fear from a loss. Keep 
always in mind that "you can't lose what 
you've already won, although you may not 
add to your wins at this one match." Bottom 
line? Relax. 

Simplify. Boil your event down to its bare 
essentials and don't let yourself worry about 
anything else. Cathy concentrates on only 
three things: being as still as possible as she 
shoots, seeing the sights clearly, and shooting 
as well as she can. "If I keep these clearly in 
mind , everything else takes care of itself." 
Don't worry about remembering all the fine 
points of stance and technique- you've prac
ticed them thoroughly. Don't worry about the 
competition or the judges - they're beyond 
your control. Don't worry about your score 
or your placement - all you can do is your 
best. Minimize your distractions and you'll 
maximize your performance. 

Recapturing your 'Cool'. What do you do 
when your nerves get the best of you and you 
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Product Report 

"B~ 
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Hammer 
rm 

Good tools make life easier. 
Hammer out all your little details with our 

multi-purpose ''Brass Tapper'' Hammer. 
Three easy-change hammer faces (brass , 
steel and nylon) suit a wide variety of tasks. 
Sturdy brass handle stores a knurled brass 
drift punch. 

Complete with a sturdy storage pouch, the 
" Brass Tapper" Hammer is perfect for shop, 
range, car or boat. 

Full details on this and other tools - plus 
the entire Lyman offering - are found in our 
current catalog . Write for your free copy 
today. 

~~® 
Route 147, Middlefield, CT 06455 
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Viking 1177-3 SHOULDER HOLSTER, w ill f it 
both large automat ics and medium frame re
volvers 4".Spring loaded,suede lined, w ith 
wide shoulder strap.We accept Visa, Master 
Charge,Checks,sorry NO COD'S.For FAST, 
ordering credit card holders TOLL FREE 800-
262-6666, CA.(619)429-8050. Viking,lnc.2248-
2 Main St., Chula Vista,CA.92011 
Send $2.00 for COLOR Catalog.Refundable 
with 1st. order. 

feel an anxiety attack coming on? Or a rush 
of adrenalin ruptures the emotional calm 
you've been struggling for? Stop. Try your 
breathing routine. Close your eyes and do a 
mini-meditation on a single word repeated 
over and over. Or picture a color and drive 
everything else from your mind for a mo
ment. Cathy visualizes herself floating in the 
ocean under a hot, summer sun. Other shoot
ers may picture a hunting scene or reading in 
a favor ite chair. 

Snack Savvy. Don't reach for a candy bar 
to give yourself an energy boost during a 
match. The jolt of sugar will cause the 'sugar 
shakes' for a few moments as your body 
struggles to compensate for the abrupt 
change in blood sugar levels. That's likely to 
be followed by a 'blah' worse than your origi
nal energy droop. Caffein produces shakes, 
too, and alcohol depresses your reactions. So 
what do you reach for to tide yourself over? 

Members of the U.S. Shooting team are 
advised to take a single bite of protein and 
carbohydrate. The Russian team is provided 
with an exotic juice mixture to sip which 
includes that precise combination, but a bite 
of ham sandwich will do about the same 
thing. And don't forget to drink plenty of 
water, especially at hot matches. As you con
centrate on the competition, you can become 
dehydrated without realizing anything is 
wrong. 

Let Each Shot Stand Alone. Don't let a 
single shot-or bad series-demoralize you 
and affect the rest of your performance. Con
centrate on learning from each bad shot so 

the next one will be better. This shifts you 
back into a more relaxed practice-session 
frame of mind. Cathy says she "treats each 
shot as if it is the most important shot in my 
life." Not each match- . ~ 
each shot. °' 
HEGE-SIBER 
Co11ti111ted jiv111 page 54 

developed the least amount of friction were 
also designed. This is the area where Siber's 
watch making experience paid off the most. 
There was no tolerance within the moving 
parts and all bearing holes were honed and 
polished. The san1e attention was given to 
the bearing surfaces of the screws that 
assembled the lock. When this no-tolerance 
degree of craftsmanship was applied to the 
set trigger it allowed the touch of a finger to 
cause the sear to override the fly in the tum
bler. To repeat an over-used cliche, the lock 
and trigger functioned like a Swiss watch. 

The barrel also received considerable 
attention. After a great deal of experiment
ing, Siber came up with his own special for
mula for accuracy. The consisted of 
'33-3-333' which is deserving of a brief expla
nation . The 33 relates to the caliber, the 3 
stands for the groove depth in millimeters 
(3/IOmm), and 333 means the rate of twist, a 
full turn in 333 millimeters. With our system 
of measuring, we can recognize .33 caliber. 
Millimeters need converting to be easily 

22% more velocity. 50%more 

Rubber rifle bull pad. 
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A11!0111alic boll hold-open. 

We probably don't have to tell you how popular 9111111 is these days. 
Already well established the world over, the 9mm Luger cartridge is catch
ing on all over this country. 

And now you can use the very same ammunition in a sporty new long 
gun from Marlin. The Model 9 Camp Carbine. 

If you're into 9mm, or expect to be, we've got a hunch you're going to 
really like this gun. 

For one thing, the Model 9's 161/z" modified Micro-Groove® barrel 
delivers more than a 22 % increase in muzzle velocity and a 50 % boost 
in energy over a 4" barreled 9mm handgun . 



understood and 3/lOmm equals .018" for the 
groove depth while 333mm gives the bullet 
one turn every 13.11 inches. That's a very fast 
rate of twist for a gun designed to fire a round 
ball. But the velocity is rather low. The best 
powder charge to use with this bullet and 
barrel combination is only eight grains. 

When the Hege Company of West Ger
many focused on the idea of recreating a 
muzzleloading target pistol for the black 
powder marksmen of today, they found that 
the very same criteria - small caliber, low 
recoil, fast ignition - were just as prominent 
as in the previous century. After researching 
many original target pistols in museums, his
toric arsenals and collections, the people 
from Hege found they could not improve on 
the pistol made by Siber. 

The Hege re-designers went to work. 
They didn't intend to re-design the Siber 
pistol, instead they re-designed the tooling 
and gauges plus jigs and machinery to follow 
the intricate methods of Siber's gunmaking. 
Every effort was taken to make the Hege
Siber an exacting replica of the original. 

Exacting it is. The barrel was copied right 
down to the unique trapezoidal rifting and the 
stock has the same grip angle of 70 degrees. 
The lock and trigger mechanisms were cop
ied with the same watch making accuracy 
and when the lock time was tested , measured 
from the beginning of the hammer fall to the 
exit of the bullet from the muzzle, it was 
found to be 5 milliseconds, exactly the same 
as the original. 

The finished gun by Hege is a sight to 

behold. Its deeply blued barrel shows the 
hours of work required to produce such a 
pistol and the oiled stock has the comfortable 
grip of a natural pointer. The hook breech, 
lock, and trigger are satin finished with a 
touch of artistic engraving. Sights are the 
same as the original, being adjustable for 
elevation at the rear and a gold barleycorn on 
the front. It is as beautiful in finish as it is in 
design and it shoots just as beautifully too. 

Pouring only 8 grains of FFF g down its 10-
inch barrel doesn't seem like enough powder, 
but that's all it takes. Then patch a .330" 
round ball in a .010" cotton patch and ram it 
down. After placing a cap on the nipple and 
setting the trigger, the pistol is ready for good 
shooting. The Siber is not intended to be 
cleaned between shots and three fouling shots 
are recommended before firing a target for 
score. When I fired this pistol, I was amazed 
by its performance and it's easy to see how 
the Hege-Siber would be a member of any 
winning team. 

In black powder conversations where 
accuracy is the subject, the Hege-Siber target 
pistol is becoming very well known. These 
fine pistols are available singularly or in 
pairs, in standard grade or deluxe. The stan
dard model , which I fired , came in a 
mahogany case complete with all accessories 
priced at $795. They are available through 
various outlets including the "Old Western 
Scrounger," 12924 Hwy. A-12 , Montague, 
California 96064. The Hege-Siber target 
pistol reopens an early page in .... 
precision shooting. ' 

It's like having a gunsmith 
whenever you need one. 
The magnetic tip allows quick 
change of the specially heat 
treated, hollow ground 
gunsmithing bits. All seven store, 
in the uniquely shaped, hollow 
handle. 
The Magdriver is like portable 
gunsmithing insurance for every 
shooter's bench, auto or hunting 
camp. 

~:ta log. 
Lyman Products Corporation 

Dept. AH-7115 Rt. 147, Middlefield , CT 06455 

energy. 9mmnever had it so good. 

Magazine disconnect 
pre1•ents firing u>ben clip 
is re11101•ed. • 20-shot magazine 

al'{/i/able as an 
accesso~)'. 

Which makes the Model 9 perfect for plink
ing, small game or home defense. 

There's a machined steel receiver. A 12-
shot clip magazine is standard'." One-piece 
magazine housing/trigger guard. A walnut 
finished hardwood stock. A receiver 
drilled and tapped for scope mounting. 
And a rubber butt pad. 

As for safety features, the Model 9 is 
crammed with them . A Garand-type 

Hooded ramp front sight.---

Modified Micro-Groom® barrel. 

Standard 12-shot 
magazine. 

safety, manual bolt hold-open , last-shot automatic bolt 
hold-open , loaded chamber indicator, and magazine 
disconnect, which prevents firing when the clip has 

been removed. 
But best of all , the Model 9 has a price that you just have 

to see to believe. 
The Model 9 Camp Carbine. I( 

See your gun dealer. Or write H-,./jn 
Marlin Firearms Co ., 100 Kenna .17111, 

Drive, North Haven , CT 06473 . America 's Largest Rtfiemaker 
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BIANCHI CUP 
Co11tit111ed from page -18 

mated at 250 strong. Imagine shooting with 
three - count em, three - TV cameras watch
ing your every move for later broadcast on 
national television . Blow it and the whole 
country sees you jerk the trigger! 

The 20 shooters shot one at a tin1e to 
qualify for the final man-on-man shoot-off. 
They had six runs at the plates, and the best 
(lowest time) five runs counted. 

Bill Wilson had four bad runs, and realized 
he couldn't qualify for the 'money bouts.' 
What the heck, might as well go for it. Go for 
it he did- Bill set a new national record for 
the Speed Event with a sizzling run of 1.44 
seconds. The previous record was a lazy 2 .17 
seconds set by Rob Leatham last year. Think 
about it-a draw from surrender and five 
shots on five different targets in 1.44 seconds! 
l wouldn't have believed it possible if I hadn't 
witnessed it. 

Bill Rogers missed the Top Six cut when 
his Wilson Accu-Comp in .38 Super went 

full-auto triggering a four shot burst. He left 
two plates standing and incurred the appro
priate penalty for such a mishap. Bill shoots 
his Accu-Comp with a pivoting trigger set at 
one-pound (!) and attributes the full-auto 
freak happening to sear engagement. 

A camera man for ESPN alerted the con
trol van: "Full-auto! Full-auto! Did ya get 
that?" I'm sure the director will include Bill's 
'speed shooting' in the edited-for-TV version 
to be seen on ESPN. 

The top six to qualify for 'shooting for 
dollars' were Tommy Campbell , Mike 
Dalton , John Shaw, Steve Nastoff, Rob 
Leatham and Brian Enos. Each shooter fired 
man-on-man, best of three bouts against each 
of the other shooters. The man with the most 
wins won. 

It was exciting. Bill Jordan , ex-Border 
Patrolman and famous handgunner, said he 
had never seen more evenly matched shoot
ers compete. Ray Chapman also was 
impressed with the amazingly close times 
posted by the competitors. Many bouts were 
decided by mere hundredths of seconds. 
Timing was electronic. 

John Shaw stole the show. He methodically 

eliminated his opponents with fast , precise 
shooting. John fired a Wilson Accu-Comp in 
.38 Super on an Essex frame. The top three 
finalists fired .38 Super Wilson Accu
Comps. 

Upon realizing his victory, John embraced 
his last victim, Rob. Seeing two of the world's 
best shooters, who had moments before been 
giving their all to best each other, embrace in 
a bear hug sent a tingle up one's spine. Here 
was true sportsmanship. All the shooters 
congratulated John , and their hearty praise 
was sincere. I saw the sparkle of respect in 
the eyes of these world-class shooters as they 
extended their congrats to John. 

Always a gentleman, John took a bow and 
thanked the audience for their support during 
his victorious bouts. 

CLOSING CEREMONIES 
On the last day of the match Tommy 

Campbell called a special shooters' meeting 
and invited movers and shakers from the 
NRA's Action Shooting Committee to 
attend . The shooters were treated with 
respect and consideration by the NRA as we 
expressed our several grievances with The 
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Cup. The bouncing barricades were pointed 
to as flawed equipment, and the shooters 
cheered as the NRA officials promised turn
ing targets for next year. It is absurd for a 
match like The Cup to be judged for late shots 
by the human ear-turning targets are essen
tial , and the NRA agreed . 

The turnout for The Cup was off by 25 
percent from last year, and the NRA 
expressed interest in obtaining input from 
shooters on how to improve The Cup to 
attract more competitors. To that end the 
shooters elected Combat Master Mike 
Dalton to represent us on the NRA's Action 
Shooting Committee. One wonders why the 
NRA never thought to include a shooter on 
the Committee in the first place. That is akin 
to a committee to study the problems of hand
icapped persons without a handicapped indi
vidual involved. 

The NRA reported that they lost $24,000 
on The Cup, but added that the Camp Perry 
bullseye match loses $150,000 every year. 

Despite minor flaws , The Cup was a great 
match. The Cup is still The Cup, and it's still 
the most prestigious professional pistol 
match in the world. Next year ~ 
will be even better. ~ 

END ZONE SEATS 
Co11ti1111ed from page 48 

responded in the same way to the "honor" of 
being selected because attendance was down 
by a whopping 25 % . Something is wrong 
somewhere, and ifthe match organizers want 
to see more than just a few prima donnas 
show up to strut their stuff, then they had 
better take a long, hard look at The Cup and 
realize it's time for a few changes. 

Getting right to the point, there are some 
glaring faults with The Cup that seem to be 
repeated every year. What makes these 
drawbacks so painfully obvious is the fact 
that the shooters have been complaining 
about them religiously year after year, and 
nobody seems to care. 

Love of the sport not withstanding, money 
is the motivating factor behind the Bianchi 
Cup, and the sluggish entry gate from "the 
finest shooters in the world" will do more for 
getting the message across than anything I 
could ever say here. Due to the low turnout, 
the NRA lost $24,000. But just for the 
record , let's go over a few of the problems 
that are plaguing this 'otherwise fine match. 

Turning Targets: For whatever reason, the 
"powers that be" have stubbornly refused to 
concede to the fact that turning targets are an 
absolute necessity on certain course of fire. 
Time after time, shooters have protested this 
lack of professionalism only to see the match 
come up with all manner of exotic - and not 
so exotic - timing devices to skirt the issue. 
None of them work. 

The Olympics is a world-class production 
in every sense, and turning targets are used in 
most of the shooting events there. It would be 
totally unacceptable to even consider trying 
to fire the IRF (Olympic version) without 
turning targets. The NRA has also estab-
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KNIFE & GUN 
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METAL FINISHING PRODUCTS 
Buffers, Belt Grinders, Band Saws, Buffs, 
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The Mag-100 was designed 

for the handgunner who plans 
to spend a lot of time at the range. Each box 

holds 100 rounds in dust and moisture resistant security. 
Mag-100 is protected by MTM 's 3 year guarantee. 

P-100·3 .38 Special and .357 Mag ~ 
P·l00-4 .45 Auto, .41 Mag and .44 Mag $379 

P· 100·9 9mm Luger 
For complete info rmat ion see your MTM Dealer, or 

send $1.00 for our Full Color Catalog. 
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lished turning targets as a minimum require
ment for many of the pistol matches that fall 
under their purview. That the Bianchi Cup 
still attempts to sidestep the inevitable is an 
insult to the shooters who pay good money to 
compete. 

Award Schedule/Match Fees: No one will 
dispute the philosophy of money matches: 
"Ya pays ya money and ya takes ya chances." 
Shooting for cash means paying up front and 
then standing tall on the line-some win and 
some lose. In The Cup's case, you paid $275 
(not including the team fee) for the privilege 
of trying to place in the top-ten overall 
because that's where all the financial action 
was. First Place paid $15,000. Second Place 
was $6,000, and Third Place received 
$4,000. It went downhill fast after that. 

The first few years were fun ; match fees 
weren't quite so high and the same names 
hadn't popped up in the winner's circle so 
often - yet. After awhile, though , it started to 
become clear that the masses were paying for 
the rewards of the few. Considering the costs 
involved in attending the Bianchi Cup (match 
fees, travel expenses, room & board, etc.) , 
many shooters, including some of the big 
winners, feel that the purpose of the match 
might be better served if the award schedule 
was distributed around a little more; and that 
means cash, not just the token freebies that 
get handed out to the also-rans. 

Range Conditions: Another sore spot with 
shooters who have fired in The Cup is the 
quality of the range. We're not just talking 
small , insignificant complaints here, but 
important things like: plates that don't fall 
even after a dead-center hit; flimsy bar
ricades; uneven ground for shooters who like 
to go prone (i.e. , Falling Plate Event) ; lack of 
suitable toilet facilities and inadequate park
ing, just to name a few. Understandably, one 
man's hamburger is another man's steak, but 
big bucks are being generated by The Cup 
and one would hope that these aggravating 
oversights would be taken care of. 

The match site itself is subject to some 
ongoing debate (weather being the biggest 
consideration) , but assuming that it means a 
lot to a select few to keep the match where it 
is, it would appear that no expense or effort is 
too great to tidy things up a bit for those that 
make the match what it is, the shooters. 

Which brings me to my last broadside
the underlying (and sometimes not so subtle) 
seeming disregard for honest protests, com
plaints and concerns of the shooters. 
Whether it comes from one controlling entity 
or several, the perceived response is one of 
unyielding arrogance - almost insulting. 

The Bianchi Cup has set the stage for 
professional handgunning. No one will deny 
that in spite of some problems. The Cup has 
proven itself to be a fantastic vehicle to fur
ther the cause of shooting as a sport. But 
much can still be done to make it better. The 
fact that attendance was down by 25 % should 
say something to the match organizers about 
how some shooters feel about what's been 
going on . Hopefully, the presence of the 
NRA is the breath of fresh air that ~ 
is needed to get things back on track . ~ 

I • YOU'RE DEAF 
Guns are NOISY and cause 

irreversible damage. 
You can save your hearing 

with Bilsom's protectors. 

Viking Ear Muff 
Highest rated muff available 
(29 NRR) Styled for comfort. 

Priced for value_ 

Ask for Quality! Ask for Bi Isom! A 
full range of hearing/sight 

protectors sold through leading 
gun shops. 

JBThn®® 
Bilsom International, Inc., 

11800 Sunrise Valley Drive, 
Reston, Virginia 22091 

"AS USED IN BIANCHI CUP" 

JEFF COOPER'S 

FIREWORKS: 
ESSAYS and FICTION 
An explosive book that will entertain you , 
provoke you , and above all , make you 
think. An anthology of the writings of Jeff 
Cooper, FIREWORKS is a blend of pistol
craft , history, nostalgia , humor and in
Jrigue. It includes observations on the tradi
iion of violence in America, the creation of 
"Baby" his custom heavy rifle , terror~sm , 
hunting on three continents , the propEfr 
mental conditioning for combat, and much 
more. If you enjoy technical firearms arti
cles , travel and adventure writing , and 
short stories in the Hemingway vein, then 
send for your copy of FIREWORKS today. 
Illustrated with line drawings by one of 
America's foremost western artists , Fred 
Lucas. Quality hardcover edition , only 
$14.95 plus $1.50 postage and handling . 

GUNS BOOKS • Dept. 44-HG11 • 591 Camino de la 
Reina · Ste. 200 · San Diego, CA 921 08 

_ Send me a copy of Jeff Cooper's FIRE
WORKS. Enclosed find $14.95 plus $1 .50 post
age and handling. 
_ Charge my Credit Card _ Visa _ MC 
Number _ __________ _ 

Exp. Date Initials ____ _ 

NAME -------------ADDRESS _ __________ _ 

CITY STATE ___ ZIP __ _ 

California residents, add 6% sales tax. Allow 4-6 weeks 
for delivery. 
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A FEW THINGS 
THE SERIOUS 

HANDGUNNER 
RELYSON ... 

Today's shooter needs three things to be thoroughly 
involved in the sport of handgunning: a well balanced 
accurate firearm, complete gun leather, and a subscrip
tion to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER. 

Whether you are an avid competitor or a weekend 
plinker, the AMERICAN HANDGUNNER is written for 
you. It's the only magazine in the nation devoted 
exclusively'to handguns. The AMERICAN HANDGUN
NER covers all the aspects of handgun activity with 
in depth test reports, conversion information from top 
competitors and much more! 

Each issue features exciting regular articles on : 

*Competitive shooting 
•Self-Defense handgun news 
•Handgun Hunting 
• Pistolsmithing 
*Customizing handguns 

Plus in each issue you have a chance to win a one-of-a
kind Customized Handgun in HANDGUNNER's 
"Custom Gun Giveaway." 

.. 
• • • ~:. f .. 

America's Only Magazine Devoted 
100% to Handguns 

FREE! 
HANDGUN 

SELF-DEFENSE 
DIGEST 

With your paid subscription. A digest 
of the best of today's handgunning 
literature. Including chapter excerpts 
from "7" BEST SELLING Defense 
books. (A $3.95 value.) 

YES! Start my subscription to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER today for the 
term indicated below. I understand that I will also receive a HANDGUN 
DEFENSE DIGEST, Free with my paid subscription. 

lJ 1year$11.95 D 2years$19.95 l"l 3years$27.95 

Outside U.S. add $6. 00 per year for postage. 

Amount enclosed $ D Bill me 
Charge my credit card No. I I I I I I J L I I I 1 I L I LJ 
Exp. Date Initial 

Name __ _ 
Address _ 
City ___ _ 
State __ _ ___ Zip _________ _ 

(Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.) 

Mail to: AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Dept. 101 
P.O. Box 16439, San Diego, CA 92116 
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The STAR PROGRESSIVE RELOADER 
as well as the STAR SIZER & LU
BRICATOR are the finest available on the 
market. Use patented STAR PRECISION 
RELOADER EQUIPMENT and be confi
dent that your shooting competitor has 
ammunition no better than yours. 

GET ON TARGET NOW WITH THE 
BEST.. .GET STAR PRECISION EQUIP
MENT FOR BETTER SCORING! 

For FREE CATALOG send 
self addressed, stamped envelope. 

STAR STAR MACHINE WORKS 
MACHINE\ 418 Tenth Avenue 
WORKS~ San Diego, CA 92101 

SHOOTER'S 

~1:!1gJ7~. 
Why It's the 
Shooter's 
Choice: 1 

I. Dissolves and re
moves loose powder 
touling . lead touling. 
and copper touling 
2. Dissolves and 
removes p lastic wad -. 
touling . : 
3. Litts and removes .. 
carbon deposits and ... 
rust 
4. Minimizes new 
touling ... 
5. Used regularly, ,. =:-...::_.~~-= 
reduces the need tor ._ :::.=..--::....--~ 

~- 1~:i~r~~ -~ll these .. ~-=~-
tasks IN ONE STEP! 
7. And used regular
ly. CAN RESULT IN 
TIGHTER GROUPS! 
See your retailer 
or order direct. 
'Tested and proven by 
championshootersand 
magazmes lik e A mer
ican Ri!leman. Guns 6c 
Ammo, and RJfle 
2we d o reco mmend 
you use a quality rust 
inhl.b1tor when stonng 
your lueann 

Formerly Marksman's Choice 
VENCO INDUSTRIES. INC. 

PO Box 598, Dept. AH-11 
Chesterland, OH 44026 

(216) 729-9392 

EMF BISLEYS 
Continued from page 59 

shooting. 
Of course, it must be remembered that 

even though many were carried for personal 
defense, the Eisley were intended for preci
sion target shooting, not fast combat work. 
When shot slow and deliberately, there was 
time to concentrate on adjusting the grip for 
each shot. 

As it is, most shooters will use a two 
handed hold and I found the guns much easier 
to shoot in this way. Here the thumb of the 
supporting hand is used to cock the hammer 
and surprisingly fast strings can be fired in 
this manner. In fact it is probably easier to 
shoot fast with a Eisley than a standard Single 
Action , thanks to the lower hammer spur 
which permits much quicker cocking when 
two hands are used . 

The guns were tested for accuracy from a 
bench rest position at 25 yards using a two 
handed hold. In this part of the test a variety 
of commercial and handloaded .357 Mag
num and .38 Special ammunition was used. 
Good accuracy was obtained from the 71/z 
inch barrel Eisley with fixed sights. My best 
group was obtained with Hornady Frontier 
158 grain .357 Magnum ammunition. Of the 
five shots fired , four were clustered together 
in a three-quarter inch group in the X-ring of 
a 25 yard pistol target. The other shot was 
low in the ten ring. 

However, I had to aim some six inches 
high and four inches to the left to get this 
group in the middle of the target. This is one 
of the problems with guns with fixed sights 
and the point of impact changes depending 
upon the particular load used . As an exam
ple, while the 158 grain Magnums printed 
low left, 148 gr. .38 Special wadcutters 
printed some four inches higher. 

Thanks to its fully adjustable sights, this 
problem did not apply to the Dakota Target 
Eisley and I soon had all shots centered in the 
10-ring. The sights also presented a much 
better sight picture and this, no doubt, helped 
in shooting a very tight 3/4 inch five-shot 
group. Four of the shots were clustered 
together in a 3/s inch group with all five shots 
in the X-ring. This was achieved with some 
.38 reloads using 3 grains ofEullseye behind 
a 148 grain HEWC. 

The accuracy of the EMF Eisleys certainly 
matches the reputation of the originals. 

The EMF Eisleys gave an impressive per
formance, both in accuracy and reliability. 
They are well-made, durable revolvers that 
are easy to shoot when a two handed hold is 
used. The fact that they are replicas of an 
unusual version of Colt's Single Action will 
always cause much interest and comment. 
The fixed sight model retails for around $450 
while the target version is priced at $490. 
Further information and a catalog of all EMF 
products can be obtained from the EMF Co. 
Inc. , Dept. AH, 1900 E. Warner Ave. , Suite 
1-D, Santa Ana, CA 92705 , ...... 
(714) 261-6611. ~ 

Attention! 
{C((~M[ II ~AT 

SJH[f~l(()TEJl{S 
Now you can purchase the 

accessories you need in one 
convenient place. We offer: 

Kings Extended Salties 
Amb1dextrou~ Salties-Swenson 

Colt 
Extended Sl ide Release 
W il son Shok butt 
W i lson -Dwyer Group Gripper Govt. 

Wolff 18 V2 lb recoil spring 
M K IV reco il spring 
Extended Magazine Release 
M ic ro ad1ustable sights 
W ichita ad1ustable sights 
Seleq self timer 

MMC Bar Cross fixed sights 
Mellett fixed sights 
Beavertail grip salties-Wilson 

Colt 
Long Match Triggers 

Comm . 

3 lightening holes 
Magazines- Colt. b lue 

Devel , 8 rds 
Flat Mainspri ng housing - Col t , eked . 

Colt . serrated 
Pachmayr 

Colt Barr?. 11 and Bushi ng sets 
Col t Commander Ham mers 
Micro Bushing 
B1anch1 ' Askins Avenger " 
B1anch1 "Chapman Hi -Ride" 
Blocker "Securit y " (tetl on l ined ) 
Blockt>r " X-16 " 
Rogers " Idaho Reloader " pouch 
Rogers E-Z load 
B1anch1 "clip grip " 
Blocker "doubl e cl ip " 
Rogers PPS Grips 
B1anch1 "L1ghtn1ng " grips 
Pachmavr "combat " grips 

Wilson Extended Recoil 
Spring Guide 

IPSC Hat Pins 

18.50 
40.00 
49 .95 
19.50 
6.35 

22.95 
27.95 

4.50 
1.50 

17.50 
31.50 
49.95 

154.95 
29.00 
26 .00 
19.00 
23 .00 
10.40 
16.50 
18.00 
1.9.!t~ 
23.00 
23.00 

9.95 
49.95 
16.50 
9.50 

35.00 
40.95 
35.95 
26.95 

6.35 
6.35 

19.00 
21.00 

22.95 
21.00 
17.50 

28.00 
6.75 

We have considerable experience 
in 1 ,~ rforming IPSC style modifica 
tions. Inquire for detail s . 

We are a Colt's Warranty Repair 
Station and carry a wide variety 
of Colt Parts. !~9.u_i;~ for details . 

We offe r a complete money back 
guarantee --

Forward Correc t remittance in 
cash . check or M .O . along 

wi th 10% or $2 .50 postage to : 
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST! 

8.IH[(O(()JIST 
Sil(J J»Jl»J~Y 

622 5th 
Belle Fourche, SD 57717 

C.O.D . ' s Welcome 
or Lall your Visa and Mastercharge 

orders to 
(605) 892-2822 
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ANNOUNCING THE 1985 ISSUE IN 

The American Wilderness Collection 

Tlie Grea~ ~rican 'E(k 
A Limited Edition Commemorative Buckle In Solid Sterling Silver or Select Jeweler's Bronze 

The still mountain air is shattered by 
the crash of antlers. Two 900-lb. bull 
elk square off in fierce combat. Soon 
the locked anders creak like a tree about 
to break in a strong wind. Suddenly the 
defending bull breaks away and bounds 
into the trees. The new sultan of the 
herd lets out a bellow of victory. 

This is a scene that any naturalist or 
outdoorsman dreams of seeing. And 
this is the scene preserved for all time on 
The Great American Elk Commemora
tive Buckle . 

AN EXCLUSIVE OFFERING 
Available only from The Historic 

Providence Mint, this outstanding 
buckle is the third issue in an important 
continuing series designed by the noted 
American wildlife artist, Harris Hien. 

Individually minted like a fine proof 
coin from hand-engraved steel dies , 
each buckle exhibits a brilliance and 
detail that is impossible to achieve in a 
cast buckle . 

THE SOLID STERLING SIL VER 
BUCKLE has a brushed and antiqued 
background against which the 24K 
gold-electroplated elk stands out in 
sharp relief. The border of this stunning 

buckle is also brilliantly electroplated in 
24Kgold. 

THE PREMIUM JEWELER'S 
BRONZE BUCKLE was mimed from 
the same dies as the silver version but is 
made of select bronze alloy chosen for 
its ability to hold a lustrous finish. 

You' JI be proud to own either version 
-- and privdege.d, too. For this fine 
commemoranve 1s a ... 

STRICTLY LIMITED EDITION 
The Great American Elk Buckle will 

only be mimed and available in 1985. 
The dies will then be destroyed to 
assure its rarity for collectors today and 
tomorrow. Order yours today. You may 
not have this opportunity again. 

Each buckle wtfl be individually senal 
numbered on the reverse to enhance its 
collector value. 

Unconditional Guarantee 
If you are not completely satisfied 
with your buckle, you may return it 
within 15 days for a full refund or 
charge card credit . . . no questions 
asked. 

------ ORDER FORM------

The Historic Providence Mint 
Dept. M AHG-4, 222 Harrison Srreer 
P.O. Box 8 -
Providence, RI 02901-0008 

Please send me The Great American Elk Buckle(s) 
I've selected below: 

Solid Sterling Silver with 24K gold elec
troplate at $185.00 ea. (H30) 

Select Jeweler's Bronze at $19.50 ea. (H29) 

I prefer to pay as follows: 
O DIRECT: I've enclosed my check or money 

order for the full amount. 
O CREDIT CARD: Please charge my credit card 

as shown for the full amount. 

O Diners Club 0 American Express 
0 Mastercard 0 Visa 

Card No. . .......... Exp. Date. 

Signature . 

Name 

Address 

City .. 

. ..... . 
(required) 

State ..................... Zip. 

FOR FASTER CREDIT CARD SERVICE 
Call TOLL FREE right now. Please have your 

credit card available. 1-800-543-3000 
Ask for Operator 382 

© 1985 THPM 



HANDGUN 
MARKET 

ACCESSORIES 

IF YOU TAKE LIFE SERIOUSLY ... peruse our Procure
ment Index featuring specialty equipment used by profes
sionals worldwide. Concealment holsters, electronics, 
disguised and unconve ntional weaponry from under $20.00 
to over $2,000.00. The catalog is $3.00 from: A.S.P., Box 
18595/AH, Atlanta, GA 30326. 

FULL-AUTO RUGER 10-22, 1200 rpm, Guaranteed to 
work Mtrls. Incl. Complete in 1-hour. Simple and reliable, 
SlO. Sweat, 612 E. LaPlata Street, Farmington, NM 87401. 

Zebrawood target handgrips (with thumbrest) for Ruger, 
Mark and AMT, Lightning autopistols-$16.95 pair - State 
whether for right-hand or left-hand use: OMWhite, 24 
Scofield Heights, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603. 

GUNS RELOADING tools, gun cabinets, gun cases, every
thing for the shooter at discount prices. Fast shipments, 
free catalog. Esman's, Pitcairn, PA 15140. Phone (412) 
243-7515. 

HAND GUN Caddys - All nylon molded, mounts under 
tables, desks, dressers, bed boards, on metal, etc. Hard
ware included, $10. Check or Money Order. Specify Cal.: 
B.G. & R. Inc., P.O. Box 141021, Coral Gables, FL 331l4. 

~~~~i~!~~r~wB;;.!~. -i?i~~~:~d.e~~~:~:. t~~;1~~rC~~~~1! 
Ebonies , Ironwood, Rosewoods , Snakewood , Tulipwood, 
Ziricote. Gilmer Wood Co., 10426 N.W. Laidlaw, Portland, 
OR 97229. (503) 292-4182. 

LEGAL J?ISTOL STOCK for Ruger's and Govt. models. No 
modification or attachment necessary. Write for free cata
log. Assault Accessories, Dept. 1, P.O. Box 8994 CRB, Tuc
son, AZ 85738. 

HANDGUNNERS! Improve your scores with a custom 
made anatomical target grip in walnut, individually carved 
to your had print. BOWLER'S OLYMPIC GRIPS now avail
able for over 40 pistols , prices from $50. NEW! Anatomical 

~~~/fi~t~5nd'~~<l~rsi;;,~;'f~~~ tkmlr'.'fEt so:[~R'L·¥ot: 
Dept. AH2, THE POST OFFICE, LITTLE BYTHAM, 
GRANTHAM , LINCOLNSHIRE, NG33 4QJ. ENGLAND. 
Tel: 078-081-200. "THE BEST OF BRITISH." 

SECURITY BOX BREAKTHROUGH! For handguns, 
cameras, etc. - home, office, vehicle. Heavy welded steel, 
unique lock recesses, big 4.9 cu. ft .. Only $149.95 + 701b 
shipping from factory in Ill. SASE for folder. WAYLAND, 
Box ll42B, Mill Valley, CA 94942. 

Ballistic Faceguard, constructed of 20 layers of Dupont 
Kevlar (R). 27 ounces of Protection that exceeds the IIA 
standard for police body armor. Reinforced open eye slot, 
$125.00 cash or M.O. post paid. Information $1.00: Franse, 
P.O. Box 3347, Boulder, CO 80307. 

Government 9MM Magazine Pouches to fit the Beretla 
92SB clip. Also suitable for other 9mm staggered cli~s and 
1911 45 clip. Will fit belt up to 3'/z · .Black cordura. Single 
$6/Double $8. Frontier Justice Inc., P.O. Box 4899, Santa 
Rosa, California 95402. 

1985 GUNS ANNUAL AVAILABLE NOW! 25 All new arti
cles for the gun enthusiast on Rifles, Handguns, Shotguns 
and Armed Self-Defense Tactics. Plus highlights on Hol
sters, Airguns and Black Poser. Only $4.95 postpaid. GUNS 
ANNUAL, Dept. GA -H09, PO Box 16025, San Diego, CA 
921l6. 

AMMUNITION 

EXCALIBER WAX PELLETS, for .38 spl., 9 mm Luger, 
.380, .41 mag., .44 mag,, .45 L.C,, .45 acp. Inexpensive prac
tice approximately 1/z velocity of factory ammo. No rico
chetting. no reloading tools, no gun powder, uses shotgun 
primers only. 100 pellet sampler w /6 reusable cases $5.00. 
Special weapons catalogue $1.00. M & M ENTERPRISES, 
Box 64 AHG, Island Lake, IL 60042. 

BE A GUN DEALER, 3 Year FFL Kit, Gun dealers Bible, 
50 State Gun Laws ... $4.95 each; Federal Gun laws ... $3.95; 
Bound Books: Firearms, Ammo, Bill of Sale ... $5.95 each; 
ALL OF ABOVE $35.00 FREE Class Ill Kit w/$35 order; 
FFL IMPORTER KIT ... $4.95; Gunsmith Directory ... $2.95; 
Gun Dealer Wholesalers Directory ... $2.50: Steve's Guns 
and Survival Equipment, P.O. Box 780-AH9, Mocksville, 
N.C. 27028. 

Brass bullet pill box , 2 3/c ~ long, two tone finish. Looks like a 
real bulle t. Unscrew top and insert pills into interior. Send 
$4.95 to: Capital Research, 2500 Lincoln Village Circle #168, 
Larkspur, CA 94966. Guaranteed. 
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Classified ads $.75 per word per insertion. ($.60 per word-per insertion for 3 or more) in
cluding name and address (20 word minim um). Mini mum charge $15.00. Copy and rerun 
orders must be accompanied by PAYMENT IN ADVANCE. NO AGENCY DISCOUNTS. All 
ads must be received with advance payment no later than the 15th of each month. Ex
ample: Closing for Sep/Oct 1985 issue (on sa le Aug ust 15) is May 15th. Ads received 
after closing will appear in th e fo l lowing issue. Please type or print clearl y. -PLEASE 
NOTE *•• NO PROOFS WILL BE FUR NISHED.- Inc lude name, add ress, post office, zip 
code, ci ty and state as counted words . Abbreviat ions count as one word each. Mai l to 
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER MAGAZINE, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, 
Ca lifornia 92108. 

BOOKS 

YOUR STATE'S FIREARMS LAWS, published City Ordi
nances, pistol Jaws, concealed weapons laws. $2.00: Inter
state, Box 19466-AHL, Houston, Texas 77224. 

LIFETIME PERSONAL FIREARMS RECORD BOOK. 
Record information on 250 firearms in case of theft or loss. 
$2.00: Interstate, Box 19466-AHH, Houston, Texas 77224. 

GUN LAW REFERENCE BOOKS: 1) Traveling With a 
Gun, 2) 100 Questions-Answers. 3) Federal Firearms Laws. 
All 3 books $4.95: Interstate, Box 19466-AHP, Houston, 
Texas 77224. 

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing, 
etc,, regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS. 
Both booklets $4 .00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG 
$2.00. Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 882, New York, 
NY 10150. 

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Massad Ayoob. How 
and when to use a gun, authoritative ly written by an active 
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.95 (includes 
postage) to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA-Bil, 591 Camino de 
la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER By Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from 
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1 post. GUNS BOOKS /Dept. 

S-Hll , 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 
92108. 

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use 
your handguns safely. effectively and within the law. Learn 
how and where to shoot , firearms responsibility, what am
munition to purchase, and more. Special chapter on defen
sive pistol shooting, plus a glossary of handgun terms. Only 
$9.95 postpaid. GUNS BOOKS Dept. SH-Bil, 591 Camino 
de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

1985 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. The year's 
most exciting look at the handgun field. Including: "Many 
Faces of the .45 Auto" - "Introduction to Handgunning 
Sports" plus test reports and more! Only $4.95 postpaid. 
HANDGUNNER ANNUAL, Dept. HGA, 591 Camino de la 
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

1984 REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES. Discover what 
your firearms are worth in the most reliable source book 
ever published. A comprehensive volume that covers rifles, 
handguns and shotguns, it contains more than 3500 listings. 
Only $4.95 postpaid. RED BOOK, Dept. RB, 591 Camino de 
la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

1985 GUNS ANNUAL AVAILABLE NOW! 25 All new arti
cles for the gun enthusiast on Rifles, Handguns, Shotguns 
and Armed Self-Defense Tactics. Plus highlights on Hol
sters, Airguns and Black Poser. Only $4.95 postpaid. GUNS 
ANNUAL, Dept. GA -H11 , PO Box 16025, San Diego, CA 
92116. 

1986 GUNS ANNUAL AVAILABLE NOW! Feature arti
cles include: "Customizing the .45 Govt." - "ABC's of Colt 
Collecting" - "Airgunsmithing." Plus a Nylon holster and 
Scope roundup. While supplies last. Only $4.95 postpaid. 
GUNS ANNUAL, Dept. GA-Hll, PO Box 16025, San Diego, 
CA 921l6. 

FEDERAL GUN LAWS ..... $3.95. STATE GUN LAWS: 
your own STATE ..... $2.25. ALL FIFTY STATES ..... $4.95. 
FEl)ERAL REGULATIONS ON INTERSTATE TRA S-
PORTATION OF FIREARMS .... . $2.95. CONCEALED 
WEAPON PERMIT BOOKLET ..... $2.50. FEDERAL 
LICENSED FIREARMS COLLECTOR ..... $3.95. ALL of 
above $20.00. STEVE'S GUNS & SURVIVAL EQUIP
MENT, P.O. BOX 780-AHC, MOCKSVILLE, NC 27028. 

OUT-OF-PRINT Books Found. Send Wants. LARGE CAT
ALOGUE $1.00; Booklook, 51AC Maple Ave,, Warwick, 
N.Y. 10990. 

BE A GUN DEALER. FFL Kit $4 .95; Gun Dealer's Bible 
$4.95; Gun Importer Kit: Be an FFL Gun Importer $4.95; 
Gun Dealer Record Books: Firearms, Ammo, Bill of Sale , 
Gunsmith, Blackpowder, bookkeeper $5.95; Personal Fire
arms, Hunting Journal, Handloaders Record, Knife Col
lector's Record: Steve's Guns & Survival Equipment, P.O. 
Box 780, Mocksville, N.C. 27028. 

NEW CATALOG from the publishers of the ACTION 
LIBRARY! The best new books on martial arts, weaponry, 
survival, revenge and more! Send $1.0!> to: PALADIN 
PRESS, P.O. Box 1307-JAA, Boulder, CO 80306. 

SCREW 'EM' Revenge is sweet with GET EVEN: The com
plete Book of Dirty Tricks. Stop being the victim and strike 
back. Hardcover, 190pp., money-back guarantee. Send 
$15.95 ppd. to: PALADIN PRESS, P.O. Box 1307-JAH, 
Boulder, Colorado 80306. 

PERSONAL Firearms Record Book. A detailed Lifetime 
record of your Firearms designed for collector's and 
shooter's alike. A must for any Gun enthusiast ... $7 .95, 2 for 
$15.00: STEVE GUNS & SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT, P.O. 
BOX 780-AHA, MOCKSVILLE, NC 27028. 

STATE GUN LAWS your own STATE $2.50. AU fifty 
STATES $4.50, FEDERAL GUN LAWS $3.50; PER
SONAL Firearms Record Book $6.95, All of ABOVE 
.. ... $15.95: Military Specialties, P.O. Box 12819, Winston
Salem, NC 27117-2819. 

FREE Wholesale Catalog. Guns, Scopes, Reloaders, Sup
plies. Alpine Range Supply, Rt. 7, Box 356, Ft. Worth, TX 
761l9. 

MASTER TIPS Collected by Jon Winokur. Competition 
"Manual of Arms" features personal instruction from the 
world's top practical shooters. Advise on equipment, tech
nique, training, mental aspects. Clearly exl)'!ined and illus-

~:;~t1 ~:~;:ii~i~~~~.J:/'c~~~i{~~~7. pt. AHC, P.O. 

FREEDOM INSURANCE: Alternate Identity book $10.00. 
Dealers Wanted! Security /Survival Book list $2. TECH
GROUP, Box 93124, Pasadena, CA 91109. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

BE A GUN DEALER, Official three year Federal Firearms 
License Kit, very complete ..... $4.95; GUN DEALER'S BIBLE 
... 60 subject ..... $4.95; GUN DEALER'S BOUND RECORD 
BOOKS the very best: Firearms ..... $7 .95, Ammo ..... $7 .95. 
All of above $25.00. FREE CLASS lil KIT with $25.00 
ORDER: STEVE'S GUN & SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT, P.O. 
BOX 780-AHB, Mocksville, NC 27028. 

BECOME A GUN DEALER - Professionally prepared kit 
includes official forms, covers licensing, purchasing, 

C:eu'A~ANT'E~}j'in\14.~b~ts B1usfNEdss of c\)~swJ'l'.~,\~'Ts: 
Dept. H, P.O. Box 1232, Uniontown, PA 15401. 

Wholesale catalog (Dealers only) Leather goods, scabbards, 
holsters, wool Indian rugs, saddles, cowhides, sheepskins. 
Send business letterhead: El Paso Saddle blanket Company, 
5000 Alameda, El Paso, Texas 79905. 

POLICE OFFICERS WANTED: Comprehensive digest of 

~~cir':::~r~at~~nooidt~: 0~otrnE: g~RE:tR''\\:)'~g!t~·A ¥lo~ 
DIGEST, Box 1672, Dept.-C, Eaton Park, Florida 3340. 

EARN MONEY AT HOME. $300 to $500 per week possible. 
Send $3.00 for complete booklet "Twenty Proven Ways to 
Make Money" to: SIAS, 9794 Forest #2JOD, Dallas, Texas 
75243. 

$10-$360 WEEKLY /UP, MAILING CIRCULARS! No 
Quotas. Sincerely Interested, Rush stamped envelope: 
Marketing International, Box 20728-AHU , San Diego, CA 
92120. 

RETIRE WEALTHY MAKING, SELLING LEAD 
BULLETS. No more job layoff worries. Simple. no back
ground needed. $1,500 month part-time, $50,000 year and 
more full-time easy. Setting up Operations ... Equipment 
...Supply Sources ... The Three Major Markets ... How to In-
crease Sales ... Much More. $10.00: Richard Sitz, Box 
344-AH, Harbor Springs, Michigan 49740. 

COLLECTORS 

Lead Soldier Molds - Free Brochures, catalog $1.00 (re
fundanle) soldier and Catalog $2.00: Coastal, Box 44-H, 
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009. 

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA 

TOP QUALITY ALL-FABRIC PATCHES FOR YOUR 
JACKET OR CAP! Guns Team Member Patch: $3.50, 
American Handgunner 1st Patch: $3.50, 25th Anniversary 
Guns Collectors Patch, $5.00. Special - all 3 patches only 
$11.00 postpaid. GUNS Patches, Dept. GP-Bil, 591 Camino 
de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS - Enameled Pins, 
Your Design, Low Minimum, Excellent Quality, Low 
Prices, Free Booklet. A.T. Patch Co., Dept. 93, Littleton, 
NH 03561. (603) 444-3423. 
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FIREWORKS 

Salutes and Cannon crackers home made. The Best! Simple 
easy method, my secrets revealed. Details; Browns Diversi
/kd, Box 53, Fishers, Indiana 46038. 

ROCKETS. COLORED SMOKE DYES for signalling, sur· 
vival applications. M80 Salutes, Fireworks - you construct, 
More! Catalog $1.00. NorStarr, Box 5585, Pocatello, Idaho 
83202. 

Fireworks!! Direct from the factory. Buy for less. Save 

W.onlfuxc~;J~~t!~-,%~:J'.onJ~~1:01~reat Lakes Fireworks. 

FIREWORKS - An American Tradition. Safe, excitinf' pa· 

~~~~TAL~~~~EW~RKs~1~:;r1a~2<1Hf.1 Tirrf~.t:Q1~~ 44~~'. 
or call 1-800-821-2483. 

FIREWORKS FROM CHINA: All at low-low prices. Illus· 
trated catalog $1: CHINA IMPORTERS-WHOLESALERS 
LTD., Box 347212, Parma, OH 44134. 

FIREWORKS - FIRECRACKERS, ETC. GIANT 1985 
CATALOG FREE. 216-584-6101. FIREWORKS UN· 
LIMITED, DEERFIELD, OHIO 44411. 

GET CHEMICALS for fireworks , explosives. List of 
sources plus pyrotechnic formula catalog $1.00: D & R En
terprises •• Box 15643, Columbus, OH 43215-0643. 

FOR SALE 

NAZI MARCHES. Hour cassettes $6.50@ or nine for 
$40.00. Free list. Send SASE: NSDAPAO, Box 6414-AH, 
Lincoln, NE 68506. 

SMALL NAZI COLLECTION $150. Fox 12GA. double bar· 
rel shotgun $300. From estate Bronze collection - Indians, 
horses, dogs $150-up. 305-832-4083. 

XR-5000 Stun Gun, legal, non-lethal, disables attackers 
with 40,000 volts of low amperage electricity. XR-5000 
$80.00. Niad/charger $15.00. Cases: Vinyl $7.00, Nylon 
$15.00, Leather 20.00. Send M.O. or cashers check. Allow 
3-4 week delivery, Illinois residents add 70/o sales tax. The 
Quetico Trader, Box 1052, Northbrook, IL 60065-1052. 

GUN PARTS 

MOUNT wirings (Nazi WW2 ZF4 Scope/K43) $250 pp. 
Graaff, PB. 8027, POSTERHOLT. NETHERLANDS. 

RANDALL 45 ACP PARTS. Frames $50.00, Slides $48.00. 
Other Parts Available at Liquidation Prices. S.A.S.E.: 
RANDCO, Box 1981H, Monrovia, CA 91016-1981. 

GUNS FOR SALE 

We will sell you any new handgun at 10% over our cost . 
Write today for free price quote(s). Send us a complete des
cription of the handgun(s) you are interested in purchasing 
and we will mail you a firm price quote along with ordering 
details. No catalogs or phone quotes please . We also pay 
cash for used handguns. Bullseye Arms, 701N.20th Street, 
Banning, California 92220. 

Buy guns wholesale! Free FFL Application kit with Dealer 
~i'nc:ii~ii.kJMss~~~~· $6.00 complete. Empire, Box BOB, 

GUNSMITHING 

LATHES - MILLS - TOOLS - Unimat 3", Compact 5", 
Compact 8", Compact 10 ·. Maximal Super 11 · and V-13 " 
lathes. Jet lathes and mills. Emco Maier FB-2 and Sherline 
5000 bench top milling machines. Measuring instruments, 
cutting tools, chucks and collets . Catalog $1.00. Blue Ridge 
Machinery and tools, Inc., P.O. Box 536-N, Hurricane, WV 
25526. WV call 1-562-3538. Outside WV 1-800-872-6500. 

CUSTOM .45 GUNSMITHING. Police and combat compeli· 
tion modifications a specialty. For free price list send 
SASE. JIM HOAG, 8523 Canoga Ave., Suite "C", Canoga 
Park, CA 91304. 

GUN ENGRAVING Full line of custom engraving on fir e· 
arms and knives. from simple line designs throu~h semi· 
relief scroll to presentation grade. Sketches furnished at 
cost. Sundance Engraving, Box 912, Reading, PA 19603. 

Pistol accuracy: Tapered seat compensator installed on 
your colt auto low as $80 complete. High quality and ap
pearance. Performance improved. Other custom work. Bro
chure $1.00. Randall Thompson, 654 Lela Pl., Grand Jct .. 
C081504. 

Heavy Shilen Barrel Installed on your combat/PPG 
revolver - $250.00 complete. Butler's Gun Service, 7721 
Linda Lane, Denver, CO 80221. 

INSTRUCTION 

VIDEO TRAINING PROGRAMS - World champion John 
Shaw's new release "Combat Pistol Shootint', $59.95 and 

~~ft~r~~~ .. ~~~t6rt7m~t~s~W'b~fe~~~-~~u:.~ ~~r ~~m;~~ 
$59.95 (seen by over one million people): Other programs 
priced at $39.95 include "Survival Equipment", "Survival 
Weapons", "Rem ington 1100 Shotgun", "Remington 870 
Shotgun", "Colt .45 Automatic", "M -16 Rif le", 
"Rappelling": VHS or Beta: $2.00 shipping: Master Video 
Productions, Dept. AH, 7947 Carol Elaine Circle, Memphis, 
Tennessee 38134 

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.P.I. 
is now accepting applications for the instruction of qual· 
ified students in the basic practical skills of modern defen
s ive pistol craft. For information and applications. send 
$1.00 lo: Northeast Pistol Institute, Dept, 714C, PO Box 
453, Union, NJ 07083. 

LEARN TO SHOOT THE WAY THE CHAMPIONS DO. 
"ON TARGET" By NATIONAL RECORD HOLDER 
MARK DUNCAN shows you step by step the secrets of 
HANDG UN ACCURACY. A simplified illustrated pocket 
~uide covering all the basics. Results GUARANTEED. 

4 ;~X :~J~t~~~~-SJ:0~ij~~b~r~.\~'.c?.'28~~9. Y9~g1~~~P6Jo3:' 
HANDLE YOUR OWN LEGAL AFFAIRS. Be a Paralegal. 

~t0(;dits~~~~~~nec.1rn:;;uf~~~iiu~~~n~;~~~- ~~~~-~11I: 
Boca Raton, FL 33427. (3051368-2522. 

LA IV COURSES FOR THE LAYMAN, Send for free bro
chure to: UNITED CONSUMER ADVISORY NEWS 
(U-CAN), 7722 Sunbonnet, Houston, Texas 77064. 

KNIVES & SWORDS 

All type knives. Historic weapons and swords . Unbeatable 
prices. Cata logs $2.00 Delntinis, 107 Summit Ave., Staten 
Island, NY 10306. 

Swiss Army Knife. 3 1/4 " I I-blade multi purpose knife. Gen· 
uine leather s heath. !Reg. $34.95). $9.95. Interstate Swiss 
Army Knife, Box 19466-AHKI, Houston, TX 77224. 

Knife Collector's R ecord Book. Keep a Detailed record of 
all Data For each knife in your collection, plus place for 
photo. Great for insurance purposes. Each book is heavy
duty constructed and Bound. MADE TO LAST ... $7.95. 
Steve's Guns & Survival Equipment, P.O. Box 780-KAH. 
Mocksville, NC 27028. 

30-40% OFF GERBER, BENCHMARK. KERSHA IV 
KNIVES; LEUPOLD, REDFIELD Scopes. Muzzleloaders! 
Send $1.00 for Complete Catalog! KNIVES, Dept. AH, 52 
Edmund, Uniontown, PA 15401. 

WHOLESALE Cutlery - Famous brands including Buck, 
Schrade and Case. All types including Survival, Hunting, 
Fish Fillet and Kitchen Knives. Illustrated catalof, $1.00: 
~~~~:::;a 3~~~ry, 1403AH Chisholm Road, F orence, 

KNIVES. SURVIVAL, CONCEALA BLE. HUNTERS, 
FOLDERS. MAGLITES, STU GUNS, HANDCUFFS, 
300/o-400/o off list. ALL PRODUCTS GUARANTEED. $1.00 
for CATALOG: APS, 20993 Foothill Blvd. #232-HG. 
Hayward, CA 94541. 

SPORT KNIFE FIGHTING COURSE, send for free 
brochure. TAURUS SPORT KNIFE FIGHTING ASSN .. 
7749 Buena Vista, Houston, Texas 77087. 

LEATHERCRAFT 

Bianchi Gun Leather 200/o to 300/o off retail. Pachmayr 
Grips and Mag-Lites at wholesa le prices. The new Nova 
XR5000 Stun gun advertised elsewhere at $69.95, our price 
$55.00. Free shipping, Visa /Mastercard accepted. For color 
catalog and details send $5.00 (refundable) to: L J & I En· 
terprises Inc .. 14800 Cicero, Oak Forest, IL 60452. 

MILITARY SURPLUS 

Brass Mil 45 ACP "WCC" $48 pm. This Ole House, 706 W. 
Central, Commanche, TX 76442. (9151356-2441. Cert. Funds 
& FFL Shipped COD. 

Military Surplus, Chemical/biological warfare equipment, 
military clothing, equipment, decorations. Self addressed 
stamped envelope for catalog. JS Sales, Box 4253H, Lan· 
caster, CA 935394-4253. 

G.I. SURPLUS. Hunting and Camping Equipment. 56 page 
catalog $2.00. Red Bank Army Navy, 12-E Monmouth 
Street, Red Bank, NJ 07701. 

MILLIONS OF GOVERNMENT SURPLUS BARGAINS! 
Many I% original cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Gov
ernment Buyer's Guide /Directory" - $2.00 (Guaranteed). 
Disposal, Box 19107-MY, Washington, DC 20036. 

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS" JEEPS $30.00! 5,000,000 
items! Complete Information Your Area. 1985 OFFICIAL 
DIRECTORY. $2.00 (Guaranteed). SURPLUS. A920, 4620 
Wisconsin Northwest, WASHINGTON, DC 20016. 

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH 
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT? GET THE FACTS TODAY! 
(312) 742-1142, EXT. 6279. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR 
LOGO MY SPECIALTY SOLID ANDCAST SILICON 
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE, 
1225 MANZANITA , DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 
90029. 

KNUCKS - Genuine brass paperweights. not cheap alumi· 
num, same day delivery, $7. prepaid; Matthews Police Sup· 
ply, PO Box 1754, Matthews, NC 28105. 

NINJA CATALOG Ni~htsuits, handclaws, footspikes. cal· 
throps, blowpens, shunken and reference materials for the 
Shadow Warrior. Send $1.00 to: Ninja Supply Systems, Box 
28222/AH, Atlanta, GA 30358. 

NAZI War souvenirs and daj!gers! Illustrated catalog $10, 
bill (refundable). Disco, Box 331 -H, Cedarburg, WI 
53012-0331. 

FREE! World's Leading Novelty Catalog. Things You 
Never Knew Existed. I600 Novelties. Jokes, Tricks, 
~!!':::~~~. ~~~~so~rbies. Johnson-Smith, C-6522. Mt. 

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS - l.D. Cards & Certifi· 
cates. Airborne, Special Forces. CJ.A .. Police. etc. Bro
chure $1. Kenwood, Box 66, Dept. H, Long Green, MD 21092. 

PRIVACY SERVICES /PRODUCTS. Confidential mail 
receiving-forwarding service plus much more! Free details! 
Write! SMS-AH, Box 3179, Tempe, AZ 85281. 

Beltbuckles, tietacs, pins. Catalogue $1.00 (Refunded). Belt· 
buckle Ltd .. Box 4170, Jackson, MS 39216. (6011353-9190. 

FREE PRIVACY CATALOG. Low-profile techniques. Cash 
income opportunities. Asset protection. Secret loans. New 
Identity. EDEN PRESS. Box 841-HG, Fountain Valley, CA 
92728. 

SILENCERS FOR GUN, M-80's for FUN, PLUS OTHER 
"HOW TO" BOOMER INFO. $2.00: MICHAEL, BOX 126, 
ATHENS. PA 18810. 

HAND GUN HUNTING. Hunt the beautiful MouOon Ram 
in Texas May - Sept. REAL HUNTING. Darrell York, Box 
536 HG. Marfa, TX 79843. 

A BACHELOR'S GUIDE TO NEVADA, Adults only. Send 
$5.00 to: Tom Berens, 15206 Raymong Ave,, Apt.-16, 
Gardena, Ca lifornia 90247. 

1984 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. Includes 
reports on New Handguns for I984. Airgun Review. Self· 
Defense Handgunning, 500 Best Places to Shoot Across the 
U.S. plus much more! Only $4.95 postpaid. HANDG UN
NER ANNUAL, Dept. HGA. 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 
200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

REAL ESTATE 

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA - FREE CATALOG! Blue Ridge 
Mountain land. farms, homes. Wetherbee Realty. Box 84-H, 
Woolwine, VA 24185. (7031930-2155. 

BUY REPOSSESSED HOMES FROM GOVERNME Tl 
$1.00 plus repairs /taxes. LOCATED NATIO WIDE! 
Details $3.95 (GUARANTEED! to: HOMESTEAD, Box 
909-RM703, Inola, OK 74036. 

GOVERNMENT LAND ... FROM $7.50 /ACRE! Homesites, 
farming, vacationing. investment! "Land Buyer's Guide" 
plus nationwide list ing - $2.00. LANDS. Box 19107-MZ, 
Washington, DC 20036. 

SURVIVAL 

INTELLIGENCE REPORT - on secret Soviet/Mexican 
preparation for "RED DAWN" attack upon United tales. 
Tantalizing do~umentation! Send $16.00 donation payable 
to: A.C.C. Services, P.O. Box 529, Navasota, Texas 77868. 

SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT - DISCOUNT PRICES. Sports· 
men, Hunters, Survivalists. Discount prices on top quality, 
brand name rroducts. Commando and regular army sur· 
plus, surviva books. weapon accessories, edged weapons, 
binoculars. electronics and more. Request your free dis· 
count price list. Write: American Wilderness & Survival 
Supply, Box 3161, Oak Brook, IL 60522. 

WANTED TO PURCHASE 

Inventions, Ideas, new produ cts wanted for presentation to 
industry and exhibition at national innovation exposition. 
Call toll free 1-800-528-6050. Extension 831. 

DUCK Hunting Stamps - $1. to $400. Value determined by 
condition of stamp and year. Send stamped envelope for 
price list of cash offer: John Snow, 4539 Bartlett, 
Shorewood, WI 53211. 



INDUSTRY INSIDER 
JERRY RAKUSAN 

HANDGUNNER TO CELEBRATE TENTH 
YEAR IN 1986 WITH CUSTOM GUNS 

N o matter what product you name, there 
seems to be someone who thinks that 

they can make it better or cheaper. 
What comes to mind is, of course, the Colt 

.45 ACP Government Model. Over the 
course of the past years, we've seen several 
copies, "improvements," and adaptations of 
the Colt from such companies as AMT, 
Llama, Auto Ordnance, Arminex , the late 
Randall , MS Safari Arms, and possibly some 
others. And, it seems it's not over. Coming up 
is the 1911-Al from Springfield Armory, and 
versions from Caspian Arms. 

There is no doubt that some of these Colt 
clones are (or were) cheaper in price than the 
original, but whether any were better is best 
left to each individual's technical and subjec
tive interpretation. Some were or are, to say 
the least, different. 

Today, however, although the cloning of 
the Colt continues, we see the same thing 
happening to other guns, especially those 
which have attained reputations of quality 
and dependability. There are look-alikes of 
the Beretta 92 , Walther pocket autos, CZ-75 , 

Ruger Mkll, Colt Woodsman, and the list 
goes on. 

Many of these copies are fine quality guns 
in their own right, however the one thing that 
they can't copy is the reputation built up over 
the years of the originals; that they will have 
to earn on their own. 

• • • 
The Pachmayr custom shop is hard at 

work developing their first custom PPC 
revolver, and we hear, too, that within the 
next six to eight months there should be a 
Pachmayr compensated IPSC-type .45 auto 
available with a six week turnaround on 
orders. If these two new offerings from 
Pachmayr reflect the quality and work
manship of the guns that have come out of 
their shop in the past, they should be winners. 

• • • 
Remember the Stoeger Luger®? This is 

the .22 version look-alike. ow it is being 
offered under the Navy Arms banner, with a 
retail price of $155 . More important, Val 
Forgett of Navy Arms says that there will 
soon be a Navy and an Artillery Model 

MASSAD F. A YOOB'S 
11STRESSFIRE'' 

Volum"lof 
Gunfi9htm9 for f'ulu t 

ldL•anrrd Ta<:hc~ and ?t-o:hn1q1.u .. 

b11 1lfa.ssad f" '\yoob 
wHhfor~u ord by RalJ ( twprnm1 

At lost! The first volume of Mossed Ayoob ' s long 
awaited series on '' Gunfighting for Police : 

Advanced Tactics and Techniques." 
" STRESSFIRE " is the result of Ayoob's 

years of research about what actually 

happens in gunfights. 

Learn how stress and adrenalin affect the 

mind and body. ruining conventional shooting 

techniques under pressure . . . and how new 
techniques actually feed off that pressure to 

make you perform better under stress! 

$9.95 
plus $1.50 postage and handling 

I -------POLICE BOOKSHELF P.O . Box 122, Concord, N .H. 03301----- I 

I Please check one: I 
I D Check or Money Order-$ 11.45 II 
I D Charge my MC No. _ ______ _ 
I Exp . date Name---- ----- - - --- I 
I - - - - - - - - - I 

D Charge my VISA No.---- ----- Street - ------- ---.,.--- --
1 Exp . date I 
I Bank on which account is drawn : City ----- ----- ----- I 
I State Zip I 
1---------------------------------J 

available. 
• • • 

There is an old Arabian proverb that goes, 
'?\ horse of good breed is not dishonored by 
his saddle." 

We hope that the Bren Ten is of a strong 
enough breed to withstand the distractions of 
delays and the discontent among many who 
are still waiting for their guns. That some of 
these people blame gun magazines for pro
moting the Bren Ten prematurely is patently 
ridiculous. I feel certain that readers of this 
magazine are sophisticated enough to realize 
that we are not going to run financial investi
gations before reporting on a new gun; nor 
will we institute personality profiles on the 
principals. If we did , I'm sure that there 
would be some very popular gun models 
which would never see print. 

There is, however, one reality in the Bren 
Ten situation. With the experience of the 
Auto Mag of the 70s and the Bren Ten of the 
80s, I doubt that we will see many more gun 
companies successfu l in their attempt to 
finance production with pre-production 
deposits from consumers. 

• • • 
As we leave the year 1985 , I look forward 

especially to 1986, and the 10th anniversary 
of the American Handgunner magazine. 
We have some super surprises in store for 
our readers- in some extra special custom 
gun giveaway guns, and perhaps a special 
limited edition gu n made just for this 
celebration. Watch for the 
exciting details. 

1/2SCALE 
· TORSO 
SPRINGER 

• Max. caliber 44 
mag. 

• Free standing 
design, can be 
placea on any 
surface! 

• Replaceable 
target, slides into 
upright base! 

• Springer base 
absorlls impact of 
bullet! 

• T~q1et is made of 
1/4 armor plate 
for longer life and 
durability. 

•Minimum 
recommended 
shooting distance 
15 yards. 

• Ful line of 
metallic shilouette 
targ_ets: Scales 
11m .. 1/5( 1/3, 
1/2 & ful. 

• l.H.M.S.A. & 
N.R.A. approved. 

• Available at your 
local dealer, or 
contact Target 
Masters. 

On-Target All the Way! 
A Division of GKC Manufacturing, Inc .. 

9847 Glenoaks Boulevard, 
Sun Valley, California 91352 

(818) 504-0515 
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Safari-laminate Process. 
Developed for a unique 
reason. lbu. 

TM 

Safari-Laminate™ virtually eliminates all the 
known problems you've encountered with holsters 
and leather accessories made 
from traditional 
methodology. 

.. 
t- .. 

+ t + 



Taurus handguns give you 
the right balance of top craftsmanship 

and affordable price 

Meet the finest value dollar for 
dollar in firearms today-Taurus 
handguns. They've earned an envi
able international reputation for 
superb quality at an affordable price 
since their introduction in 1939, 
meeting the highest standards of 
accuracy, dependability and safety. 

A Taurus is an ideal 
choice if you're a 
first-time hand
gun buyer and 
perfect for 
the experienced 
shooter. 

Shooting a 
Taurus handgun 
gives you the opportunity 
to use a product that has 
been built from high-quality 
materials to the latest design speci
fications. Note the beautiful finish in 
blue, satin nickel, or stainless steel and 
the bandsome Brazilian walnut grip that 
fits snugly in your hand. 

Taurus offers 
a comprehensive 
selection of styles 
and calibers
.22 L.R., .32 
Long, .38 
Special, .357 Mag
num, 9 MM and 380. 
Look at the three pop-
ular models below: 

Taurus Model 66 Six 
rounds of .357 stopping power 
Easy to control and keep on target. 
Available in 3 ': 4" or 6" barrel lengths 
in traditional deep royal blue or 
corrosion-resistant nickel steel finish. 
Completely adj~table rear sight for 
windage with serrated ramp. Also 
available in a fixed sight version, 
Taurus Model 65. 

SS MODEL 

92MODEL 

66MODEL 

Taurus Model 85, The Protector 
Lightweight, powerful, reliable 

Rugged construction and ease of 
operation distinguish the 5-shot 

Protector. 2" or 3" barrel lengths. 
Notch rear and serrated ramp front 
sights. Chambered for .38 Special. 

In blue, stainless steel and 
satin nickel. 

Taurus Model PT 92 
Rapid fire, light recoil 

semi-automatic 
Double and single-action capa

bilities. Quick recovery and 
superb accuracy. Chambered 

for 9 MM Parabellum. 
Slide remains open after 

last round for fast reload
ing ... 15 shot capacity. 
Hand-fitted slide and 

frame assembly. This model 
has worldwide military 

approval and acceptance. 

EXCLUSIVE LIFETIM-:-1 
REPAIR POLICY 

Taurus will repair your Taurus 
handgun f ree of charge for the 
lifetime of the weapon. No 
other handgun manufacturer 
makes this offer! See your 
dealer and ask to see the top
value Taurus line. 

•11:• 
"*" ~ International standards of 

era/ tsmanship and reliability 

TAURUS INTERNATIONAL 
4563 S.W. 71st. Avenue 

Miami, Fl. 33155 
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